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omeof
the best

born Products
have just
become

better value

Artworks and Impression are
currently two of the most popular
packages for the Acorn platform.

Now we have made some

changes that we think will make
them even more popular in 1996;
firstly we have cut the price of all

variations of the software and

secondly we have produced new
no-dongle versions of Impression

Publisher and Artworks.

If you need a word processor,
DTP or drawing package but
haven't thought of using our
products before, or you were

concerned about the price or the
dongle, then please just ask for a
copy of our brochures which give
full details on all these packages.

Call/fax/email our sales staff at

the numbers below.

To exchange your current
version for the new no-dongle

versions of Impression Publisher
or Artworks simply return your

dongle with a note of your serial
number and payment of

£12.76 + VAT (£15.00 incl).

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX
Tel 01442 351000* Fax 01442 351010

Email info@cconcepts.co.uk
Web http://www.cconcepts.co.uk
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What do these images
have in common?

%

Not much, except that they were all captured in glorious 24 bit colour by the latest
multimedia system - 24116. This combines an advanced video digitiser with a 16 bit sound
sampler. As well as beautiful stills, 24116 captures superb Replay movies and hi-fi audio.
But don't just take our word for it..

"The image quality possible from 24il6 is the best obtainable...
...Replay quality is superior to anything else I have seen." Archimedes World

In fact 24116 is a no-compromise design that surpasses all others in the Acorn World thanks
to the following unique features:

I Compact Disc quality 16 bit stereo sampling at up to 48KHz
> Full frame still capture (resolution up to 768 x 576 with IMb option)
I Replay Movie capture of any size and rate limited only by machine and hard disc speed
I Capture rate up to 25 images per second and time lapse facilities
I Contrast, brightness and saturation control in real-time

For a limited time 24i16's will be available for a special price together with Empire -
Uniqueway's highly acclaimed Replay Movie editing package - so contact us now!!!

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei
University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 811401

Please note: 24116 requires one expansion slot. RISC OS 3.1 or later, at least ARM 3, a hard
disc and 2Mb RAM minimum. All hardware products come with full I years guarantee. E & OE.

Access
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\ Bargains
| EpsonGQ-5000 Printer,second-hand
J; Epson LQ-2500+ Printer, second-hand

Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration

PC software
Windows (orWorkgroups 3.11

| CD rom software
ill 100Beautiful landscapes
5! 100Classic Cars

a Art in the National Curriculum, K52.3

p. ArtWorkS CD - dong!e-less version
^" Bitfolio 6 CD li

Bitfolio 7 CD i>
Breakaway Maths,ago7-13

H Britain from theAir, KS2-4
JJ British Birds, age 7-16
• Cars - Maths in MotionCD,age8» Car
Si Castles, «2,3
• CD Francais(York),age11-i6
I Clip-Art CD 1

Clip-ArtCD 2
Clip Art Collection (Zenta) Zenta £24
Countiesof the British Isles. KS2-4 (needs Keynote/Key Plus)

Angfa £39
Countriesof the World. KS2-4 (needs Keyno:e/KeyHus)

Angka
Dictionary of the living World Med*
DinosaurslThe MultimediaEncyclopedia Media

Dune II CD
'fj Earth and Atmosphere. «2.3 avp

Electricity 8 Magnetism,age7-t3 yttm
Elements, age 11-16 V17M
Font Emporium zenta
Frontier 2000 CD rom, XS2-4 Cambs Solt
Garden Wildlife, KS2 Ang/«
Ghosts Media
Granny's Garden CD, KS1.2 Watm
Guardians of the Greenwood, kS2,3 4Mation

•M

£39|
£42
£421

frlpse £411
£981

I
Hutchinson Multimedia

Encyclopedia (shrink-wrapped) Attica £25
Inventions AngUa £39
KidPix2CD. KSi.2 KM £42
Kingfisher Children's Micropedia,ksi-3 esm £86
Lands Air, agen-16 vnM £99
MagpieCD longman £61
Meteosat Collection Photo CD Spaceieeh £34
Mystenesof Nature Angha POA
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 and 2 (set of 12) CD,
age 5-7 Sheraton £81

Nelsonand HisNavy.KS2.3 Angba £49
PDCD-1 DataWe £20
PDCD-2 Daraf* £20
PDCD-3 OataMe £20

; PhotobaseDecades:The 1960s tongman £51
PhotobaseDecades:TheVictorians tongman £51
Photobase:Science icmgman £51
PicturePoint CD. KS1.2 tongman £30
Romans! Angtia £39
Shareware CD Zenla £24
Simon the Sorcerer CD Gamesw £34
UnderstandingEnergy, KS3 Angtia £39
Understandingthe Body,KS3 Angfe £39
Upand Away, age9-14 Sheraton £49
Vikingsl (Anglla), kS2 Angfc
Worldof RobertBurns,age8* Cambs Sol

IWorld's Weather, KS3 Angk
IWorld War II - On the Home Front, KS2.3

(needsKeynote/Key Plus) Angh

Other software
}<• 10out of 10 Dinosaurs
»I 10outof10Driving Test
j \, 10 out of10 Early Essentials, age 3-7

| 10outof10English (Foreign language)
10 out of 10 English, age6-16
10 out of 10 EssentialMaths,age5-12
10 out of 10 French,age8-16
10 out of 10 German, age8-16
10 out of 10 JuniorEssentials, age5-11
10 out of 10 Maths Number, age6-t6
10 out of 10 Structured Spelling,age-9
2067 BC

ABC Version 3
Access* for Rise PC Acorn

j Acorn Companion SEMf/tc
Acorn Companion 2 for Rise PC and A7000semcrc
ACross Kudos
Advance Acorn
Advanceprimarysite licence Atom
Advance secondary site licence Acorn
Advance User Guide Acorn
Advantage,KS2.3 tongman
Adventure Playground, age5-8 storm
Air Supremacy Superior
AllNew TalkingAnimated Alphabet, age3-6Sheraton
Alone in the Dark knsafe
Amazing Maths, ksi-4 cambsSoft
Anagram Genius fourth
Ancestry II Mnwva
Animated Numbers, age3-6 Sheraton
Animator Clares

ANT Internet Suite am
Apollonius PDT oak
ArcFax Ming
ArcFS 2 vti

ArchimedesOperating System(not OS3) Dabs
ArchiTech Aspex
ArcPCB silicon
Arcturus Oregan

IArcventure I.., TheRomans, age 10-12 Sheraton

to/to

10/10

10/10

to/to

ro/io

10/10

10/10

10/10

10/10

10/10

lo/ro

Oregan

Selected prices 14th March 1996

Arcventurell..
Arcvenlure III.
Arcventure IV

I Aries

The Egyptians, age 8-11 Sheraton
The Vikings. «2 Sheraton

. TheAnglo Saxons,age7-11 Sheraton
Camesv/

K Around the World in 80 Days,age9-12 Sherata

w Artworks fd- dongle-less v.

/ Artworks Made Easy
IAstro.KS2.3

AudioWorks
IAztecs, age 7-11

BadgerTrails,kS2
IBalloons, ksi
Balloons<lzzy and Lizzy), ksi

| BannerII
Battlechess

BBC Basic Reference Manual
Beginningto Read,age5-7
Betsi, «2

£150{£ Big Bang
£150 J Big Picture

" " Birdsof War (not RisePC)
Birds of War for Rise PC

¥ Black Angel
j Blinds

£55 : Bodywise, age9i4
ii Break147 8 Superpool(not Rise PC)
5. Break 147 8 Superpool forRise PC
3] Budget DTP

urn 'Out
C Version 2

C Version 3

C/C++
CADet. KS3.4
Calabash Pirates, age7-t i
Cannon Fodder

CardShop
Ji-JCarnage Inc. (not Rise PC)
!! Carnage Inc. for RisePC

Cartoon Collection
Castle of Dreams, age7-11(r.otRise PC)
CDtracker

B Celebration
Chameleon, age7.
Champions Compilation (notRise pc)
Chartwell
Chessll

Children's Graphics
Chocks AwayCompendk

CC £45
Sheraton £40
Sherslon £40
Topolog £17
Topolog £17
KudHm £29
Krisaifs £20
Acorn "£25

Sheraton £39
4Mation £32

Psycore £12

Longman £ / -c

M.nerva

Storm

Knsalis

Clares

Fourth

Fourth

Micro S

4Matton

KnsaUs

MxroS

Fourth

Christmas Adventure, free
j with 3Storm titles over £22 each, age 5-8 storm

Chuck Rock (not Rise PC)
CineWorks

Classcardzfor Resultz
Classcardz for Wordz
ClickArt Animals 8 Nature
ClickArt Sports 8 Games

Cobalt Seed
ColorMobile Software Driver

Command Ship
Complete Animator
Composition(Rise PC only)
Compression
Conjuguez
Creator II
Crystal Maze, age7.
Crystal Rain Forest FD, KS2
Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess

Darkwood
Darryf the Dragon, ksi,]
DataPower
Demon's lair

DeskEdit 4

Desktop ScreenTurtle, ksi-3
Desktop Thesaurus
Desktop Tracker
DigitalSymphony
Digital Symphony + CD Rom
DinosaurDiscovery, KS2
Disc Rescue
Draw Print 8 Plot

DrawBender
DRAW_Changer v2
Dune II FD

Dungeon (not RisePC)
Dungeon for Rise PC

^i E-Type 2(not Rise PC)
«« E-Type2 for RisePC

E-TypeCompendium
Earthwarp, kS2
EasyC
EasyC++

EasyClip
I EasyFont 3

Eclipse Collection
I Eidoscope

ElfTales,age5-7
l Eureka 3. KS2.3
1 Event
I Eye forSpelling, ksi.]
i Fervour (not R«PC)
Fire & Ice

Clares £

CC

Creative

Alpine

Sheraton

Sherston

TBA

Fourth

£20
JMaton £181

iota £

fourth

Beebug

Topohg

£28

£ • •
fatws £27

fripse £20
CC £157

Sheraton £32
tongman £91

DplAII £21
fSM £31

Clares £16

£15
Firewoikz Co/ton £88
Fireworkz Pro Cotton £139
Firstlogo.KSI,] tongman £25
FirstPage. KS2-4 tongman £51
FirstWords with Smudge, age4. storm £20
Fistlore Mystery £21
Flashback, 1.6 Mb disc usgoM £21
Flashback, 800 kb discs usCoU £21
Flight Path, age9» Storm £26
Flossythe Frog, KSI 4Maren £23
Flossythe FrogArt Disc 4Mat«n £10
Fontasy ics £15

Fantasy/ DrawBender/ Placard
£30

Font Designers Toolkit isv £24
Font Directory 2 took £37
FontFX DataSt £9
Font Pack 277 ov £20
Font Pack 298 .sv £20
Font Packs 277 and 298 isv £29
Formula Two Thousand tba £20
Formulix cc £64
Freddy'sAdventure, ksi Topotog £17
FreddyTeddy,ksi TOpofog £17
Frontier 2000 FD, KS2-4 cambsSoil £39
Full Phase semerc £38
Full Phase + 2 SEMERC £48
FunSchool3, age-5 Europress £18
Fun School 3, age 5-7 Europress £18
Fun School 3, age 8+ Europress £18

nwp
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Fun School4. age-5 Europress £18
Fun School 4, age 5-7 furopress £18
FunSchool4. age 7-11 furopress £18
Genesis Professional oak £112
Genesis Project Oak £47
Geordie Racer, ks] tonoman £26
Giant Killer, K52.3 7bpotog £19

Global Effect Wpse£27
Gods (not Rise PC) Knsafe £9
Gothic 8 Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack lDaute£30
Gothic 8 Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 20ara/i.e£32
Granny's Garden FD,ksi.] 4Mat»n £23
Graphics loaders cc £36
Graphics on the ARM Machines Dabs
Hard Disc Companion 2
Hatchback, age7.
Haunted House
HearsayII

I Hcimdall
' HeroQuest

HighRiseRacingfor Rise OS <3.1
High Rise Racingfor Rise OS3.1
Holed Out Compendium
Home Accounts

Hostages suoeror £9

HyperStudio kg £98 £|
Illusionist Clares
Image Outliner icia
ImageBank warn
ImageFS 2 Alternative
ImageMaster nang

j Impression (Dabs) Dabs
{Impression Publisher

dongle-less version cc r
jImpression Publisher Plus

cc £228 j
jImpression Publisher Resource Disc decjata £111

"£7
Beebug £44

tMatlon £32
Fourth £20

Beebug £i>9
Krisalis £23
Knsalis UJ.

Modus f/t)

Modus £20
Fourth £18

M.nerva £2/
M

£75
£11

£'2 rH£16 |£
£78 «
£42 ft

£9»
£9 "••

wl Impression Style cc j
;3 Impression Style Resource Disc Dic.dAiA

| Impressive Quantum
I Interdictor 2 Clares
| InterTalk Acom

Investigator III vti
jJahangir Khan Squash (not Rise PC) khsate
i James Pond (not Rise PC) Khsaks
jJames Pond - Underwater Agent / Running Water,
I KSI-4
| James Pond 2+(not Rise PC)

Bi9 Junior PinPoint, kSt.J

^Junior Sibelius
1 Key Plus 3.0

' • Keynote 2.0 Angta
<Keystroke Ouamum
1Kid Pix. KS1.2 ESM
<KldPix2FD.kSl,2 ism

KrisalisCollection (not RisePC) krisais
landmarks - Egypt,kS2.3 Longman

» .Ilandmarks - The Civil War, K52.3 tongman
fc i landmarks Datafile Britain Since 1930. KS2.3 Longma:
E!|landmarks Datafile looking atthe World. KS2.3
pjj tongman

™ LandmarksMicroworlds- TheVictorians,KS2.3
tongman

Lemmings knute
Lemmings 8 Oh NolMorelemmings(Rise PConly)

Khsabs

Lemmings II(Tribes) KhsaH
Look!Hearl TalkingTopics(set of 6), age5-7Sheraton
lotus Turbo Challenge 2 (not RisePC) Krisalis
IRTV longman
MacFS cc
MacfS Light cc
Magic Maths
Magnetoids
Magpie FD
Manchester United (not Rise PC)

j]Manchester United Europe (not Rise PC)
r Masterfile3

Mathematics ThroughWinlogo, kS3
MathMania, kSJ-4
Mathsbook

Maths Card

Maths Circus, KSI-3
Maths Odyssey
Merp/ MirrorImage

Box
j Mission: Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2,age 7-11

Sherston

Mouse in Holland, ksi,] iMaton
MusicBox,KSI,] Topotog

Music Studio 32
MyWorld 2

£28

£17
£30

s-txh-js £481
Angtia £59

SfelfslV

Ectpse
tongman

£14 !;!

Creative

Oregan
Longman

Knsahs

Krisahs

Beebvg

lengman

Topohg
Topobg

Creative

4Mation

Comp Tut

TBA

Topolog

£43:
f28
£32 j

Longman KOat* |
SEMERC £381

Naughty StoriesVolume 1 (set of 6) FD,age5-7Sherston £44
Naughty StoriesVolume 1 Books,ages-7 Sheraton w£14

M Naughty Stories Volume 2 (set of 6) FD.age5-7Sheraton £44
I Navigator. ks]-< ropotog £34

Nebulus (not Rise K) Knots £17
NightSky Clares £61

I Noot. age 4-12 4Mabon £41
" Notate, KS2-4. longman £61

J, Nstore4D hss £37
^ Numbertime, KSI tongman £26

|j5j Oak PCB II Oak £66
•^ Occasion Expow £58
* Oh Nol More Lemmings(requires Lemmingsltrnsata £15
' Orrery Spacetech £59

Ovation Pro
| Ovation Resource Disc ozcjIaia
| Oxford Reading TreeStage2 MoreTalking Stories A,
i age 5-7 Sheraron
• OxfordReadingTree Stage 2 StoryBooks,age5-7

Shenron

OxfordReadingTree Stage 2 TalkingStoriesFD,
age 5-7 Sherston
Oxford Reading TreeStage3 MoreTalking StoriesA,
age 5-7 Sheraton

Oxford Reading TreeStage3 StoryBooks, age5-7

fieebugt163 i~!
£8

£35 ^
•'£9 £

£35

Sherston W£g

OxfordTalkingInfant AtlasFD,ksi Sheraton £19

Party.Wedding 8 AnniversaryCollection DECdATA £13
PC x86 Software Acorn £11
PenDown. ksi-3 Longman £56
PenDown DTP Longman £58
PenDown Etoiles. KS3.4 Longman £56
PenDown Plus, KS2-4 Longman £82

Personal Accounts V3 Apncote £37
Phases - Ancient Egyptians SFMERC £28
Photodesk Spacetech £157
PicturePoint FD, ksi.] Longman. £30

PinPoint 2, KS3.4 tongman £79
PinPointDatafileAnimalKingdom. KS2.3 Longman £14
Pinpoint Datafile Diet and Nutrition, KS3.4 Longman f14

Pinpoint Datafile Second World War, KS3.4 tongman £14
PinpointDatafileSolarSystem, KS3.4 Longman £14
Placard ICS £10
Plantwise, age9-14 Sherston £42

Playdays, age3-8 Ski'JsW £21



Playground, KS1
Plot
Podd. KS1.2

pulous
Prehistoric Animals

| Primary Teachers Clip ArtStarterSet
PrimeSolver Full version, ksi-4

|3 ProArtisan 24(Rise PC only)
5; ProCAD, kS4
Ji Prophet 2

PuhlishArt Release 2, Artworks format
Pub'ishArt Release 2, Draw format
Puddle, ksi
Quest for Gold

QuicKey
Rainbow, ksi.2
Recordz
RemoteFS Parallel Port

' ReportWriter, ksi-4
< Result?Resultz

Revelation ImagePro 24 bit
limited offer, K52-4

Revolver
Rhapsody2
Rhapsody 3

fc Rhythm-Bed
Rick Dangerous

E Ridiculous Rhymes, age7«
[L RISC OS 3First Steps
^ IRISC OS3 Programmer's Reference Manual vol1-4

Acorn "£105
=BRISC OS 3.1 Documentation Acom £28

JRosie and Jim
iDuck loses hisQuack, ag« 3-6 Sherston £ 10

RollVT Paragon £21
jj Rosie andJim: Jim getstheSneezes, age 3-6 Sheraton £10

Round the World Yacht Race, age9. Storm £26
RTFand WordPerfect loaders and Savers cc £28
S-Base 2 Developer tongman £92
S-Base2 Personal Longman £47
Sally and Walry Oregon £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe (not Rise PC) fourth £22
Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses fourth £15
Saloon Cars Deluxe for Rise PC fourth £22

3 Schema2 Clares £95
*2Sdence uxioS £23
5JScore Draw Clares £44
jjScrabble KSGoW £21

•SfltScreenTurtle, KSt-3 Topolog £34
T Sea Rescue, age 7-9 Sheraton £25

(Search and Rescue,age9» Storm £26
Seashore Guide Micro S £16
Seelinks- Ourselves, ksi,2 fSM £27

• Serenade Clares £75
,Shakespeare Show ropofog £39
ShapeFX DataSt £9
Sibelius 6 MieSus £154
Sibelius 7 Stelus £829
Sim City Knsafe £22
Sim City2000for A5000 krlsafe £30
SimCity2000 for Rise PC Knsalis £30
Simon the Sorcerer FD GamesW £28

3 Sleuth 2 Beebug £93
/ smArt. age 7* 4Matton £33
!| smArtFaces:English
j smArt Fantasy
4 smArt Fashion
11 smArtHomes: English
l5| smArtFiler, age 7.
Prf Smudge the Scientist, age4.

SI

ropolog

Clares

ISM

Knsalis

Micro S

DECJATA
Minerva

Clares

Minerva

Apncote

Smart

Smart

Topolog
krisals

ICS

Longman
Cotton

Atomvside

Creative

Cotton

£21

£63
£19

£23

£16

£13
£49

£125

£450
£143

£29

£29 is'
£17 J?
£19 J

£10 S

Z^121 ICS Hard Disc Kits $
Clares £48
Clares £74
Clares £38

Hitmen £13
Sheraton £39

Dabs ™£7

TurboDriver HP

TwainCanon IXinclScan-LightProfessional
Twain Epson GT8000, 6500
Twain HP Scanjet II,lie, Ilex

TWO (Task andWindow Organiser)
TypeStudio
Vector, age9.
VersaTile

Virtual Golf
Vox Box

Voyage of Discovery, age9-13
Wardrobe, ksi
Watch - Magic Grandad 90 Years Ago
What Do You Know?, age 4.

1Winlogo, KS1-4
£30 F Wolfenstein 3D
£93 | World Geography Maps
£49 JJ World Wildlife
£48 Vfi WorraCad
£75 l Worst Witch, age 7-10

ft Zig Zag - Vikings
Zoo, KSI

The best IDE filing system
• Password protection • Disc partitioning •

•Not limited to 512Mb*
Please specify OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces

All ICS CD products roquiro Rise OS 3.1 or later

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for A3000 Series:
- ADD £l4 TO INCLUDE OUR CD FILINGSYSTEM -
- OR £5 IF YOU REQUIRE A USERPORT-
IDEHD 60 Mb Kit for A3000 Series ICS £125
IDE HD 80 Mb Kit for A3000 Series ics £149

IDE HD 240 Mb Kit for A3000 Series ICS £209

InternalInterfaceonly KS £75
Smallersizes are now rare so please check availability.

IDEInternal Hard Disc Kit for Archimedes range:
IDE HD 330 Mb for Archimedes
IDE HD 540 Mb for Archimedes
IDE HD 1000 Mb for Archimedes

Internal Interface only
^ Hard DiscCradle Kitfor Archimedes

Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3000
Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3020
Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 2W to 3!4"

£215

£245
£315

£60
£15
£7

£7
£7

A3000 CD Bargains
Do you already have an ICSIDEinterface?

Would you like a

4-speed CD
for £206?

£15 3

S§1

Rise PC 700 10M HD850 14" Monitor
Rise PC 700 10M HD850 17" Monitor
Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 14" Monitor
tisc PC700 10M HD850CD 17" Monitor

Rise PC700 5M HD425 14" Monitor
Rise PC700 5M HD425CD 14" Monitor

Rise PC700 X System

CX 5X86-100 CardforRise PC
Case MidUpgradefor Rise PC600 2Mand 5MAcorn £105

—Ergo Keyboard for Rise PC Castle £38
SIHard Disc Fitting Kit for Rise PC 514" bay ics £20

IDEInternal Interface for Rise PC ics £60
IDE Removable HardDiscKitfor Rise PC.270 Mbics £359 |,
Power-tec SCSIIICard for RisePC Atsystems £173 hi
RemovableHard DiscFitting Kitfor RisePC5tt" bay

(Rise PC 2 MbVRAM
JRise PC Sound Card
|RiscPCx86CardDX2-66
(Rise PC x86 Card DX4-100
|SIMM4Mb32bit
lsiMM8Mb32bit(IFEl)
ISIMM 16Mb 32bit

1 Acorn Portables
j Pocket Book II 1MB
(Pocket Book II256K
3A-Link for Pocket Book
| Flash Disc 512K forPocket Book
jFlash Disc 1Mb for Pocket Book
jMains Adaptor for Pocket Book
! Parallel link for PocketBook

Other Computers
J000 4MHD42SCD Acorn

Other hardware
; A305/310/440 RISCOS 3 Carrier Board

Backplane. 4-slot4-layerwith fan
ColorMobile Direct Scanner for Windows
ColorMobile Office Scanner for Windows
ColourCard Gold
DM130

DMI 50 - S
hS Dongle Dangle

Eagle M2
Ergo Keyboard
Fan Kit for A300 / A400 Series

71 GamesPad Dual
!; GamesPad Pro Dual
• Micro Mouse

] j Midi Max
I MovieMagic

PDCartridge. 650 Mb Rewritable
Power Pad (Dual)
Power Switch
PowerWAVE 50XG
Printer Port Sampler
RISC OS 3.1 10 Set Rom Pack

RISC OS 3.1 3 Set Rom Pack
RISC OS3.1 Software Upgrade with documentation

Acorn

Audio

Audio

ij Printers
BJ-30 Bubble Jet Printer (Black/White) Canon £159
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer (Black/White) Canon £245
BJC-2.10 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Canon POA
BJC-600Ink Cartridge, BlackHigh Capacity canon
BJC-600 Ink Cartridge. Cyan
BJC-600Ink Cartridge, Magenta
BJC-600 Ink Cartridge, Yellow
BJC-4100 Colour Bubble Jet Printer

• „-BJC-4000Ink Cartridge. Colour
£295 it BJC-4000 Ink Cartridge, Black

BJC-4000 Ink Tank, Black
BJC-4000 Ink Tank, Colour
DeskJet 340
DeskJet 600

DeskJet 660C
DeskJet 850C
EP-L Toner Cartridge for LBP-4
EP-SII Toner Cartridge for IBP-8

Stylus Colour II

Canon £12

Canon £10
Canon 110

Canon 110
Canon £239

Canon (.40
Canon 12b

Canon £9

Canon £1b

HP fi«w
HP f719

IIP F7/S
HP £375

Canon 159
Canon t.b'J

Epson £285

details

HOW TO ORDERl
Smudgethe Spaniel,age4

I
7 Dabs Guides

only £7
ArtWorks Made Easy

Budget DTP
C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression

Rise OS 3 First Steps
Archimedes

Operating System

or FREE with
one of these

Artworks
Big Picture • C++

Easy C • Easy C++
Impression Style

Impression
Publisher (Plus)

Pendown
Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24
Textease

Rise OS 3.1 upgrades

i

(Prices maybe evenlowerby thelimeyoureadthis)
IDE CD4-speed Upgrade
for A3000 Series with ICS IDE ICS £206

IDE CD 6-speed Upgrade
for A3000 Series with ICS IDE KS £252

-You need Rise OS 3.1 and a liee external IDEconnector-
Checkthe versionnumberof yourIDEFS module.

press F12and type "Help IDEFS
If it is 3 14 or more you just pay the above prices.

If it 2.5 or more but less than 3.14
yourinterfaceneeds a modification costing£19.

If it is less than 2.5 please callfor advice.

ICS CD only Kits

Castle Carriage is free within mainland UK if you pay
on ordering.
Cheques should be made payable to Ion
Copestake Limited.
You mayalso pay by credit card debit card or
Switch. We normally make no charge for this,
and take no payment until goods are
despatched. We needyour address as known
to the card issuer, the card number and expiry
date, and the valid from date and issue num
ber if any.
Ifyouleave an orderon our answering machine
please include your telephone number, your
card number and its expiry date (and issue
number if any), and your calculation of the
total payment due

Somerset Talking ComputerProject Learning Materials
£301
£25;
£70 j
£101
£24

£291
lis:

£24
£38
£33
£38[

Fourth £28 I
FedNet £231

fisher £19
Icon £55

fourth £28

ft Space City, age7-9
SparkFS
Special
Speech! 2
Speech! 2 + German
Speedbal! I!
Spellingweek-by-week, KS2
Spex+Fullversion
Spext Home version
Splosh*

Spobbleoid Fantasy
ISStar Fighter 3000
["J(.tartnoll PiikStarspell Plus
I'JStartWrite
I' Stereoworld

Stigof the Dump, KS2.3
Studio24 •* Studio24Pro

' Stunt Racer 2000(notRise PC)
J Stunt Racer 2000 for Rise PC
• Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks
5 Swiv(not RisePC)

TableMate 3
TABS
TalkingClocks, ksu
TalkingPenDown. ksi-3
TalkingRhymes Pack 1, KSt
TalkingTextease

iTechWriter
JTechWriter Professional
iTeletext-Tutbo
I TermiteBasic
I Termite Internet

Textease Version 2
ITime Detectives... The Victorians, KS2
I Time Machine
I Time Traveller - Britain Since 1930,KS2
iTimeTraveller - TheVictorians, KS2
ITime Traveller - Tudors & Stuarts. KS2
iTinyDraw/TinyLogo, KSi.2
[Topographer
• Touch Type
(Trace
I Transport
I Trecka
I TurboDriver Canon
I TurboDriver Epson Stylus 800

Longman

Sherslon

fffling

rCS

Superior

Superior

Krisabs

CMksolt

Aspex
Aspex

Kuditan

Pitting

Micro S

- ALL ICSCD PRODUCTS REQUIRE RISC OS 3 I -
IDE CD4-speed KitforA3000Series KS £245
IDE CD4-speed Kitfor Archimedes ICS £233
IDE CD4-speed Kitfor RisePC KS £147
IDE CD4-specd Kit• HDFS forA3000Series ICS £256
IDE CD4-speed Kit+ HDFS for RisePC ICS £158
IDE CD 6-speed Kitfor A3000 Series tCS £291
IDE CD 6-speed Kitfor Archimedes tCS £279
IDE CD6-speed Kitfor Rise PC tCS £194
IDE CD 6-speed Kit+ HDFS for A3000 Series ICS £302
IDE CD6-speed Kit+ HDFS for RisePC ics £205
IDE CD Interface for A3000 Series
IDECD Interface for Archimedes rCS £58
IDE CD Interface for Rise PC ics £55
IDECD + HD Interface for Rise PC tcs £66

! ICS HD + CD Kits
- ALL ICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3.1 -

IDEHD60 Mb + CD 4-speed Kit for A3000 Series
IDEHD 60 Mb ♦ CD 6-speed Kit for A3000 Series
IDE HD80 Mb < CD4-speed Kitfor A3000 Series
IDE HD80 Mb + CD 6-speed Kitfor A3000 Scries
IDEHD240 Mb + CD 4-speed Kit for A3000 Series
IDE HD240 Mb + CD 6-speed Kitfor A3000 Series

A

£319

£367

£351

£399

£391

£439

Acorn

Acorn

RISC OS3.1 Software Upgrade without documentation
Acorn £39 B

£128Scanlight 256
ScanLight256 for A30OO/301O/302O/A4O0O

fj Scanlight Video 256A310/400/5000/Risc PC
£?1 | ScanLight Video 256 A3000/A4000

Sound Force 1 Multimedia PCSpeaker System
OuWShol

Tele-Card XOB
Tele-Card + Teletext-Tutbo xob £298
TVTuner with Teletext cc £157

|j-| User Port / MIDI Upgrade for A3000 Acorn £51
Vision 24 A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal HCCS £67
Vision 24 A5000/400/300/Risc PC HCCS £67
Vision24 508 line A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal

HCCS £91
(r,SVision24 508lmeA5000/400/300/RiscPC HCCS £91
*•<Whisper Fan Quietener (for A30W400 Series only)ics£15

«Wi2205forA5000 „ _ t-oVj

£138 5 Official orders are welcome from UK edu-
£188 5 cational and government institutions (invoices
£188 3 are due for payment within 14 days and are

subjectto carriageand late paymentcharges).
fi53B VAT is not included. Zero-rated items are

™ markedV0. UK customers pleaseadd 17/2%
to all other prices. EC customers outside the
UK please do the same unless you are VAT-
registered, in which case quote your interna
tional VAT number. Ours is GB 595 7258 84.

£39

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit
card we will add airmail and insurance at cost.
Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least
£12 (elsewhere) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at
a London clearing bank, or Eurocheques for
not more than £100 each.

til All products, prices and specifications are
offered ingood faith and are subject to avail
ability and change without notice. Special
offers apply only while stocks last. We process
all orders immediately, but suppliers do some
times keep us waiting. Goods are guaranteed
but we do not supply them on approval.
Returns and cancellations can only be
accepted by prior agreement and there may
be a charge to cover the costs involved.

*T

» <

;«

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer
Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limited please

Dept U28,1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyside, England, L48 5ET

Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

sales@ianco.co.uk

1
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Bark
i6 Errsteremudio system for acow bsc computers

A 16 bit audio sampling and play back
expansion card. Features include stereo

line-level input and output, MIDI
connection and software support. A copy
of AudioWorks is included to handle the

capture, manipulation and playback of samples and a copy of
lAudioCtrl which controls the Lark's sampling options (for
example sampling to memory or disc, continuous of single
shot sampling, background or foreground sampling and
setting of sample rates and formats). Suitable for any
Acorn RISC computer except 3000/4000 series,
requires 2MByte and RISC OS 3.1 or later.

Price£149 + £6 p&p + VAT
(£182 J 2 inc.)

SUl

m m a ; - •••'•-.:-.<•

234

MidiMax

Card

An expansion card designed to provide a
stand alone MIDI solution at an affordable

price. A 16 byte memory buffer is included on
the card for both transmit, and receive which
means no data is lost even when the MIDI

interface is transmitting at maximum rate. Standard MIDI In,
Out and Thru connectors are provided, with the added benefit
of a second Out connector to ease the interfacing of multiple
devices. MidiMax is supplied with the same MIDI support
software as the Eagle M2 and offers full compatibility with
Acorn MIDI implementation. Suitable for any Acorn RISC
computer except 3000/4000 series, requires 1MByteand RISC
OS 3.1 or later.

Price: £69 + £6 p&p + VAT (£88.12 inc.)

M <H?E

(7n."T

The MPEG card allows full screen, full motion
MPEG videos to be played back at better than VHS

J quality, with CD quality stereo sound tracks. MPEG
I videos can be played from hard disc or MPEG

compatible CD ROM drives. Any Video CD format
CDs are suitable (feature films, music videos etc) as

are multimedia CDs that include MPECi clips. Any application
that can display Replay movies can play MPEG movies.

*

The software provides video type control over the movie eg
fast forward, pauseetc. Any frame can be captured as a
24 bit full colour sprite. Requires a Rise PC with
4MBytes and a suitable RGB monitor or TV
capable of 50Hz PAL modes.

Price:£219.00 + £6 p&p + VAT
(£264.37 inc.)

&$
£»." 1(1 TV tuner comes in two forms; a tuner
EH H only device which allows live TV to be

displayed, either through connection to
a video composite compatible monitor
or in a window on the desktop in

machines that have a digitiser installed. The user can scan the
frequency range, set up frequency pre-sets and select channels.
The second option with Teletext software can access and
display all the pages available on Teletext, select Teletext or
Fastextpages, decode foreign teletext and save pages out as
either text or sprite files. Suitable for any Acorn RISC
computer except 3000/4000 series, requires 2MBytes
and RISC OS 3.1 or later.

Price: TV Tuneronly £79 + £6 p&p +VAT
(£99.87 inc.) TV TunerYTcletextsoftware
£l49+£6p&p + VAT (£182.12 inc.)

Computer Concepts have other products intheir range which can also be used in this field —for example a range ofvideo genlocks, colour digitisers and handheld
scanners, the ColourCard graphics accelerator card andmany more. Please askforourProduct Guide.

Computer Concepts Ltd
GADDESDEN PLACE • HEMEL HEMPSTEAD • HERTS • HP2 6EX • TEL 01442 351000 • FAX 01442 351010 • EMAIL lnfo@CConcepts.co.uk

• WEB SITE http://www.cconcepts.co.uk



News
Eidos nets deal with Oracle too
Eidos has followed in Acorn's footsteps and secured a deal with
Oracle. Eidos is a London-based software company specialising in
video compression engines. The company's first commercial prod
ucts included low cost professional video editing systems which
ran on Archimedes A540 hardware. Later, Computer Concepts
bundled the Eidos Eidoscope video editing package with their
Eagle multimedia card.

Central to Eidos' raison d'etre is the philosophy that highly opti
mised software can achieve comparable results to hardware-based
video codecs (compression/decompression engines). Todate,Codec
chips have been quite expensive and Eidos has argued that stan
dards like MPEG (motion picture experts group) are old and
inefficient. Stephen Streater, co-founder of Eidos, is on record as
saying that, as microprocessors get faster, MPEG's future is threat
ened by the work of companies like Eidos and that his company,
in particular, is leading the attack on hardware codec standards
like MPEG.

Eidos started its work using the Acorn platform because, at the
time, it was the best choice for developing software codecs. Eidos
has been predicting that it will be able to match full-screen, full
frame-rate MPEG video using just software. Ironically, PCprocessor
technology has been pushed forward by Intel in the last year and
there are now software versions of the MPEG codec standard which
can worksatisfactorily usingsomething likea 120MHz Pentium PC
or higher.

However, Eidos has been capable of producing remarkably good
results using relatively modest - and inexpensive - systems, like
30MHz ARM-based computers. This hasn't escaped the attention of
Oracle, whosecommitment to the ARM looks stronger by the day,
thanks to Acorn's ability to provide the basis for Oracle's much

heralded NC Internet surfer. On March 19, Eidos announced it had
signed a non-exclusive technology licensing deal with Oracle
allowing them to incorporate Eidos video compression technology
in 'a wide range of products.' Eidos' chief executive, Charles
Cornwall, explained: 'This deal represents the next stage of many
years' work in the development of a technology which, we believe,
is capable of becoming an industry standard.' He also emphasises
the point that the technology was still available to other customers
besides Oracle.

Right from its start over four years ago as a venture capital
funded concern, Eidos has attracted huge stock market interest.
The company's shares have consistently out-performed the market
and the Oracle deal pushed Eidos' share price new dizzy heights.
The fact that Eidos is still relatively tiny - its half year to the end of
June 1995 sawa turnover of just£96,128 and an operating loss of
£268,411 -seems irrelevant to keen investors.

Streater looks like being right about MPEG - its success in the
Video CD market has been poor - mainly because quality is vari
able and you can only fit just over an hour's worth of video on a
single CD. However, most industry attention seems to be re-focus
ing on MPEG2, which promises top-notch feature-length video
quality on the new higher-density DVD CD standard, announced
at the beginning of the year.

Eidos doesn't look like being an industry standard setter in that
particular market, but prospects look much brighter where
compact software video codecs are concerned and there is no
better example of such an environment as the Internet. Eidos has
been porting its technology to processors other than the ARM but
the Oracle deal would suggest that Eidos' long-term ARM experi
ence has suddenly emerged as a very useful advantage.

Interactive TV market waking up
Online Media, Acorn's interactive TV divi
sion, had high hopes tempered by setbacks
last year. Most notable was the cancella
tion of the order for Lightspan STBs
destined for US schools. Various factors
have held up the expected introduction of
commercial scale interactive TV services,

but in March, Germany made noises that it
would approve funding towards the
creation of an interactive TV service for
around 100,000 homes and BT has hinted
that it will invest £500 million in a large
scale trial of video on demand services at

various sites around the country.
To date there have been several small-

scale interactive TV technology trials like
the Cambridge Trial, which Online Media
is heavily involved in. BT has already
spent an estimated £30 million on a
medium-scale trial serving 5,000 homes in
Colchester. BT statistics suggest that aver
age use of its video on demand service is
about five hours a week, with 20 per cent
of users clocking up 10 hours a week. One
household regularly uses the service for 40
hours a week.

Pay-per-view service, whereby users can
immediately watch scheduled programmes
when they prefer - even before scheduled
transmission by the conventional

networks, has apparently proved popular.
BT, which delivers its video service over
ordinary telephone lines, has so far used
STBs based on Apple technology, but BT's
Westminster Cable subsidiary also uses
Online Media STBs.

One can only speculate
that if BT invests heavily
in further trials, Online
Media has more than an

outside chance of getting
some business - Online

Media has always claimed
it is ready to adapt its STB
designs to most standards
currently being trialed
and they appear to have
the cheapest STB and one
that is closest to full-scale

production. The same
conclusion can be drawn

in response to the news
from Germany. However,
nobody will be counting
their chicks at Online

Media - there have been

false hopes before.
Incidentally, Online

Media's official name is

now Acorn Online Media,

which shortens to AOM. ART now stands

for Acorn RISC Technology instead of
Applied RISC Technology and the new
Network Computing division is to be offi
cially known as Acorn Network
Computing - or ANC.

May 1996 Acorn User
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Oracle uses ANT web
browser

ANT's Fresco Internet Web

browser has been adopted by
Acorn as part of their work to

developthe Oracle NC reference

platform. Malcolm Bird,chief of

both Acorn Online Media and

Acorn Network Computers,

commented: 'ANT's Fresco web

browser is both fast and flexible.

ANT offereda goodstarting point
and the abilityto deliverfeatures
we required.' ANT sales and

marketing director,Alex van

Someren also noted that it was

hoped that there would be

beneficial spin-offs from the
Oracle projectwhichcould be

useful for ANT's more traditional

desktopcomputer using
customers in the future.

Tanzania on CD-ROM
Creative Curriculum Software has

released 'Tanzanian Village Life -
ASpecial Kind of Strength'- a CD-

ROM which demonstrates how

Elizabeth Mchaki lives her life in a

Tanzanian village. TheCD-ROM
itself, authored by EMMA and
Leeds DEC, containspictures,

maps,plans,motionvideo clips,
text with a speechoption and

sounds. It has an optional

teacher's handbook and video.

The CD-ROM is priced £49 + VAT,

with the handbook and video

priced £69 + VAT. A site £99 + VAT

licence is available. Creative

Curriculum Software, tel: (01422)

340524, fax: (01422) 346388.

Recycle those
cartridges
Re-cycled ink-jet cartridgesare
now available from ReTone,

whichhas until now specialised in

recycling conventional toner

cartridgesfor laser printers.The

part exchange pricefor your old
Hewlett-Packard HP51626a

cartridgewith two recycled

cartridges in return is £19.80.

ReTone is also keen to buy certain

used laser printer cartridges,
especially the scarce Canon LPB-4

model. ReTone, tel: 0161-839

0500.

Acorn User May 1996

Acorn's balance sheet
Acorn Computer Group suffered a 24 per cent
slump in turnover during the year ending
December 1995, from £50.4 million the previous
year to £38.5 million. Sales to end customers
were down 18 percent, while margins squeezed
further and large amounts of unsold stock had
to be written down. Inevitably, costs were
pnined hard and 80 staff were made redundant,
30 per cent of the overall head count.

Acorn also started renting out spare space at
Acorn House and the plan is to eventuallymove
entirely from Vision Park to smallerpremises by
the end of April. ART has already relocated to
Newmarket Road, where they will be neighbours
with Online Media. The loss-making Acorn
Germany was closed last year. Costs in running
traditional business, education and enthusiasts
sales in other words, were reduced by 12 per
cent, however, this was not enough to counter
the slump in sales and a £7.1 million operating
loss was recorded for the year, compared with a
£1 million loss in 1984. Overall pre-tax losses
amounted to £12.3 million.

The bad news was not lifted at Online Media.
Although OM's prospects remain exciting in the
long term, the market it is positioned for - digi
tal interactive TV - has yet to grow to a truly
commercial scale. Acorn says many of Online
Media's prospective customers in the US have
deferred plans to implement broadband
networks suitable for OM DiTV set top boxes
because of regulatory changes there. The much-
heralded I.ightspan order for STBs, which would

have been installed in US schools, also fell
through and Online Media is considering legal
action.

Europe usually follows the US, so there is no
immediate prospect of volume business closer to
home. However, the Internet could be Online
Media's saviour after the announcement of the
Oracle NC terminal development deal. ART and
Online Media will work together on the project
which belongs to another new division to
specialise in Network Computing.

Advanced RISC Machines Ltd continued its
steady growth, beating £10 million turnover
for the year for the first time and delivering
£3.3 million in profits compared with £3.1
million in 1994. 112 people now work for ARM
Ltd, up by 34 on the year before. At this rate,
ARM Ltd will have a higher head count than
Acorn.

Officially, Acorn is not expecting to return to
profitability by the second half of this year.
More re-structuring needs to take place and time
will be needed for the new Acorn/Apple educa
tion alliance to get off the ground. If you
wondered what happened to the £17.1 million
raised in the rights issue early in 1995, it has
almost entirely been used. After £8.5 million was
used to eliminate Acorn's bank borrowing, £4.2
million went to Online Media and ACL absorbed
£3.8 million. £600,000 remained in the bank on
December 31. Despite all the bad news, Acorn's
share price remains buoyant at the time of writ
ing at around 220p.

SEMERC Mouser 2
and Switchbox
The obvious way to stop kids being distracted at the
start of the lesson - when they might accidentally
click on a mouse button - is to disable the mouse
buttons. This is what the Switchbox for SEMERC's
new Mouser 2 does. Mouser 2, made for SEMERC by
the Concept Keyboard Company, now has a pair of
jack sockets, enabling two different pointer devices,
like a mouse and a trackball, to be connected at the
same time. Another version of Mouser 2 adds

switched control of the attached mouse buttons.
Mouser 2 is priced £49 + VAT. SEMERC, tel: 0161-627
4469, fax: 0161-627 2381

Integrex speaks its mind
This has to be a first, in the
Acorn market at least - a

printer which speaks to you
via your computer. The new
Colourjet TwinMaster printer
from Integrex communicates
its status and any error

messages to the printer driver,
which has a speech synthe
siser built in. As long as your
Acorn RISC computer has a
speaker connected, you will
be able to hear status reports
and warnings. The printer

driver also has an on-screen

ink reservoir gauge. The
Colourjet TwinMaster is
priced £279 + VAT. Integrex
Limited, tel: (01283)
551551/550880, fax: (01283)
552028.



The Rise PC is the ultimate system for the home
user and enthusiast, and it is now faster and better
priced than ever before.

Support From Beebug
We exclusively supply Acorn systems, and our support staff are
second to none

Trade In Your Existing System
Attractive trade in discounts for your existing Acorn system,
call for details. Your data and upgrades will be transferred to
your newsystem at no charge

Choose from either:

/Ovation DTP (rrp £69)

Fast Ethernet Networks

Expandable

Cost Effective

Easy to Manage

Link To Your PC Network

Advice and Support

Network Recovery Service

Free Pamphlet

For More Details Call or Write to

Rise PC600 4Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor £1148.00
Rise PC700 5Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor £1360.00
Rise PC700 10Mb HD850, with AKF60 monitor £1692.00
12 months on-site warranty included.
17" Acorn AKF90 Monitor - Add £325.00
Acorn Double Speed CD Drive - Add £111.00
0% APR credit is available over 20 months.
Please call for written details.

UK delivery £8.00. All prices are exclusive of VAT

>

NETWORKING
Acorn Co 'IIKHK

BEEBU

and Seconla
ools. As

hWiJJAimiMMiWibJLvC ~rHWn

Access* which needs no management at all, right through to full
client-server systems suitable^ larger schools. T"

Acorn
BEEBUG Ltd 117 Hatfield Road St Albans Herts ALl 4JS
Tel 01727 840303 Telesales Hotline 01727 840305 Fax 01727 860263
e-mail sales@beebug.co.uk .
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Ultimate power
Acorn Rise Technologies announced that at 11:12 on Tuesday 26th March 1996, the first
prototypeRise PC StrongARM Processor Cardwaspowered up.

This experimental card, using a first release of prototype silicon managed to achieve an
internal clock speed of 228MHz and produced a first benchmark reading of 290,000
Dhrystones running RiseOS.

At the time of writing, the StrongARM card is running RISC OS and supporting a number
of applications such as IDraw and IChangeFSI, Artworks viewer, Network stack and the
Intertalk web browser.

Based on the experience gained with the PC cards and multiprocessor cards, ART are now
confident that a cacheless Strong ARM processor card will offer dramatic and significant
performance improvements. As a result of this ART confirm that they will be producing a
cacheless StrongARM upgrade card for the Rise PC for sale when large quantities of the
StrongARM schip are available.

In use the system is very quick and responsive despite some known inefficiency in the
prototype system. While testing and settingup the pictures and dragging the Mona Lisa JPEG
around in IDraw there was no waiting for it to redraw and resize.

Hereare some rough timings:

Test A B C D

ARM 710 40MHz 2.98 1.78 12.1 13.7

StrongARM SA110 0.72 0.60 4.2 5.3
Speed-up 4.14 2.97 2.9 2.6

Test A: Mona Lisa JPEG processed by IChangeFSI into 256 colour sprite. Timings obtained
from IChangeFSI.

Test B: As test A, but into 32,000 colour sprite. Timings obtained from IChangeFSI.
Test C: Screen redraw including lAWRender (Artworks Tenderer) "Apple" file in 256

colours. Timings obtained manually.
Test D: As test Cbut in 32,000 colours. Timings obtained manually.
Ifyou're wondering about theapparent discrepancy between thechip clock speed increase

(6 times faster) and the delivered power increase (about 3 times faster) bear in mind the
machine architecture isdesigned for the slower chip.

Acorn Expo'96
Despite the failure of Acorn
Germany, continental enthusi
asm for all things Acorn remains
unbowed. The Big Ben Club in
the Netherlands is to hold

another annual show, re-named
Acorn Expo'96. The venue is the
Hotel Mercure in Nieuwegein,
which is near Utrecht and not
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too far from Amsterdam. Acorn

Expo'96 will be held on Saturday
June 22 instead of October.

Besides the Dutch contingent, it's
expected that several dealers and
developers from Germany will
also be featuring their wares at
the show. The hotel is offering
discount rates for visitors requir

ing accommodation. Changes to
the planning of the new show
are credited as the work of an all-

new Big Ben club committee.
If you are interested in

attending the show either as a
visitor or an exhibitor, contact
Herman Corjin by fax on +31
714 080 339.

SCSI 2 competition
winners
Aftermuch umming and ahhhing
over the tie-breaker the winners

of the competition are, SteveKing
of Horley, Surrey and Sten
Haugaard from Denmark.

You'll be receiving yourSCSI 2
cardfrom Alsystems soon.Well
done.

Iota on the Web
lota Softwarehas set up its own
Web site (http://www.iota.co.uk).
Thesite will be a completeonline
guide to lota's products, including
The Complete Animator,
DataPower and the forthcoming
DataPower Server service for

users of Acorn SchoolServers and

other Windows NT-based network

servers.

You can also download

software patches, demos and
upgrades from the site and an

added bonus is the free

availabilityof lota's impressive
new screen savers, which are

network aware, peer-peer and
compatible with RISC OSas well

as Windows 95 and Windows NT.

lota Software, tel: (01223) 566

789, fax: (01223)566 788,e-mail:
admin@iota.co.uk.

Canon trim portable
bubble jet prices
Canon's neat BJ-30 and BJC-70

portable bubble jet printers are
now more affordable. The

monochrome BJ-30 is now

cheaperby£30 in Canon's price
list, down to £169. The colour BJC-

70 model drops £40 to £259. Both

printers produceexcellent results,
especially on coated paper,
though they are a little slow
comparedto their desktop
siblings. ComputerConcepts has
developed Turbo Drivers which

support the BJ-30 and BJC-70.

Canon, tel: 0121-680 8062, fax:
0121-693 5070.

Apologies
We would liketo point out that
the product PadLock reviewed in

last issue is now known as

WatchDog and the junior version
as WatchPup. Apologies go to
Base5 Technical Graphics.



Philips 3D mouse
Mice are great, except you can't usually use one without a clean
flat surface to run them about on. Try using a mouse when you're
standing up during a presentation, for example. Philips might
have just the answer - a 3D mouse. Unlike other 3D pointing
devices, the Philips GyroPoint mousedoesn't use infra-redor other
externally oriented position sensors. Instead, the new Philips
mouse is conventionally tethered via a cable to an industry stan
dard connector and uses an internal gyroscopic motion sensor.

The egg-shaped device works just like a conventional mouse
when positioned on a flat surface, but when you lift it up the
mouse pointer also moves up. For use when being held in 3D
mode, there are two large red buttons on either side of the main
mouse buttons and these make clicking easier when the mouse is
gripped by yourhand. Theup and down motionof the mouse does
take some getting used to, but it really does work. Unfortunately,
Philips does not yet have a three-button version of its mouse,
though the two-button model should work with later Acorn RISC
OS machines.

Nokia illustrates future

prospects for ARM
Mobile phone maker, Nokia, has announced its latest baby -
the 9000 Communicator. You could almost describe the
Communicator as a Psion Series 3 or Acorn Pocket Book with a
built in digital mobile phone. The £900 Nokia is based on the
same Intel x86 compatible 16-bit processor as the Series 3 and
Pocket Book and runs a rather re-cycled operating system,
called GEOS, which has survived from the days before
Microsoft started earning money from Windows. However, the
package docs include business applications, e-mail and an
Internet facility. What it really needs is an ARM processor
insideand the Nokia is a perfectexample of the kind of appli
cation ARM Ltd and ART are desperately hoping to conquer in
the years to come.

Correction
In last month's issue the Business section inadvertently
suggested that Acorn had launched a new portable computer,
code-named Stork. The pictured pen-operated tablet computer
is in fact called a NewsPad and is a technology demonstrator
developed by Acorn's ART division.

There are no plans to put the NewsPad into production. Stork
is the code-name for the intended replacement for the A4
Portable, an Olivetti Echos-based subnotebook laptop computer.
Development of Stork is quite advanced and Acorn User has
seen the pre-production prototype with a colour LCD screen.
However, Stork is not now expected to enter production as
planned, though ART says the project can beputback intogear
should there be a suitable commercial opportunity.

Oracle breakthrough
You have to smile when reading press releases sometimes.
Oracledebuted the Acorn-inspired NetworkComputer (NC) at a
developers conference in San Francisco at the end of February.
Theofficial Oracle press release read: 'breakthrough technology
makes text and graphics clearly viewable from 10 feet away on
a television set.'

How long have Acorn users been enjoying the benefits of
anti-aliasing? Larry Ellison, Oracle's charismatic CEO, person
ally demonstrated the NC. He said: "My mother isa key tester of
the networkcomputer. If my mother can't use it, wedon't have
a network computer." You said it, Larry.

Custodian details
The price of Custodian, reviewed last month, is £10. If you
would like to buy a copy they accept cheques only made
payable to Byte Back Computing at PO Box 40, Nottingham,
NG5 6SS.
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New dates and Venue for
Acorn World 1996

The 1996 Acorn World exhibition has moved from its October dates
at Wembley to Hall Two at Olympia, London, from Friday,
November 1st to Sunday 3rd.

Once again, the event will be sponsored byAcorn User Magazine,
andEPS Events Ltd, who worked with Acorn Computers to produce
the previous two events, will takeover the complete managem ent
of the Show.

Anumber iof iunnovations are promised for the Olympia event,
which will take place against a background of change forall Acorn
users, developers and dealers. The organisers are in the process of
establishing a dedicated website, sponsored by Argonet, to provide
regular updates of attractions planned for the Show, ticket deals
etc. The address for the site will be announced in Acorn Userand in
themain Acorn newsgroups on the Internet assoon asit ispossible.

Acorn dealers planning to exhibit at Acorn World will receive a
regular newsletter giving details of the best ways to optimise their
presence at the Show, previewing special events and features and
offering tie-ins to promitionalactivity.

Pre-event publicity and information is in the hands of Shared
Vision, appointed by EPS to handle press and public relations, and
organise special events. Among the attractions planned will be a
'Fring' seminar programme, scheduled for opening day Friday

Apple lights up
MessagePad PDA
Apple has introduced a new version of its ARM-powered Newton
MessagePad PDA (personal digital assistant) at the annual CeBIT
show in Hanover, Germany. The most significant improvement in
the MessagePad 130 is a new EL backlight for the LCD display.
Externally, the 130 looks much the same as its 120 sibling, which
was introduced six months ago. If you're patiently waiting for a
more powerful Newton, perhaps with a Digital StrongARM inside,
you'll just have to continue being patient. The Newton 130 has a
list price of $799, or about £515.

Take it or leave it
Bad luck has hit a couple of Acorn luminaries in recent weeks.
Paul Beverley of Norwich Computer Services recently reported
that a delivery of Rise PCs from Acorn arrived minus 3
machines. NCS, Acorn and the courier can't agree on who is to
blame for the missing machines, but if you have recently
acquired a new Rise PC with the any of the following serial
numbers, I'm sure all parties would like to hear from you:
ACB60 1011100, ACB70 1010908, ACB75 1011195.

Meanwhile, Acorn stalwart and Computer Concepts spin
doctor, Gordon Taylor, suffered a mixed fate when his car was
stolen in Leeds recently. Although Gordon's Vauxhall Cavalier
CD has notbeen seen since, his sensibly marked computer gear,
including a Rise PC, which was in thecarwhen it went missing,
was laterfoundon waste ground bythe police in Wakefield.
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November 1st. This will consist of a series of seminars, workshops
and demonstrations in a designated area away from the main exhi
bition floor, to allow committed and professional users of Acorn
computers an opprotunit for serious examination of techniques,
issues and developments in education, publishing, the graphic arts,
music etc.

The 'Fring' is intended to be more than a commercail preview of
new products. It is designed to meed the needs of all types of seri
ous Acorn users and seminar subject suggestions are welcomed by
theorganisers. Anyone wishing to contribute ideas and suggestions,
or needing advance information prior to the establishment of the
website can contact Barry Ricketts at Shared Vision on
s.visiondfkirgonet.co.uk

Acorn

LOOKsystems to
the rescue
Disc Rescue from LOOKsystems is designed to repair and
recover both hard drives and floppy discs on most RISC OS
systems. It contains three easy-to-use utilities and a sophisti
cated disc editor for the more experienced among us. It is also
accompanied with a manual to guide you through all the
repair and recovery process. Asingle usercopycosts £35 and a
site licence is priced at £100.

Ifyou don't fancy dabbling yourself LOOKsystems also offer
a no fix, no fee Data Recovery Service. This is priced at £10 for
a floppy disc and £50 for a hard disc so give them a call to
discuss your problem.

If that is not enough LOOKsystems will provide free advice
on both disc repair and data recovery so don't panic justcall
them on (01379) 608585.

WimpWorks v1.24
A new version of Jaffa Software's WiwpWorks has recently been
released. Designed to make the creation of multitasking programs
easier for the Acorn 32-bit range, WimpWorks vl.24 now has new
added features such as external editors and more powerful exten
sion modules (WEMs). The new version is available free to all
current users as an upgrade, and prices begin at £25 for a single
user copy, while site-licence prices are negotiable. Further details
available from Andrew Flegg at Jaffa Software, 14 Worthington
Close, Henbury, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK11 9NS.



SOFTWARE:

StartWrite (Wordprocessor),
Application Suite, Mouse Mat,
PLUS choice of Options I or 2 below
(£39 extra for both together)

Optionl - Early Times Bundle.

Artisan 2. Art package from Clares.
Doris the Dotty Dog. Naughty story from
Sherston.

Daryl the Dragon. Adventure story from
4Mation.

Amazing Maths. Mental arithmetic from
Cambridgeshire Software House.
Gemini. Matchingpair game from
Cambridgeshire Software House.
Maths Gen. Maths worksheet creator from

Creative Curriculum Software.

Optios2 - Home Bundle.

Resultz. Spreadsheet from Colton Software.
Desktop Database. Database from lota.
Revelation. Art package from Longman
Logotron.
Zool. Fantasyarcade game from Gremlin.

The Castle Technology Product Range

•

Flatbed SCSI scanner
Fits ail Acorn computers with SCSIinterface
ImageMaster software included
Fast scanning speed - 3.6ms per line
Twain compliant

Supplied with Acorn Driver
Choice of SCSI or IDE interface
Free headphones. Photoview & Audioplayer
Compatible with Kodak Photo CD
Internally or externally housed

2.5" or 3.5" sizes
Fast access of up to 8ms
20Mb to 2Gb capacity
Formatted and soak-tested
Interface may be required

Suitable for all Acorn computers
Menu St select buttons on pen
Instant response time
Three colour aluminium or plastic casing
National Curriculum "input device"

Built in wrist support
Tested to 30 million operations
Quiet, tactile and curved low profile keys
Full two year guarantee
International versions available

3.5" 105/270 Mb capacity
5.25" 200Mb capacity
SCSI or IDE interfaces
Programmable power saving modes
Internal or externally housed

SCSI Disc g
Suitable for all Acorn computers 4
Easy to use and manage
Share CD ROMs, scanners and printers
The fastest disk sharing system
Plug-in and go installation

IDE :
Designers of interfaces since 1988
Connect your computer to hard drives etc
Up to seven devices per interface (SCSI)
Available for all Acorn computers
Transfer rates of up to 4.5Mb/sec

Scanflat

Ergo Keyboard

A Special Offer from

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Acorn User Best Dealer Award 1995 - Runner-up

Available now while stocks last!

Call 01728 621222
AIMUIIIESOMIUON

ACORN COtOUH

COMPUTERSYSTEM
AT A SENSIBlf. PlilCt FROM

y,;,v,i,|lvl;l;:^a-feil
"hi. ' lUrciiifckii

ORDER 10 - GET 1 FREE!
Order I0 computer systems with
hard drives and monitors and we

will supply one of our Special
Offer 2Mb A30I0 computers

FREE!

Order by telephone on 01728621222
or Fax on 01728 621179.

Delivery £9 percomputet. Prices exclude VAT.
Cheques*, debit cards (Switch &Delta),
creditcards(2%chargemay apply),and
educational orders accepted.
All trademarks acknowledged.
"Cheques: allow 5 working days toclear.

Connect our amazing offer to your TV, or

use any of the options below to create a

high specification computer system:

Hardware Options:

• 2-4Mb RAM

• High resolution colour 14" monitor
• Hard Drive (80Mb, 120Mb, 200Mb, 500Mb)

• SCSI Interface

• CD-Rom Drive

• MIDI Interface

• Printer

Etc., etc.

THE A30I0 COMPUTER

The A30I0 is ideal for schools, small businesses

and, of course, in the home. The A30I0 shares

the same processor and main electronics as the

A3020 &A4000 computers. It has one internal

expansion slot, a serial port, two joystickports

and a parallel printer port.

SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE
80Mb, 120Mb and 240Mb Hard Drives

for A3020 / A30I0 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

80Mb 120Mb 240Mb

A3020 £69.00 £99.00 £129.00

A30I0 incl Interface £99.00 £129.00 £159.00

A3000 incl Interface £99.00 £129.00 £159.00

Further unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable
offer to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required

and no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility
♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ 500Mb also available

This is another unbeatable Special Offer from
Castle Technology- one of the UK's premier manufacturers and

suppliers of Acorn upgrades. Watch out for more!
For a full price list and colour brochure call 01728 621222

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk IPI3*)U.
Telephone: 01728 621222 Fax: 01728 621179 e-mail: sales@castlet.demon.co.uk
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PC column
Windows compatible software
AS predicted the number of programs
appearing on the shelves of your local PC
superstore that demand Windows 95 isgrow
ing rapidly. Here's a selection I've had a
chance to play which run reasonably well.

Microsoft Works
If you want a word processor package,
Microsoft's domestic offering is Works. It's a
combined Word Processor, Spreadsheet,
Database and Comms package. It even has a
selection of reference works - dictionary,
thesaurus, atlas and so on. Works is installed

onto your hard drive but the reference books
are accessed from CD. I've used this software

a fair amount as most of the people I work
for are predictably PCbased.

The package works well but is a bit tedious
- the lack of processorpower shows up when
using technically sophisticated but time con
suming things like 'launch wizards' to set up
a document for you. My major gripe with
the software is that Works doesn't save WP

files in the same format as Word - weird!
You need to choose to save in another for

mat - Rich Text Format (.RTF) is a decent
compromise. There is one real technical
hitch though. The fax software doesn't work
- the Windows 95 fax program Exchange
doesn't either. Aleph 1 are aware of this fault
- the view is that it's caused by the software
that controls the RS232 port and they are
checking it out.

Speed it up
Most of the software I've tried feels sluggish
to use although tolerable, but there are a few
things you cando to give yoursystem a
helping hand:
• CD Fast from Eesox isa utility that createsa
cache fordatafrom CD-ROM, smoothing the
flow from the CD andspeeding things upa
bit. It won't turn your 2x into a 4x but it does
help.
• Given the vastamountof disc accessing
that PC programs go infor, anyone
considering adding a second drive might think
about opting for a SCSI IIor fast IDE interface
to speed things up a touch. SCSI II isabout
four times faster and Yellowstone's fast IDE

claims to be even quicker still, but SCSI might
be the best option.
• On Beta test (as Iwrite) is the latest version
of IPC fromAleph1 (version 1.994). This
should be generallyfaster, it also includes the
option to use a dedicated SCSI drive which
reducesdelayseven further. It would be
usefulfor transferring filesvia a removable
drive, the downside isyoucan'taccess your C
drive fromRISC OS. (But youcould still
transfer via floppy.)
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Encarta (Microsoft)
The ubiquitous encyclopaedia of the world
according to Microsoft. Yes Bill Gates is in
there and Christopher Robin speaks in Amer
ican, but that sort of gripe aside it's fun. It
runs well on Windows 95 and 3.1, provided
you use the 256 colour mode with the palette
option ticked - it's a decent compromise
between colour rendition and performance.
It's no steam train but it won't give you time
to drop off.

The Louvre

(Imagine the World)
The Louvre is a great gallery and this is a
lovely resource. It's better to see the real
thing but Paris is still too far away to visit
most evenings. Again it's on the slow side,
but that's not a real problem.

RAM hungry PCs
Chatting withAleph One revealed that many
users are still taken abackat how discbyte
and RAM hungry the PC world is. Theproblem
isthat ifyou don't have enough, things stop
working properly, runslowly or just plain
give up.

Look at any PC ad and you willsee that
8Mb of RAM isthe basic quotathesedays.
More is advised. Windows NTneeds 16. So

what do you put inyourRise PC?
Basically as muchas you can afford.

Leaving 8Mbclearfor your PC card is a
minimum - try 4Mband your discdrivewill
never stop as data is shuffled to and fro
endlessly. That meansyou need a few more
meg on top to run the PC card software and
screen, thena bitmore for RISC OS. Ithought
16Mbwas extravagant when Ishelledout for
it. Now I'verealised it's prettywellessential.

Hopefully by the time you read this, the
drop in wholesale RAM prices will have
reached the end users - us!

The National Gallery
(Microsoft)
London's National Gallery with a tour guide
(in English English not American) plus talks
on such thingsas restoration and composition.
Again the speed is tolerable but you must use
the 256 colour mode to get the animations
which illustrate composition and so on.

Classic Library (Andromeda)
Several thousand texts on a CD! This one is

designed for 3.1 but operates well on Win
dows 95 too. A very US inspired choice of
texts - you won't find Finnegan's Wake, but
with 2000 pieces to choose from there's a lot
to read and it doesn't take up much space on
the shelf.

Explorapedia - The World of
Nature (Microsoft)
A fun program for kids aged 8 to 11. You can
explore the world and discover some of the
animals that share our planet - organised
according to habitat. Click on the animals
shown in each scene and it will go through a
brief animation. These are fun and run at a

reasonable pace. The texts give more details
for older children and the explanations are
voiced by kids - British ones!

Probable problems
Drivers: Most of these programs install
themselves and then reset the machine. This

can cause problems as drivers can get lost. At
one^ stage I lost the video drivers and had to
re-install them and then remind Windows

95 what to look for (if the driver it wants
can't be found, it apparently defaults to one
that can and you are plunged into 16 colour
mode).

The sound regularly gets lost because the
line 'device=vsbpd.386' call gets wiped from
the SYSTEM.INI file. Fortunately there is a
fix. Replace the line with 'device=spe-
cial.386' and rename the driver from

'vsbpd.386' (in the drivers directory) to 'spe-
cial.386'. This is easy enough using the DOS
command REN (rename). Do this before
installing new software and it will save a lot
of heartache!

OU online
The Open University is trying hardto develop
itsconnectivity. It's in the process of building
a Web site and developing courses that
happen online. Notonly are theyhanding out
free internet software, they'redistributing
software to enabletutorialgroups to natter
via their modems.

Sadly, the OU doesn't recognisethe Acorn
world andstudents whowant to get online
witha British computer will be told bythe OU
that they only support PCs.

But don't give up. The OU's First Class
software(which logsyouon to the tutorials)
works fine on Windows 95 and should work
on 3.1 too. The Windows 95 version of

Netscape arrived too late to be tested this
month- I'll let you know. Butanyway, you
can do everything it can do with native RISC
programs.

Contacting me
You cancontactthe PC page bywritingto
me, Mike Buckingham, at Acorn User, IDG
Media,MediaHouse,AdlingtonPark,
Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 4NP, or e-mailing
to aupcpage@idg.co.uk
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Authorised Acorn Reseller

Authorised Apple Macintosh Resseller
'.-. g Authorised IBM Resseller

purchase

date.Teennctog/ Matrawinrectece

«i«faultypredoKfromsw*. I /I// prices exclude VAT &carriage. Prices &specifications
maychange without notice. E.&O.E.

It costs six times more to attract a
j new costcmer than it dees to keep

J an existingone.

Atypicaldisatisfledcustomerwiltell
w 8-10 people about their problem.

; I Mfldo business withyou aga>n if
11 you resolvethe complaintin their

I favour.

spot 55'i will do business again.

Indifetence by the company or a
specific Individual

Inconclusion—vieare sayingthat

you expect from us I

Canon1 Canon
BJ-30 j BJ-200exHARD DRIVES HARD DRIVES

HARD DRIVES HARD DRIVES
RISC PC

A4/5000

n/a

n/a
n/a

£159
n/a
n/a
£139

£159
£199
£589

£179

£199
£249
£839

PORTABLE

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min.

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi.
3 pages per min

100 page auto
sheet feeder

PORTABLE

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi.
2 pages per min.

30 page auto
sheet feeder.

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2 pages per min.

100 page auto
sheet feeder

INTERNAL DRIVES

SIZE A3000

120MB IDE £149

250MB IDE £239
420MB IDE £289

510MB IDE n/a
850MB IDE n/a
1.0 GB IDE n/a
540MB SCSI n/a
850MB SCSI n/a
1.0 GB SCSI n/a

2.0 GB SCSI n/a
EXTERNAL DRIVES

540MB SCSI £179
850MB SCSI £199

1.0 GB SCSI £249

2.0 GB SCSI £839

A3010 A3020 A3/400

£149 £89 n/a

£239 £189 n/a

£289 £229 n/a

n/a n/a £159
n/a n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a

n/a n/a £139
n/a n/a £169
n/a n/a £199
n/a n/a £589

£179 £179 £179

|£199 £199 £199

£249 £249 £249
£639 £639 £639

RISC OS

VER. 3.6

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

£159

£195
£139
£159
£199
£589

£179
£199

£249
£639

Epsonl HP DeskJetl HP DeskJet!HP LaserJet
660c

SPECIAL SPECIAL 850MB IDE £159
SPECIAL SPECIAL 850MB SCSI £159

INTERNAL

SIZE

200MB SCSI

270MB SCSI

270MB IDE

135MB IDE

EXTERNAL
200MB SCSI

270MB SCSI

DRIVE CART

£289 £55

£229 £39

£229 £39

£149 £15

£339

£279

£55

£39

CD-ROM,
DRIVES!! SCANNERS SCANNERS

PANASONIC
a DAD m

| Irtia/miJ- JiliWO A A7000

DESKTOP

COLOUR

760 x 760 dpi.
2ppm.

Built-in-feeder

A4

DESKTOP

MONO

360 x 360 dpi
3ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

DESKTOP

COLOUR

360 x 360 dpi
2ppm

Built-in feeder

A4

DESKTOP

MONO LASER

600 X 600 dpi
4ppm, 2mb Ram

2 paper trays
A4

/^£229J^£199j^£279]^£385

IDE CARDS
A300/400 £69

A3000/3010 £69

SCSI CARDS
A300/400 16blt £85

£85

£85

£85

£85

£85

£85

£165

CANON

IX-4015

A4 Flatbed

400x800 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

£569

EPSON

GT-9000

A4 Flatbed

600x600 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

£599

EPSON

GT-5000

A4 Flatbed

300x300 dpi
in 24 bit colour

SCSI Interface

£389

o

J

p
in

OPTICAL
DRIVES

INTERNAL
230mb with 1 cartridge
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge
EXTERNAL

230mb with 1 cartridge
1.3 gb with 1 cartridge

£329

£799

£369

£849

MONITORS
MONITORS

IDEK 17"
MULTISCAN

£519

PANASONIC PD DRIVE £379

A combined Quad speed SCSI
CD and 650MB optical drive
QUAD SPEED INT. SCSI £129
(Suitable for fitting Internal to RISC PC)

QUAD SPEED EXT. SCSI £169
(Suitable for connecting to any oxtornal
SCSI port. Includes all cables)

QUAD SPEED INT. KIT £199
(Suitable for fitting Internal to RISC PC.
Includes a 1Gbit SCSI card allowing tho
further connection of up to 6 othor dovlces)

QUAD SPEED EXT. KIT £259
(Suitable for A3/400 A3000/10/20
A4/5000 RISC PC. Includes a 1Gbit

SCSI card allowing the connection of a
further 6 dovlces)

QUAD SPEED SCSI TOWERS

2 Drive System
3 Drive System
4 Drive System

5 Drive System
6 Drive System

£369

£515

£659

£799

£949

EDUCATION
ANNOUNCEMENT

Technology Matrix supply a full range of
Apple Macintosh and IBMcompatible

computers, Printers and Upgrades
Your One Stop Computer Supplier

A3000 16blt

A3010 16blt

A3020 1Gbit

A4000 1Gbit

A5000 16blt

RISC PC 16blt

RISC PC 32blt

GRAPHICS
Colour card

Gold

Movie Magic
TV Tunor

TV Tunor

with Teletext

Eagle M2 card
Lark card

Midi Max card

GroyHawk
Hawk V9 Mkll

Chroma 150

Chroma

Genlock CG3,4,5,6

MEMORY
A3000 1-2mb

A3000 2-4mb

A3000 1-4mb

A3010 1-2mb

A3010 2-4 m I)

A3010 1-4mb

A3020 2-4mb

A4000 2-4mb

A5000 2-4mb

A5000 Omb

A300/400 8mb

RISC PC 4mb

RISC PC limb

RISC PC IGi.ib

RISC PC 32mb

SOFTWARE
RISC OS 3

(chips only)
RISC OS 3

(with manuals
and software)

£249

£89

£159

£329

£199

£69

£99

£199

£129

£149

£39

£72

£99

£38

£79

£115

£74

£74

£74

£199

£199

£69

£129

£call

£call

MODEMS MODEMS

SPORTSTER

14.400

ArcFax S/ware £28

ArcComm S/ware £39

Voyngor Intornot suito

£59

£129

SPORTSTER

28.000

ArcFax S/ware E28

ArcComm S/ware £39

Voyngor Intornot sulto

£59

£195

COURIER V.34

Dual Standard

ArcFax S/ware £28

ArcComm S/v/are £39
Voyngor Internet sulto

E59

£319

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE

Stacks Of Software

for

ACORN -AFHJE & PC's

illiii'.-.'i

V
ACORN AKF53 £269

ACORN AKF60 £315

ACORN AKF85 £529

IDEK 17" Multiscan £519

SONY 15"sf Multiscan £329

Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
the preferred supplier

j jfctflril

VISA

.;••• ^i'lii'... ... i'..iiMil ',;•'..->it,ii-.ji j;iaas?\itytffijP

Payment Cards Welcome

r

r

6
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89a Stockport Road, Denton Manchester M34 6DD. Fax: 0161 320 3210
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Newsgroup news
Following recentonlinevoting
the comp.sys.acom familyof
Usenetnewsgroupshas gained a
new discussion area called

comp.sys.acorn.extra-cpu. Its

scope covers all aspects of proces

sor cardsfor the Acorn range of
computers, includesetting up
problems, compatibility issues,
hardware matters, multiprocess
ing operating systems and

anything relating to these cards,
and it's available now from your
news server

Next Nexus
Nexus BBS is described by Sysop

David Llewelyn as the best BBS in
the Wirral, Cheshire. Co-sysops
Patrick Willams and David

Stockton help David run Nexus
BBS using NewsFlash BBS soft

ware on an Acorn A5000. The

online times are limited at the

moment to 8pm-10pm every day.

Nexus BBS

0151-3365458

COMMS page URL of
the month
Ting's World has nice graphics
and introduces us to TingZwei
Kuei, once a regular Arcade BBS

caller, now resident at King
Alfred's College, Winchester,
Hampshire. Ting isa keenpro
grammer in RISC OS, BSD Unix,

MS DOS and other platforms as

wellas beingan accomplished
violinist who enjoys playing in
orchestras. Among many interest
ing linkson his site are those to

his 3D Menus patch for RISC OS,

and a comprehensive list of essen
tial programming resources for
ARM, BASIC, C/C++,and other lan

guages.

Ting's World
http://sun1.wkac.ac.uk/~tzkuei/

Contact

Send me any Acorn-interest URLs
you find, and I'll publish a month
lyselection. You can contact me

by writing to DavidDade, Acorn
User, IDG Media, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield,

SK10 4NP,orbye-mailto:
DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk, or

mail #2 on Arcade BBS 0181-654

2212.
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Comms
Coming up from Down Under
ARMature II BBS in Oatley,
New South Wales has been

serving Australian Acorn users
since 1991, keeping them in
contact with the rest of the

Acorn world by FidoNet
Echoes linked to European
Bulletin Boards. During that
time, ARMature's Sysop Karl
Davis has been building up an
Acorn filebase comparable to
those found on large European
BBS and FIT sites.

Karl is now able to offer

users world-wide Internet

access to ARMature II and

many of its BBS features like
online chat together with all
the new facilities that Internet

access can offer, such as free
non-commercial World Wide

Web space, sending and receiv
ing email and Usenet news,
and ftp access to one of the
largest Acorn filebases in the
world.

ARMature II continues to

operate as a ARCbbs dial-up
BBS with V34+ capability on
+61-2-580-9938 for 24 hours a

day, but since users can also
log on at any time via the
Internet for the cost of a local

call, only local NSW callers
may continue to do this. I sus
pect though that some BBS
functionality will remain
exclusive to the dial-up ports,
so all types of connection and
caller will be entertained.

The hardware to make this

Welcome to the future of ARMature online

work includes an Acorn A5000

to run the ARCbbs software,
and a Pentium-powered PC
running Linux for the Internet
facilities. Servers for http
(Hypertext Transport Proto
col), IRC (Internet Relay Chat)
and FTP (File Transfer
Protocol) run on the PC, while
the A5000 handles email and

news interfacing to the BBS
and produces the HTML ver
sions of the ARCbbs File List.

The Internet connection is

an ISDN 64kbit line to AUSNET

Services but use of ARMature

Online's many features is com
pletely free. Email facilities for
Internet user accounts include

BBS-linked mailboxes and flex

ible re-direction by POP mail

to other email boxes anywhere
on the Net. Mailing list origi
nation and subscriptions, or
hobby and special interest
areas can be created and main

tained by ARMature members.
Even with 24 hour world

wide Internet access, ARMature
Online retains the unique BBS
flavour that gives Acorn BBS
users such special service, and
it is one of the first of a new

breed of hybrid Internet
resources that can give us the
choice in the way we commu
nicate with our peers.

More information can be

found with your Web browser
at this URL:

ARMature Online

http://www.armature.net.au/

World Wide Web Resources
Here are someof the URLs you'vesent me: Portico Guide to Resources on the WWW

http://www.altavista.digital.com/
UsefulSearch Engine for Usenet/WWW http://www.synet.net/hwg/

The HTMLWriters Guild Website — HTML

http://rainbow.medberry.com/enigma/index.html Information resource

PaulVigay's Independent Research Centrefor
Unexplained Phenomena http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/demoweb/html-

primer.html
http://www.discovery.co.uk/discovery/ The Beginner's Guide to HTML document
Discover Ltd Homepage —Morocco tours

http://owl.sel.cam.ac.uk/
http://portico.bl.uk/ The Oli Bage Home page
The British Library Information Server

http://www.gpl.net/customers/kingdom-come/
http://portico.bl.uk/otherwww.html Breadon the Web—Christian 'Good News' paper



Graphics
Fruit and Nut computers
Apple and Acorn ally
MUCH rumour and indeed paranoia is circulating
at present, with regard to the future of Acorn
computing, especially in light of the recent
alliance with Apple. The way in which graphics
and DTP users will be affected in the near and

long term is something I feel should be clarified.
Simply because Acorn have decided to
sell to schools with Apple - both
companies using each other in a
mutually beneficial way - does
not mean in any way that Acorn
and especially ART are intent
on disbanding RISC OS and
Rise PC development. The Rise
PC is, after all, the flagship of
Acorn's hardware line-up and
I am sure that Acorn would

not be so quick to ditch the
system they so expertly cre
ated as speculation suggests.

As users or programmers
of Acorn machines and Acorn

software, we are all aware of
the downsides to the plat
form which, in some areas

of graphics, have become
valid reasons for not investing in
Acorn equipment: hardware prices are
high; much needed improvements to the operat
ing system have still not emerged; however futile
the reason for needing it a full C++ compiler is
not available; features in DTP and Vector graph
ics packages have not kept up with the industry
and the promises of professional 3D modelling

Pic of the month
YET again, young Mr Clover canes the
competition to win another pic of the
month prize. The two pieces he sent were
both created using Photodesk, although
ESL-3 (whatever that is meant to mean)
was first generated as a Basic program
using sine/cosine algorithms which Kane
wrote himself. Much image processing
later and with the final addition of some

'dingbats' the piece was complete. The
other image (not pictured) was called B-
Chaos and relied heavily on Kane's
mastery of the gamma correction tool and
the airbrush in Photoilesk.

Remember that all winners get a £20
prize and a free slide recording from the
Digital Darkroom.

My apologies for not being able to
include any of your images which you so
kindly sent in on the last CD-ROM. I have
been promised some disc space on the next
CD-ROM though. Thanks again.

have been re-moulded into more educationally
orientated plans.

But Acorn bitmap editors now qualify for the
premier division despite their low cost, DTP
remains unbeatable in many respects and video
editing continues to be a strong-point offering

high performance and good value solutions
for every price range.

Unlike Acorn, the computer indus
try is hardly a pensive, retrospective
affair and rarely do the big software
and hardware manufactures sit

back and reflect on the market to

consider their next step. Unfortu
nately the market is such that the

bigger and faster it is, the quicker it
sells, and those who sell stay alive.
I would say that the critical factor in

the long-term success of Acorn as a
graphics platform is how quickly ART

can build and market a machine

with a cutting edge OS and with
enough horsepower at the right
price to turn some heads in big PC

software houses. As ever, it is not the
ability of the graphics workstation

but the power of advertising
and the number of CD-ROM

games available on the plat
form that sells. Acorn must

work fast now if it is to retain

the advantages it has over PCs and, by trying to
build a strong foundation market with Apple,
this task will only be made easier.

School calendar
Ashton-on-Mersey school has
produced a highly impressive

1997 calendar which I was sent a

couple of months ago. Each of the
12 images in the full A3wall
calendar were creations of pupils

at the school and the calendar

itself was put together by year 10

students. Some of the images
were straight scans and others

were compositions of scanned

imagerywhich were generated
using Revelation 2.

Allthe pictures have a

complimentary borderwhich look
as if were created by grabbing an
area of the pic for that month,

and then tiling the cutout using
Revelation. Thanks to Mr Mercer

for sendingin his pupils' work
and congratulations to Mathew,
Martin, John, Rebecca H, Victoria,

Gavin, Paul J, Paul B, Darren,

Rebecca P, and Paul Cfor having

their artwork chosen for the

calendar.

TJ goes tank crazy
TJ Reproductions has just printed
the first issue of MV(Military

Vehicles) Magazine,the latest bi
monthly published entirely using
Acorn machines. This 30 page

colour/mono publicationisone of
the many that has been able to
set itself up due to the cost

advantages that desktop
publishing on the Acorn platform
affords. TJ Reproductions have
been invaluable in the success of

suchprojects due to their useof
highlyefficient Acorn equipment.
Iwould strongly recommend this
publication, firstly to anyonewho
is interested in military vehicles as
it is quite unique and also to
those thinking of publishing

themselves; the Acorn platform
being arguably the cheapest and
quickest platform to do so.

TJ Repro
Tel: 0171-372 4430

MVMagazine
Tel: (01964) 631244

Contacting me
Youcan contact the graphicsand
DTP page by writing to me, Jack
Kreindler at Acorn User, Media

House, Adlington Park,

MacclesfieldSK10 4NP,or by

email to augrafix@idg.co.uk.
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Public Domain
Event Shell
Paul Hobbs has just announced

the Internet opening of his new
web site for the popular
programming suite, Event Shell.

The program has been under

developmentfor over fiveyears
and comeshighlyrecommended
from the AU PD column not to

mentiona whole array of PD
programmers who have used it to

developtheir own applications.
The site can be accessed at:

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/
homepages/Paul_Hobbs.

IBrowse
The first of a new series of PD

schemeprogramson the cover
disc is Dave Thomas's IBrowse

JPEG viewer. Watch out for more

new PDprograms on the cover

disc soon.

Megaboard
Megaboard 2 isa backdrop
application for RISC OS3

onwards.Theapplication
completely replaces the existing
backdrop programon your
desktop and adds in further

functionality whiletidying up
someof the loose ends left by
Acorn. Supportfor Megaboardis
provided on the net by email
access to author Sham Gardner at:

un9l@rz.uni-karlsruhe.de. The

program itself is available for

download from HENSA or Sham's

web page at: http://www.rz.uni-

karlsruhe.de/~un9l

PD competition
David Holden of the APDL is hold

inganother PD competitionfor
1996.As usual the top prize is

£100 and full detailsof the entry
requirementscan be obtained by
sending a blank disc and SAE to:
PDCompetition, APDL, 39

Knighton Park Road, Sydenham,
London, SE26 5RN.

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page by
writingto me, Paul Wheatley, at
Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House,Adlington Park,

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Or

preferably, by e-mail to

aupdpage@idg.co.uk

AcornUser May 1996

Arm'd & Dangerous
Recent PD columns have featured some of the

new groups on the scene, and this month we
focus on a new games oriented group going by
the name of Arm'd & Dangerous.

Despite using yet another ARM pun in their
name, the group has a lot of potential for the PD
scene and already has several games under its
belt. I spoke to head Dangerous man, Robert
Titman:

Whatsoftware areyou currently working on?
I'm working on my best game yet, Miserly. It's
a platform game which when completed will
have 12 levels with four themes. Andrew's just
finishing off Goop. It's a strange game based
loosely on Putty from the Amiga. It has great
graphics and animations. David's currently
coding Blobby2 the sequel to one of his previ
ous games. It is almost totally written in
Assembler, is constantly smoothly scrolling
upwards and there are 30 frames per move
ment of the main character! As always we
have lots of other ideas and we're always try
ing to improve our programming.

Howdo you view the Acorn PD scene?
I think the PD scene is a brilliant source of free

or nearly free software. I wouldn't be able to
code or distribute my games without top qual
ity software like Zap and Connector available
for the price of a phone call to a BBS or a disc
from a PD library.

How important is PD software to the Acorn mar
ket as a whole?

Very. I don't think these computers would be
quite as popular if you had to pay commercial
prices for every utility on your hard disc!

Hiper

If you could make one change as head of Acorn,
what would it be?

I'd release RISC OS 4 with some of the best PD

utilities in ROM. Also, the file core needs
updating, now that even the PC can have long
file names with spaces.

What would you rate as important influences in
your work?

lorn Cooper and your PD page actually! Your
articles about programming groups inspired
me to start my own.

What advice would you offer to peoplewanting to
start up theirowngroup to writesoftware?

I highly recommend it. Working as a team is
much more productive. Even if you want to
keep writing on your own it's good to work
under one name and have other people's sug
gestions. Some of my games would be much
more limited if I hadn't had the input I get
from other members of the group.

What would you like to achieve as an Acorn coder
in the future?

I want to continue constantly improving my
programming skills and my games. I'm always
trying to learn new skills. I'll keep trying to do
what looks best and not what's the easiest to
code.

And on that note, which should be every pro
gramming group's motto, I'll leave Robert to get
on with his latest game, Miserly.

The guys are always on the look out for new
members so anyone with coding or possibly even
graphical or musical skills can get in touch at by
email at: robert.t@argonet.co.uk. The group's
games can all be found at Mossoft BBS on
(01733) 701501 or from Five Star Marketing on
discs GA69, GA70 and GA71.
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Help on help

Despite RISC OS being regarded
as one of the most easy-to-use
and attractive interfaces on any
platform, no standard way of dis
playing online manuals or help
files has been developed. Several
PD programs have been written
to fill this gap but none has
really caught my eye in terms of
that all-important factor - ease of
use. As it stands, the vast major
ity of software uses a plain old
text file.

Andrew Hunter's tliper pro
gram is a new pretender to the
throne that rates quite highly.
Creation of help files is relatively easy, and the
viewer and hypertext system is spot on.
Drawfiles, sprites and outline fonts can all be
used and, quite crucially, Hiper provides the
option of automatically squashing the completed

HUP!
Help on Help
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Delirium )1548K| L

hypertext help document. The only problem is
the lack of speed of this BASIC application. This
prevented Andrew from including a search facil
ity. Hiper is on the February subs disc from
APDL.



Where UK?
THE latest piece of educa
tional software to catch my
eye is a wonderfully simple
but incredibly useful geogra
phy program from M. Smith.
WhereJJK is designed with
Keystage 3 in mind, and pro
vides an auto

matic question
and answering
system. On start
up, a small tool
bar lets you set
up the number
of questions,
what is to

be tested and

whether the

testing should
be timed.

When the

test is started,

multiple-choice
questions are
offered by high
lighting a part
of the UK map
in the main

window and

asking its iden
tity.

The program is shareware,
with the unregistered version
containing questions only on
the UK.

Registration costs just
£3.99 for each region covered
(UK, Europe or Africa).

Registered copies can be
obtained from: M. Smith, 19
Tulip Road, Awsworth,
Nottinghamshire, NG16 2RS.
The unregistered version is
on the February subs disk
from APDE.

Software requests
SINCE my appeal I've been inundated with
requests for new PD applications. I'd still wel
come more, so keep them coming. If you're
interested in coding one of the ideas described
here, or have found an existing application that
fits the bill, please get in touch. We're keen to
feature applications of this kind on the cover
disc, under the AU PD scheme. This means that
the creation of one of these ideas could earn you
some hard cash, and the rest of us, some free
software. Get working!

One request I received this month was an idea
for an on the fly sound module. Robin Abecasis
would like a utility that provides a command
allowing the playback of a single sample from
disc. The code needs to allocate the memory and
voice, play the sound (preferably in the back
ground), then release the memory used.

Quite a tall order for the first request, and
that's not even taking into account possible
problems of clashes with other resident sound
software, but a solution would be an obvious PD
scheme candidate.

John Billings wants a program that opens a
random backdrop picture on startup. I've been
after a similar program for quite some time, and

currently use a rather bodged application coded
by myself.What's really needed is an application
that searches through a picture directory on
startup and selects a backdrop for you.
Unfortunately you usually want some of the pic
tures to be scaled and some tiled and so on. This

demands a neat little setup window that maybe
allows you to drag new pictures on and setup
their details. Anyone interested in this idea,
please get in touch.

Conversion from foreign graphics and sound
formats to Acorn ones has always been a popular
subject for PD, but things seem to have slowed
up a little since the development of the RiscPC.
John's second request is for a program to convert
Macintosh format sound files to an Acorn under

standable format.

Stephan Paternotte from the Netherlands has a
similar problem with graphics, and wants to be
able to covert Drawfiles to and from Windows

Meta File Format on the PC.

Finally, the man upstairs, Mr Turnbull has a
request for a mini application which runs boot
files (recursively for directories) dragged to its
icon. Sounds familiar, but 1 can't recall an app
that does the job. Please help us out!

Wakefield
Despite disappointment overthe
lack of a show at Harrogate this

year, the event at Wakefield gives
us northerners a chance to show

that Acorn does exist north of

Watford. The Public Domain will

be well represented at the show
and myselfand the rest of the AU
team will be on hand to answer

your questions.

VZap
Paul Vigay, author of the popular
virus killer, VZap has just updated
the programto version 1.17. The
new version features extended

support for ArcFS archivescan
ning. The program can be
obtained from Paul's home page

on the web at:

http://rainbow.medberry.com/eni
gma/shareware.html, from
Equinox BBS at (01705) 871331 or
from various CD libraries.

Recommended
PD Libraries

The Datafile

71 Anson Road

Locking

Weston-Super-Mare

BS24 7DQ

Naked PD

'Fayence'

Fulford Road

Stoke-on-Trent

Staffs ST119QT

Arch Angel PD

PO Box 41

Exeter

EX4 3EN

APDL

39 Knighton ParkRoad
Sydenham

London

SE26 5RN

Beebware PD

83 Forrest Road

Huncote

Leicester

LE9 3BH

ARM Club PD Library

Freepost ND6573

London

N12 0BR
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In Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

CD-ROM
All our CD-ROM's are Multi-
Session. PhotoCD. CD-DA. White
Bookcompatible &come complete
with data/sound cables, screws &
fittinginstructions. SCSI drives
require an interface with CDFS 2.20 or greater. Driver incl.
Internal Drives
4x Speed ATAPI (IDE) (Tray) £110
This drive can only be used on a RiscPC or A7000 with
RiscOS3.6 or later(Add£34.VATforRiscOS 3.5).No
further hardware is required.

2x Speed SCSI (Tray) £110
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray)DR-ui24x £210
PCWVerdict • 'It's extremelyquick,and a bargain.'
6.8x Speed SCSI (Tray) 135ms £270
External Drives
2x Speed SCSI (Tray) 275ms £170
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray) 150ms £260
6.8x Speed SCSI (Tray) isoms £320
SCSI cards
Morley cached SCSI card £160
Cumana SCSI IIcard £165
PowerTec SCSI IIcard £165
Abovearo suitableforA300.A400.A3000(Ex1+£30). A54Q,
A5000 and RiscPC.

Hard Discs
IDE Bare Drives
635Mb 12ms E130
850Mb 12ms ECall
1Gb ECall
Above are 3Ji" bare dnves only. Please add the relavent
accessories from below. Drives are Connor or Quantum.
ForA3000/A3010hard discs see Hard Card section below.

Syquest Removable SCSI Drives

SCSI Bare Drives
730Mb 12ms £170
1Gb 12ms £210
2Gb 12ms £500

TopicArt Single discclipart containing approx. 50high quality draw lormat clip artimages,
eacn on a singlesubject. Comes withmono reference sheet. 20 subjects are
available now.Please specifywhen ordenng. Site licencesare £16+VAT per disc.
please ring for further details.

3
RiscPC Computers
AllAcorncomputers include 1yron-site
maintenance. 3yr On-site is available.
20/20 finance available, ring for details.

_ For PCCards see PCCard section below.

14" Monitor Systems (AKF60)
RPC600 4MHD425 £1128
RPC600 4MHD425+4xCD £1179
RPC700 5MHD425 £1319
RPC700 5MHD425+4xCD £1370
RPC70010MHD850 £1658
RPC700 10MHD850+4xCD £1709
17" Monitor Systems (AKF90)
RPC600 4MHD425 £1446
RPC600 4MHD425+4xCD £1497
RPC700 5MHD425 £1639
RPC700 5MHD425+4xCD £1690
RPC700 10MHD850 £1957
RPC700 10MHD850+4xCD £2008
Add £20 for liyama MF-8617E
Add £85 for liyama MT-9017E

Internal Drives
105Mb Syquest £150
270Mb Syquest £259

External Drives
EZ135MbSyquest£199
(Above includes cartr.)
105Mb Syquest £210
270Mb Syquest £329

Syquest Cartridges
EZ135Mb Cartridge £201105Mb Cartridge £43

1270Mb Cartridge £49
Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
50-50C SCSI Cable £10 25-50 SCSI Cable £10
SCSI II-50C Cable £25 SCSI Terminator £10
5J4-3V4 open adapt £10 5J4-3J6 HD adaptor£12
IDE Accessories SCSI Interfaces
IDEinterface £79 Morley Cached £160
2nd Hard Drive Kit £15 Cumana SCSI II £165
External case/PSU £79 PowerTec SCSI II £165

20/20 Finance
on Acorn Systems (0%APR)

20% deposit (min) and 20 interest
free monthly payments. Available
subject to status. Ring for details.

A7000 Systems with 14" Monitor
A7000 2MNET £799
A7000 2MHD425 £799
A7000 2MHD425+4xCD £899
A7000 4MHD425 £867
A7000 4MHD425+4xCD £969

RiscPC Multimedia CD-ROM Pack
Includes 25W stereo mains speakers. Hutchinsons
Encyclopedia &RiscDisc (Vol.1) togetherwithone ol the
following CD-ROM drives.

4x ATAPI CD Pack £165
The above can only be used with RiscOS 3.6 machines.
4.4x SCSI CD Pack £375
The SCSI Pack includesa Morloy cached SCSI Card.
Add E20 extra for SCSI 2 Card.

New CD-ROM!
£32+VAT

Contains over 2000
ClipArt files, each in

Draw, Artworks & EPS
formats + other demos.

Floppy discs
£8 + VAT each

Single Floppy disc subjects available
(one disc per subject)

General
2 Transport
3 Costumes
4 Entertainment
5 Bugs 2 Slugs
6 Road Signs
7 Sports Equip
8 Sports Figures 18 Xmas2
9 Dinosaurs 19 Xmas3
10 Symbols 20 Xmas4

11 Tools
12 AnimalsGB
13 Chem Signs
14 Fire/Emorg Sn
15 Hazard Signs
16 Salety Signs
17 Xmasl

QuickLyn
Software only
With 5m Local Cable
With 10m Local Cable
QuickLynk allows you to
automatically access
another Acorn RiscOS
computer remotely using
the serial port via
modems or locally using
a cable to connect the
two computers. Each
computer can be
conliguredto allowaccess to any attached tiling
system device eg ADFS, IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc.
Once connected, files can be translerred to/from
the remote computer. Other features include
password access, auto dialler with phone book
and chat mode to send messages lo remote
computer/user. Transfer rales up to 1900 bytes/s
can be achieved witholdercomputers, eg. A410.
A3000. peaking at 11400 byles/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limitedby the speed of
the serial port. Requires RiscOS 3.10 or greater.

zip Drives
• ZipDrivesworkjust likeyourhard drive, letting
you instantly access files and applications, exept
they are removable.

• Zip Drives use 100Mb Capacity Zip Discs.

• Any Number ol discs can be used giving
unlimited capacity,

• Both Zip Discs and Zip Drives are Portable.

• Zip drives are fast, data transfer speeds around
1Mb/s - ideal to backup your hard drive.

• Each drive comes with a 1 year warranty and a
free starter disc.

• The Zip drive requires a SCSI card.

External Zip Drive (SCSI) £170
Single 100Mb Cartridge £15
Pack of Ten Cartridges £115

B Mail Order-0161-474 0778 (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage includedexcept where indicated
RiscPC PC Cards

PC5x86-IOO £399
PC486DX4-100 £199
PC486DX2-66 £149
PC486SX33 £99
Whenpurchased scperatcly
PC5x86-10O £499
PC486DX4-1O0 £299
PC486DX2-66 £249
PC486SX33 £199
Trade-In discounts ol £100 for DX2/DX4 cards
and £200 for PC5x86 cards are available when
trading in a ACA42 486SLC33 PC cards.
Add E6+VATcarriage for PC cards.

Microsott Windows'

Microsolt Encarta '96 lor Windows
Microsoft Cinemania '96 (Win95only)
ESP16 bitSound Card (Carr.£2+VAT)
YES 16 bit MozartCard (carr. E2+VAT)
2nd Slice Case Upgrade (Carr. E6+VAT)
1,1lemory upgrades

1-2Mb RAM
1-4Mb RAM
A3010 Memory
1-2MbRAM
1-4Mb RAM

ory, please ring to i
4MbSIMM £60|8MbSIMM
16Mb SIMM £220 32Mb SIMM
1MbVRAM E100|2MbVRAM
1-2Mb VRAM Upgrade (exchange)
A3000 Memory

E55|2-4MbRAM
£129

£40|2-4MbRAM
£145

i prices
£120
ECall
£160
£100

£90

A3020/A4000 Memory
2-4Mb RAM
A5000 Memory
2-4Mb RAM
A300/400 Series

n

£891

£89|4-8MbRAM
4-8Mb RAM

onitors

£229

£229

Acorn AKF60 14" 0.28dp MultiScan £325
Acorn AKF90 17' 0.28dp MultiScan £599
lyama MF-86I7E 17' 0.26dp M/Scan £540
lyama MT-9017E 17' 0.25stripe M/Scan £600

Oldercomputerswill requirean adaptor £12

rinters (Include Cable)
(Juudpi

(BJC-210is colour upgradoablc and includes a
Iree colourcartridge whilststocks last!)
Canon BJ-230 (360dpi Mono) £265
Canon BJC-4100(720x360dpi Colour) £250
Canon BJC-610 (720dpi Colour) New! £360
HP LaserJet 5L 4ppm (600dpi) £410
HPLaserJet 5P 6ppm(600dpi) £630
Add £40 to nbovo printers for TurboDriver

0Base2/T £125

A3020/A4k ElherLan 200 10Base2 £135
A3020/A4kElherLan201 10BaseT £135
A300-A5k EtheiLan 502 10Base2/T £125
RlscPC/A7k ElhorLan 602 10Base2/T £105

Access, add £15 to above prices.

RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades
Single Momsot (liltinginslr./no discs) £34
3 Rom sets (fittinginstr./no discs) £79
10 Romsets (lilting instr./nodiscs) £255
Documentation (GuideS Discs)(0%VAT) £29

er board for A300/A440 £22

airo-iiiH'iw-n
Pocket Book II (256k)
Pocket Book II (512k)
Pocket Book II (1Mb)
Psion 3a (256k)
Psion 3a (512k)
Psion 3a (1Mb)
Psion 3a (2Mb)
A-Lmk
Parallel Link
128k RAM SSD
256k Flash SSD
PB/Ps3 Games

£205
£255
£285
El 99
£249
£270
£305

£60
£ 15

£42

£43
£47

ECall

PC Serial Link
Mains Adaptor
512k RAM SSD £105
512k Flash SSD £77
PBII/Ps3a Games £45

ISIPMIWIe-*i iv iviuiurnc-uiu uury (j |fiiw UcIIIIUSI./ LJJi*

24i16 MultimediaCard (1Mbframestoro) £385
486sx25MHz Bare PC Card £275
486SLC50MHz Bare PC Card £339
Refer to RiscPC memoryto add to PC cards.
FPA Upgrade for ARM3 £59
Colour Card Gold (CC) £135
iTVTVTuner S Teletext card (Warn) £169
Joystick Interface (all m/c's) £28
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £25
MidiMax Card (CC) £68
Movie Magic (CC) £249
Powerpad (dual) (Gamesware) £33
Scan - 9pm Monitor/RGBTV cable £12
Scart - 15pin Monitor/RGBTV cable £12
Serial Upgrade for A3000 (Acorn) £19
Stereo Speakers 25W (mains powered) £35
Stereo Speakers 80W (mams powerod) £50
TV Tuner with TeleToxt (CC) £157
.rrfr.

Sportster Modem Bundles
Modem bundles include a Sportster modem,
cable, phone splitter, ArcTcrm7 & ArcFAX.
14k4Vi Sportster Fax/Modem Bundle ECall
The above modemalso has voice facility
28k8 Sportster Fax/Modem Bundle ECall
V.34+CourierFax/Modem &cable only ECall
Sportster Modems
14k4ViSporlstor Fax/Modem &cable onlyEI IS
The above modemalso has voicefacility
28k8Sportster Fax/Modem &cable only £190
V.34+ Courier Fax/Modem S cable onlv £270

canners/Digitlsers
---256 £189

Epson GT-5000 Colour Parallel Scanner ECall
Epson GT-5000 Colour SCSI Scanner £389
Epson GT-8500 Colour SCSI Scanner £525
Above colour scanners include ITWAIN drivers,
ImageMaster S Cable.
Vision24 Colour Digitiser Int £69/Ext £94
Hi-Vision24 Digitiscr A5000 Int £94/Ext £119

Hard Cards/Multi-Pods I CD-ROM's
A3010 HCCS HartruiscMulli-Podul
80Mb + User Port i 2 Slots £ 186
130Mb + User Port * 2 Slots £269
160Mb + User Port + 2 Slots £319
A3000 Internal IDE Hardcards
80Mb + User Port £156
130Mb-.User Port £219
160Mb* User Port £279
See top of page for other hard discs.

W8"^
BC-02 Cartridge (BJ-200) £17
BJI-642 Cartridge (BJ-300) £15
BJI-201bk BlackCartridge(BJC-600ser.) £10
BJI-201C/M/Y Cartridge(BJC-600ser.) £8 ea.
BCI-21Bk Black Cartridge (BJC-4000) £9
BCI-21C Colour Cartridge (BJC-4000) £17
BC-20 Fast Black Cartridge (BJC-4000) £25
BJI-643 Black Cartridge (BJ-800) £16
BJI-643C/M/Y Cartridge (BJ-800) £20 ea.
DeskJet500 Mono/ColourCartndge E20/E23
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £59
Epson Stylus Colour Black £16/Colour £30
HP 92274AToner (HP LJ4L) £59
JP-150 Ink Cartridge (Acorn) £22
Swilt24 Mono/Colour Ribbon £7/£15

BIM.corn RlbCOS3 PHMs Add E7 carr.
Acorn Volume 5a PRM Add £7 carr.
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
RiscPC Tech Rel Guide Add E7 carr.
Artworks Made Easy (Dabs)
DTP on the Archimedes (Sigma)
Firststeps inprogRiscOS (Sigma)
Game Maker's Manual (Sigma)
RiscOS 3 FirstSteps (Dabs)

to above (£4 lor iAdd £2 Can

residents add 17.5% VAI to all prices
except books. Carriage free in UK(excluding
remote areas) (except books), elsewhere at
cost. Orders MUSTbe accompanied by a
phone number. Prices and spec's subject to
change without notification. Goods subject to
availability. Goods not offered on trial basis.
Restocking fee on non-faultyreturns. Official

rders welcome from educational institutes,
chq with order under £30. E&OE.

£29,95
£19.95
£29.95
£10.00
£12.95
£14.95
£14.95
£10.00

books)

CD software tor Kisc
Artworks on CD (CC) £90
Childrons Micropedia CD £85
ClipArtCD 1/2 (CC) £19 each
Dinosaurs (MS) £39
Dune II (Eclipse) £36
Granny's Garden CD £28
Guardn's ol the Greenw'd £45
Hutchinsons Encycloped' £30
Musical Instruments (MS) £39
PB Bears Bthday Pty £32
Replay Starter Kit (Acoi
RiscDisc Vol 1 CD
RiscDisc Vol 2 CD
Simon the Sorcerer CD
TopicArt CD-ROM

Ivanco
Advantage (Longman) £46
ANT Internet Suite (ANT) £99
ArcFax (David Pilling) £28
ArcTerm7 (Serial Port) ECall
Artworks (CC) £90
AudioWorks (CC) £45
C/C++ (Acorn) (£7 Carr) £213
CADet (Minerva) £99
Card Shop (Clares)
Chameleon 2 (4Mation) £33
Compl. Animator (IOTA) £79
Compression (CC) £29
DataPowor (IOTA) £123
Desktop Thesaurus (BB) £19
Digi.Symphony (Oregan) £48
Disc Rescue (Look) £28
Easy C++ (Boebug) £93
Eureka v3 (Longman) £93
FireWorkz (Colton) £89
FireWorkz Pro (Colton) £139
Font Direclory2 (Look) £28
Font FX (DalaStore) £10
Glimpse (Sherston) £10
Graphics Loaders (CC) £42
Hard Disc Comp. (BB) £42
Hatchback (4Mation
Hearsay II(Beebug)ufl
Homo Accounts (Mi
HTML Edit
Illusionist (Clares)
ImagcFS (Alt Publ)
Image Outlinor (IOTA)
Impression Publisher
Impression Publisher*
Impression Style (CC)
IntorTalk (Acorn)
MacFS (CC)
MacFS Lite (CC)
Magpie (Longman)
Morpheus (Oregan)
Night Sky (Clares)
Notate (Longman)
Ovation (Beebug)
Personal Accounts (Apr) £38
PhotoDesk (Spacelech) £157
PholoTouch (Oregan) £68
Pin Point Junior (Long) £25
Plot (Clares) £63

n)£37
£17

£17

£36,
£32

nerv) £28
£25
£40

£38
£46

£120
£210
£75
£78
£76
£45
£50
£32
£63
£54
£79

Applies; (conki, I Games
Poster (4Mation)
ProArtisan 2 (Claros)
Prophet (Apricote)
PublishArt (SmartDTP)
Recordz (Colton)
Rosullz (Colton)
Rhapsody (Clares) v3
S-Base2 Personal (Long)£48

£98
£147
£75

£10

£175
£789

£50
£93
£32
£21
£22

£120

£38

£42

£42

S-Base 2 Developer
S-Base 2 Developer*
Serenade (Claros)
ShapeFX (Datastore)
Sibelius 6
Sibelius 7
Sleuth (Beebug)
Sleulh2 (Beebug)
Snippet (4Mation)
SparkFS (Pilling)
Speech 2! (Supenor)
Studio24 (Pineapple)
Touch Typo(IOTA)
TurboDriver BJ (CC)
TurboDriver HP (CC)
TurboDriver Epson (CC) £42
Tween (Ace)
TypeStudio (Beebug)
Vector (4Mation)
WordWorks (CC)
Wordz (Colton)

upremacy
Alone in the Dark (Kris)
Arcturus (Oreqan)
Axis (TBA)
BattleChess (Krisalis)
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Black Angel (4D)
Break 147/Superpool
Burn Out (Oregan)
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) £20
Carnage Inc (4D) £18
Champions (Krisalis) £22
-Includes Man Utd. J Khan
- Squash. Wld Class
• Leaderbrd & BoxingMngr
Chocks Compendium £23
Chuck Rock (Knsalis) £10
Crystal Maze (Sher) £24
Cyber Chess (4D) £23
Cygnus Collection £20
- Incl Twin World, Iron Lord &
• Tower ol Babel
Darkwood (Eclipse)
Dune II (Eclipse)
Dungeon (4D) 2Mb
Empire Soccer (Maglm]
Enter the Realm 2Mb
E-Type Compend. (4D)
E-Type 2 (4D)
Fire & Ice (Times Warm
Flashback (US Gold)
FTT (TBA)
Global Elfect (Eclipso)
GODS (Krisalis)
Haunted House 2Mb
Heimdatl (Krisalis) 2Mb

£74
£102

£145
£29
£97

£75
£74

£20
£43
£59
£36
£54

£24

£27
£23
£23
£10
£18
£23

r)£20
£22
£20
£27
£10
£18
£22

Tel: 0161-474 0778>ject$ Ltd
Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.dcmon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 0BT

Holed Out Compendium £18
les Pond (Krisalis) £10

James Pond 2 RoboCod £20
Krisalis Collection £22
•Includes. Mad Prof, Pipe'm.
- Terramex & Revelation
Lemmings (Krisalis) £15
Lemmings for RiscPC £22
Lemmings 2 Tribes 2Mb £22
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £19
Magic Pockets (Reneg) £20
Magnetoids (Oregan) £22
Man United Europe (Kris) £10
Oh No More Lemmings £16
Pandora's Box (4D) £18
Playitagain Sam 1/2/3 £19ea.
Populous (Krisalis) £22
Real McCoy 2/3/4 £24ea.
Rcpton 3'4 (Superior) £19ea.
Rick Dangerous £14
Sally&Wally(Oregan) £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £23
Scrabble (US Gold) £21
Sim City (Krisalis) £21
Sim City2000 (RiscPC) £30
Sim City 2000 (A5000) £30
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb £31
Spccdball 2 (Krisalis) £20
Spobbleoids £20
Slariighter 3000 (Fednet) £23
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £23
Stunt Racer Xtra Tracks £17
SWIV (Krisalis) £10
Time Machine (4D) £18
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb £23
Virtual Goll Augusta Cse £13
Wavelength (G/W) £18
Wollenstein 3D (Powers) £23

EarlyEssentials (over 7) £18
•English (6-16yrs) £18
-French (8-16yrs) £18
•Junior Essentials (5-11) £18
-Maths (Number) (6-16) £18
-Maths (Algebra) (6-16) £18
•Maths (Statistics) (6-16) £18
•Spelling (over 9) £18
•Driving Test £10
•Dinosaurs (all ages) £10
Crystal Rain Forest (Sh) £40
Darryl the Dragon (4M) £18
Fun School 3 £17
(Spec ago group .<5, 5-7, >7)
Fun School 4 £17
(Spoc ago group ,<5. 5-7. >7)
Granny's Garden (4M) £23
KidPix (ESM) £37
Maths Circus (4Mation) £25
Noddy's Playtime (JBn) £20
Playdays (Gamesware) £21
Rosic & Jim
- Duck loses its Quack £10
- Jim gets the sneezes £10
Call for titles not listed
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Networks
DataPower upgrade
AS reported in the last network column, databases can cause seri
ousproblems when run over a network. They generate a great deal
of traffic which causes the network to run slower and slower as the
number of users increases, until it all but stops. Iota's DataPower is
probably the best one to use across a network, but even this could

groups of users. The upgrade comes on two discs, the first to
upgrade your master disc and any installed copies, and the second
containing the new server-only version called DP-Server. Dat
aPower uses a system of creditsto ensure you only use the number
of copies you're supposed to. Remember to first de-install any cur

rently installed versions of DataPower or you'll lose
your credits if you simply delete the program.

Of the several ways of installing, the simplest
appears to be to place a server-only copy on your
fileserver which holds the required number of cred
its, and then a client-only version on the application
server or on local hard discs. The server version dis
plays the number of clients using DataPower. Of
course, there are other setups such as dedicated Dat
aPower servers, but I think that's only really viable if
a very large proportion of your life is spent using
DataPower. If using multiple fileservers, you can
place a copy on each which will spread the load. For
example, rather than placing a 100 user copy on one
fileserver, four 25 user copies on fileservers should
even things up a little.

I'm not someone who goes looking for faults with
software, but 1 have had a considerable amount of
grief with networked databases andso I spent a good
deal of time trying to crash the system. The easiest
wayis to logon to about 20machines, loadthe same
datafile and run a search on all of them together.
That would always take ages - especially if you had
another group searching the networked CD-ROMs.
But I'm pleased (and relieved) to say that it worked

very well.
Anyone who hasnot yet upgraded, shoulddo so now.

lota

Tel:(01223) 566789

Ol£3| Install DataFower on a network

!DataPower
<(> Client and server
<S>Client only
<£>Server only
V

nane/nunber of server

Help

<"> Counter only

LB.128.253

Install De-install

have difficulty when more than20orsousers are all searching and
sorting different files.

lota has just released a upgrade forDataPower which makes net
working very much easier and rather more reliable with class-sized

ArcMac file transfer
THANKS to Daniel Pead from The Shell Centre for Maths Education
who replied to an item in the last Network Column. He says that
there is a shareware Mac program called FTPd which will talk to
ANTs FTP client. It still has some major restrictions - it won't let
you change directory (the main problem lies in spaces and such
which tend to appear in Mac directory names) but since FTPd lets
you configure a default login directory for each user, it'sstill some
use for transferring files. It also shares some details (users, pass
words, shared directory permissions etc.) with AppleTalk file
sharing.

It's available from most Mac FTP sites, for example:
ftp://src.doc.ic.ac.uk/packages/mac-umich/util/comm/
ftpd3.0.sit.hqx

Contacting me
You can contact the Network pagebywriting to me, Geoff Preston at
Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield,
SK10 4NP or bye-mail to: aueduc@idg.co.uk

Tip of the month
THIS tipcomes from Ken Depledge who runs a small network ofa
dozen or so machines in a Designand Technology department.

'I have on occasions gone into the computer room to find the
printer merrily spewing out reams of paper filled with gobble-
degook - everyone in the room at the time protesting their
innocence!'

The culprit has been identified - in this instance ArtWorks -
though a number ofapplications would yield thesame output. The
problem arises when an unsuspecting user attempts toprint anArt-
Works file by dragging it to the printer icon on the icon bar. Like a
number of applications Artworks does not support this and the
printer manager offers the choice of plain or fancy text.

If one of theseoptions is chosen instead of cancel the garbage is
sent to the printer, wasting paper. It also wastes a great deal of
time as it can be very troublesome to flush this junk out of the
!Printcrs/!Spooler/printer system - often resulting in a machine
hang somewhere!

Fortunately the solution is fairly simpleand other network man
agers might be interested. All that is necessary is to include a line
similar to this in each station's boot sequence:

Set Alias$@PrintType_D94 Error 0 "You cannot print an
Artworks file in this way"
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Networks
Improving user friendliness
Bill Lamin shares some tips for making a
network a little easier to use and manage
MANAGING a computer network is a
demanding job in the best of circum
stances. Managing a school network when
holding down the 'day job' as a teacher is
not a task to be taken lightly - especially
with limited technician support. Most
commercial networks have a

few dozen 'consenting adults'
using them. Pupils in today's '
schools don't exactly fit that
category - and they come in
hundreds rather than dozens!
It also is slightly relevant that
not every pupil is totally dedi
cated to improving the
availability of computer
resources.

Unlike serious adult users,
the average school pupil
doesn't get a terrific amount
of exposure to computers. We
really have to try to remove as
many of the little irritations as
possible - to improve access
and to increase confidence. A
recurring error message on our
system was the 'no run action
for this file' - when pupils
tried to reload a file (in the
best Blue Peter tradition) pre
pared earlier. Once you know,
it's easy to open the parent
directory of the application
and then away you go. We
avoid the problem with all our
common applications - Pin
point, Advance, Poster and the
like by including in the Boot
file the command:

Filer_Boot AppFS::net
work .Poster.!Poster

for common applications.
(AppFS is the name of the fil

ing system, network is the name of the
hard disc)

We have a 10Base2, ethernet network
which, because of the nature of 10Base2,
stops dead if any cables are damaged or
disconnected. Tofind the fault is relatively

easy, but can be time consuming.To make
fault finding a little easier, I rigged up a
test box illustrated below. It is made from
a plastic surface mount box, a twin BNC
faceplate, a 50 ohm resistor, two 4mm
banana plugs and a few bits of wire. Mini
mal soldering skills are required.

Put a network downlead on the box
'output' terminal, connect a multimeter
and set to a range suitable for measuring

50 ohms. Start at the server
(best if the server is near the
middle of the net) then check
the resistance in each of the

two network legs - it should be
around 50 ohms. Put a termi

nator on the socket to the dead

leg, and a 'T piece' and termi
nator on the lead from the

server - half your network
should then function. Move to
a machine somewhere near the
middle of the faulty network
leg and repeat the test but
don't forget to terminate all
network sections. Each time
the dodgy section halves in
size, until the precise position
of the fault is obvious.

It may be necessary simply
to refit a connection or to
replace a downlead. You can
then use the test box for test
ing downleads. Connect the
lead between the two termi
nals and check the meter
reading - it should be 50
ohms-ish. Now waggle the
leads furiously near each end -
if all is well the resistance
should remain roughly con
stant, if there is any lack of
integrity it will show here.
With care you can identify
which end is at fault and refit

the connector. Include a T

piece if you need to test that.

50 ohms
To output leads

/

To multimeter
(4mm plugs)

50 ohms
To output leads

No time to check computers?
WE advertised among our school pupils for Trainee Computer Tech
nicians, demanding written applications and interviewing the
applicants. Each successful applicant (sadly only two out of the ten
were girls) was trained in the essentials and each allocated five
computers. Every day, they check the configuration and that their
machines are on-line. Once a week, they clean the mouse pad and
the screen. Each month they remove each mouse in turn, replace
with a spare and clean the mouse ball and rollers. (Note, the retain
ing plates are all superglued in, so some dismantling is required).
Also every month, they take the test box and test each computer

Acorn User May1996

drop lead to hopefully locate potential problems before they hap
pen.

What a success! Any problems not fixable by the technicians
were reported immediately. The benefits for the pupils (all in Year
Nine) were even greater than for the computer system. We went
through a realistic recruitment and training process. The interviews
were carried out by senior teachers (it may have been better to get
an outside employee in) and the trainees were only allowed loose
on a computer when they had passeda competence test.

I recommend the idea to you.



Power
a low cost

Tape Streamer

£175
exc VAT

.... the Fast SCSI II
32-bit DMA Transfers OJ •• C
Direct DOS Formatting fc I IV
Create 4GB partitions with RISC OS 3.6. exc VAT
Fully compatible with:
• All branded SCSI Hard Drives
• New SyQuest EZ135 and Iomega ZIP Drives
• SyQuest5.25" and 3.5" Drives
• Mag-Optical Drives
• 'Proteus' Panasonic PD Drives

• Scanners

.... Enhanced ADFS

exc VAT

EADFS Software Module

Add a biggerIDE Hard Disc (ie 1GB
or larger) to RISC OS 3.5 Rise PC
• Multiple 512k partitions possible
• Read/Write Access Parameters

• Passwording

Complete with a 350MB
tape for starting a sensible
backup program for your
important data, this internal
Power-tec drive is a compact
and attractive alternative

to over 200 floppy discs.
It is multi-tasking, network
compatible, and comes with
software for timed and

selective backups.

Power-tec
the power to perform

Check out our Web Site
on the Internet!

http://www.alsystems.co.uk
or email

sales@alsys.demon.co.uk

Power Up a Power-tec
Please call Alsystems on 01420 561111 for further information on any product in the Power-tec Range
Alsystems. 47 Winchester Road, Four Marks, Alton, Hampshire. GU34 5HG. England. Tel: +44 (0) 1420 5611II. Trade Enquiries Welcome.
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LIGHTNING FASTWEB SEARCH
MasterCard International
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SUPPORTED by

The Web <3>idg.co.uk

CD-SUPPORTED by

AMIGA ACTION

ACORN OSER

GAMEPRO

CD ROM NOW

CD POWERPLAY

SONYPRO

MACACTION

APP1ETALK

MACWORLD

PC HOME

Precision

Incernec

OPENING TIMES

Friday 17 May 10am - 6pm

Saturday 18 May 10am - 6pm
Sunday 19 May 10am - 4pm

Ticket HOTLINE: 01300 707706

Check our web site on: http://www.iily.co.ok/iliie
or email os on: ilive@idg.co.ok
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Internet Experience
IT'S MORE THAN JOST AN EXHIBITION, it's a complete experience

Visit Internet Live on 17 - 19 May 1996 at Wembley
Exhibition Centre and discover an Aladdin's cave of the

most stunning aspects of the Internet and all it has to
offer.

Whether you are connected or looking to get hooked
up, the show provides you with a unique opportunity to
unravel the mystery of the Internet and become part of
the action, it's your chance to explore, test, evaluate,
compare and find exactly what it can do for you.
Internet Live is your chance to experience an exciting
mix of interactive features, free seminars, presentations,
advice centres, competitions and a host of special events
catering to your every taste and desire.

FINDING wembley

EXPERIENCE THE INTERNET - touch it, feel it and experience the

delights of surfing the WEB

WEB VIEW THEATRE - the coolest web sites...ever!

WEB CAFE - relax, unwind and surf

MODEM SHOOT-OUT - the fastest modems right here

SOFTWARE ON-LINE - get to grips with the latest Internet software

EDUNET - learn with the Internet, a must for parents, teachers and children

THE WEB HELP AND ADVICE CENTRE - confused and dazed? Don't

worry the WEB Magazine's experts are here to help solve your Internet problems and
get you back on track to the super information highway
SERVICE PROVIDER GALLERY - test and compare prices from the top

providers.

ADULT ZONE - experience the extraordinary, weird and bizarre... sorry, over

I8*s only!

FREE SEMINARS - loads of seminars covering a host of topics about the

Internet and much more.

BY BRITISH RAIL

Wembley Stadium Station
located between Marylebone and

Banbury on the Chiltern Line.

Wembley Central Station
located on the Euston to Milton Keynes

and Northampton Line.

BY UNDERGROUND

Wembley Park Station
located on the Metropolitan and

Jubilee Lines.

Wembley Central Station
located on the Bakerloo Line.

BY BUS

The 83,224, 226 and 297 services run
between Wembley Park and Wembley

Central, with the 83 stopping at
the Complex.

Don't delay, avoid the queues book your fast track entry tickets today.
Internet LIVE! PO Box 9, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 8QQ

Simply complete and return this coupon: Please supply: (USE BLOCK CAPS)

Adult tickets QTY - @ 0 per ticket = sub-total £
Child tickets QTY @ £5 per ticket = sub-total £
Family tickets QTY @ £20 per ticket = sub-total £

Total £(2 Adults + 2 Children under 16)

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to INTERNET LIVE to the value of £
Please charge my ACCESS/VISA/BARCLAYCARD

Card No ExPiry date

Full Name of Cardholder - _ -Date

Mr/lirs/Ms Initials Surname

Business Name (if any)

Address

Postcode Tel:

! A B C D E f G H I J K I H N 0 P Q R S 1 U VW X 1
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Cover disc
Optical: The Demo

Neurotron Software

THERE are many things in modern life
which people would like to organise bet
ter, do more quickly, and access more
easily. Think about all of the written
media that passes through your life every
day, be it through magazines, books, work
documents, telephone directories, even the
information on CD covers. If all of that
information could be stored together in
one place, so that required parts could be
easily and quickly retrieved at will, it
would make for an excellent and interest
ing resource.

This is where Optical Character
Recognition or OCR comes in. Thisprocess
involves written media being scanned into
a computer, and read into a format which
the computer and the user can manipulate
or reference. For example, there are many
recipes for food in various magazines. It is
possible — and I personally know a real-
life example of this —to OCR these recipes
and put them into a database. This not
only makes them easier to access, but
removes the need to store piles of maga
zines everywhere.

Optical Professional is a leading OCR
packagefor the RISC OS platform, and this
month's cover disc includes an almost
fully functional version. The following
amendments have been made to the com
plete package:

• Only one font (Homerton/ Helvetica)
can be read properly, without extra train
ing. Several are recognised standardly in
the full version.

• The lexicon or dictionary for checking
words intelligently has been removed.

• It is not possible to save the OCRed
output.

• It is not possible to save trained font
definitions to disc.

• Menu Linked Embedding (MLE) is dis
abled.

• Use of a speech synthesiser to read out

the output is not allowed.
There are five files included within the

demonstration:

(Manual is an interactive manual for
the software, which explains all features,
and how to use them. It also contains
details and special offers for ordering the
complete package.

lOptcJDetno is the actual demo.
IReadMelst is a text file giving a brief

introduction to the demo.

KeyStrip is a drawfile showing the key
board short-cuts that can be used.

Scanned is a page of text which has
been scanned.

To get started, try the following:
Double-click on !Optcll)emo and drag

the sample sprite Scanned on to it when it
has appeared on the icon bar. When a
window appears asking for the resolution
that the image was scanned at, click on the
Enter button. The scanned image should
then appear in a window.

If you click on the Read button at the
top left of this window, the OCR process
will begin, and an output window will
open which quickly fills up with the text
in the image.

While the output is produced, it can be
edited in a similar way to using !Edit. A
yellow bubble will follow the caret dis
playing the appropriate position in the
scanned image.

However Optical Professional does not
only read text, but recognises different
fonts and their sizes. TryselectingDisplay-
>Show full quality from the menu
available over the output window. The
text will then be displayed in its full glory
with font changes and point size informa
tion which (in the full version) can be
saved into a word processor.

Optical Professional's power does not
end here. Its comprehensive training rou
tines allow virtually any typeface and any
character (including foreign ones like
Russian) to be recognised — quickly and
easily too.

The underlying idea of using a package
such as Optical Professional is to save con
siderable time and work, and there are
many features to help do so. For example
try running IF.dit and opening a text win
dow while the demo is loaded. Bringing
up the text window's menu, you should
find that there is an added option at the
bottom —OCR.... Selecting this allowsan
image to be scanned, OCRed and directly
inserted into a document being edited (in
this case in IF.dit, but it can be virtually
any other windows based application
allowing manipulation of text.)

For more information on the features
(like table recognition) available to Optical
Professional users, the interactive applica
tion .'Manual can be used.

Special Offer for Optical

Optical Professional is normally available atjust £149 all inclusive. However, up until the end of
May 1996, itcan be bought for aspecial price of only £119 all inclusive! All you have todo is
quote the order code: AUOP422.

Neurotron Software, Birch Tree House, Petham, Canterbury, Kent CT4 5QU
Tel: (01227) 700516

Fax: (01227) 700128

Non-fragmenting Heaps
Andrew Booker

IN computer programming terms, aheap is simply an area of memory
set aside by the programmer. By making SWI calls to a heap manager,
the programmer can allocate smaller blocks of memory from the heap
which you can then use to store data.

These blocks can resized and then deleted (deallocated). The overall
size ofthe heap can also be changed. All this may seem a bit pointless,
but itmakes writing programs that arc constantly loading and altering
many items ofdata —for example, an application running in the desk
top — a whole lot easier.

You may have heard of the standard OS_Heap SWI built into the
operating system which provides a heap manager for you to use ifyou
so desire. There is nothing wrong with this call as such, it's just that
there areproblems when using OS_Heap heaps.

As blocks ofmemory are allocated and deallocated gaps appear
between the used blocks and this is called fragmentation resulting in
inefficient usage, and ultimately failure to be able toallocate a block,
even though if all the fragmented bits of memory, when added
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together,would be enough.
This can lieseen in operation with the RISC OS relocatable module

area (RMA), you might try to reduce the allocated area using the Task
Manager —itmight say 260K free —but itwon't reduce by more than a
few K, because that 260K isspread in between theallocated blocks, the
memory in the RMA isfragmented.

Well the NonEragmentingHeaps module, in under 5K ofcode, pro
vides a different kind of heap where the blocks can be slid about and
removes any fragmentation sothat thefull empty space of the heap is
always available for allocation.

And as it's such a small module it can be used on a 1Mb machine
without any problems to do with memory. As it works in a fundamen
tally different way to theOS_Heap it can't be used asa replacement —
many modules now rely on the fact that they (and their data) won't
move, new programs can use it fully.

Not only that but ifyou program in Basic, you can use a special setof
WimpHeap SWIs that will manage all your wimpslot changes as well.



The Acorn User Survey 1996
ON the cover disc is the Acorn User survey software for you to
complete. For us to tailor the magazine to suit you the best we
need your answers, the more we get the better the magazine can
be.

Register youropinions now. Fill in each of the pages and save
the file on to a disc which you can return to us using this address:
Acorn User Survey, FREEPOST (licence SK502), IDG Media, Media

Regular items

House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SKIO 4YR (no stamp required
if posted in the UK).

Alternatively, if you have access to e-mail, you can send it to
auspecial@idg.co.uk . To do this ensure that you encode it first,
while MIME encoding is acceptable we prefer uuencoded files.
Failing to encode the file will result in it being, at best, corrupted
but more likely it won't get to us at all.

• Runthe Rise includes part two of
MikeCookspinning LED disc.

• *INFO contains a plethora of demos,
utilities andapplications to keep you

busy.
0 WimpCis now developing a program

which can putupa menu on the icon-
bar.

There's alsoan update of last
month's DiscTree program which
fixes a smallbug.

Disc information

THE software on this disc has been
compressed using ArcFS 2 from VTi.
Unlike on many previous discs, these
are straightforward archives which are
opened by running a copy of ArcFS
and double-clicking on the archive to
open it. There is a copy of ArcFS on
the disc.

Most software will run straight
from the archive, but some pro
grams may need to be copied out
of the archive before being run,
uncompressing them in the
process. Any program that savesa
file to disc, for instance, will be
unable to do so into the archives

on the disc.

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test
whether it will verify by click
ing with Menu on the floppy
drive icon and choosing
Verify.

If it fails to verify or is
physically damaged you
should return it to TIB, TIB
House, 11 Edward Street,
Bradford, Yorkshire BD4
7BH. If it verifies success

fully return it to the
Acorn User editorial

office at the usual

address.

The Acorn User cover

disc has been checked

for viruses using Killer
version 2.204 from

Pineapple Software.
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receive a FREE copy
of The Rough Guide

ArgoNet, VTi and their partners US Robotics and Pipex offer you the latest
development in communication for all Acorn users. This new pack includes fax,
answerphone, voice mail and internet facilities based around the brand new US
Robotics Sportster Vi series of modems.

The system has the following features:
•Voice Mail/Answer phone
Professional sounding voice mail with multiple greetings
and mailboxes, remote messages and fax retrieval, plus
alphanumeric notification - all controlled by custom
designed Acorn RiscOS software.

I Send and receive faxes direct from your Acorn. Easy-to-
use software - treat the fax just like another printer for

I simple use. Fax-on-demand system allows callers to
I select a fax to receive from an easy-to-use voice menu.
1Send group anddelayed faxes, create personal

phonebooks for quicker dialling.

OFFER 1:

Ultra High Speed youwantthe
Comms System fastest kit

possible, then
you need this pack. The pack's

modem runs at a fantastic
28,800 bits per second, the
fastest speed commonly

used today. The
pack, with a RRP of

over £350, also
includes:

A US Robotics Sportster Vi28.8k modem
Modem cable
Voice Mail Software

Fax Software

Preconfigured Voyager InternetSuite
°Up to two months' FREE Net access
Manuals

Preand post-sales support via FREE 0500
number and e-mail
Courier dispatch

Mobotics
lb mtmt tkfa h hhrnfcakm

EVfi tmsm^m

Month's Inter

FREE"
•Internet ^^^^M»

Thecomplete Net solution is supplied with this pack. A
full Internet connection from Acorn Internet providers
ArgoNet coupled with the Voyager Internet access
software from VTi which gives you access to all the major
Internet features e-mail, news, the web, file transfer and
direct remote connection to other computers. It's all
supplied preconfigured - it really isa case of plug inand
go! Ninety per cent of the UK is covered at local call
rates making it easy to access the Net for as little as lp
per minute

If

you have
a more

modest

budget then this is the pack for
you. Running at 14,400 bits per
second, it's fast enough to
use on the internet and

can receive faxes

quickly from other fax
machines. The

pack, with an
RRP of over

£250,

includes

OFFER 2:

High Speed
Comms System

A USRobotics Sportster Vi28.8k modem
Modem Cable

Voice Mail Software

Preconfigured Voyager Internet Suite
oup to two months' FREE Net access
Manuals

Pre and post-sales support via the FREE
0500 number and e-mail
Courier dispatch

% fmlm$1 n% fflff on MOt JM 5S6



OFFER 3:

The Software

Solution

XJizlSW,

all you
are interested

in is getting on the
Net and you already have

a modem then the ™.

Voyager Software packis^«
the one for you. The pack

will work with all US Robotics
and Hayes-compatible modems. If

in doubt phone FREE on 0500 585 586 for
pre-sales support and advice.

The pack includes

YES! If you are not 100% satisfied
that the online world is for you within 30 days, we'll give
you all your money back guaranteed! Though once you have
discovered all the features this pack offers and what you can
do on the Net you'll want to stay connected.

*0ffer subfect to availability^ IDG reserve the right to replace this free gift
with another should stocks run out.

AT LEAST 2MB FREE ON YOUR HARD DRI

• Preconfigured Voyager Internetsuite
• Argonet registration
• °Up to two months' FREE access
• Pre and post-sales support via a FREE

0500 number.
AND A MINIMUM OF 2MB OF MEMORY (41

RECOM MENDED

Priority Ordor Form piease mman sections
Section 1: Personal details

Name: —

Address

Post code

Daytime tel no:

Section 2: Machine details

Machine:

Memory: .

Modem (if applicable):

Section 3: Order details

Please send me _ 28.8k packs @ £249* each
Please send me _ 14.4k packs @ £1 89' each
Please send me _ Software packs @ £59" each
Please send me _ Fast serial cards @ £79" each"

Total cost

I O Ienclose a cheque/postal order, made
payable to IDG MEDIA.

I O Pleasecharge my credit card, details of
! which are below in section 5.

Section 4: Your email address

We need to allocate your email name, but to make
sureyours is unique, we need three different names
from which we will pick one.
Please give three names, inorderof preference, so for
the name 'John Smith' you could choose
'jsmith', 'johnsm' or 'smithy', forexample.

Name 1

Name 2

Name 3

Section 5: Subscription
payment details

O Option 1 - Iwould like topaymonthly by
credit card (£12.50+VATper month)
and receive one months' free access

O Option 2 - I would liketo pay annually in
advance and save £15 (£158.63 inc VAT)
as well as receiving one months' free access

O Option 3 - I just wanttheone month's freeInternet
access

^—^ Ienclosea cheque for my pack plus my annual
subscription

O Here are my credit details (Access,Visa or Amex)
- please charge me as appropriate.

Card No Expiry /

•Prices include VAT and delivery '' Afast serial card isrequired on A5000 and older machines if you wish to usea modemat
OSecond monlhfreeaccess availableifyoupay annually inadvance therebysaving£15.00 - the cost ofone month'saccess

If you have opted for option 1or2please lick asappropriale
below and sign atthe bottom; if you opled for oplion 3 then just
sign at the bottom.

0 Iagree loallow my credit card lobe debited
monthly in advance after my 1months' free access ata rale of
£12.50 +VAT permonlh.
1understand lhal Icangive one month's notice locancel my
subscription atany lime. Argonet will notify users atleast one
monlh inadvance ofanyprice changes.

0 Ihave paid £135 +VAT(£158.63 inc) for a year's access
in advance.

1understand that Argonel will provide anon-going Internet
connection with private email address, and free updates lothe
Voyager access package asthey become available; and lhat
Argonel will endeavour lo the best of its ability lo ensure that all
services areavailable 24hours a day 365days a year and will,
whenever possible, notify users in advance ofchanges toservice.

Signed:

Dale:

Send your completed order form to:

Argonef Offer, Acorn User, IDG Media, FREEPOST (8K
3038), Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP.

Please allow up lo28days for account set-up and delivery.

Please tick here ifyou do not wish toreceive promolinal
material from other companies.

lis maximum speed.
Allspecifications are subject to change.



Getting connected

BBS
special

A Bulletin Board System is a
computer database that

can be accessed from outside

the machine on which it is

stored. Traditionally, this
access is via one or more tele

phone lines and modems
connected to serial ports on the
database host computer. Users
who wish to access the system
to browse, retrieve data or add
more to it, dial the BBS tele

phone number and gain access
to the data using a modem and
terminal software running on
their own machines.

BBS software is designed to
monitor these serial ports,
answer calls and offer each

caller access to the stored infor

mation in an ordered way.
Most BBS software packages
allow storage of two main data
types - messages and files.
Stored messages and files are
usually divided into subject
areas or conferences for ease of

classification and retrieval by
the BBS users.

Message storage,
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from which the name Bulletin

Board arises, allows users to
read comments and informa

tion left by other users, leave
replies or start new subject
threads, or send private mes
sages to other users of the
system. File storage allows users
to download data files or com

plete program applications that
have been uploaded for storage
and distribution to the BBS by
other users, or the System Oper
ator (SysOp).

Most Acorn-interest BBS sys
tems offer many more facilities
than in this simplified des
cription. Games, voting
questionnaires, private discus
sion groups and file transfer,
world wide network mail to

other BBSs, address books,
Internet email and newsgroup
access are just some of the pos
sibilities. Running a BBS can be
time-consuming but very
rewarding - it's like publishing
your own magazine.

David Dade presents
an in-depth guide to
Bulletin Boards

What do I need?
Firstly - quite a lot of spare
time! To be a SysOp, some pre
vious interest and experience in
comms is almost essential,
since you will be asked all sorts
of technical questions by your
users. Early on, you will need a
modem and a terminal soft

ware package, so you can start
logging on to some other BBSs
to see how they run and
become familiar with the usual

layout, facilities offered and
jargon used.

Buy the highest speed
modem you can afford -
28800bps capability is the
speed to aim for. You should
expect to pay £200 at the most
for this, and may be quite a bit
less from the box-shifters. If

you have an older A300/400
series machine or A3000, you
won't be able to use the full

modem speed but you will
need it for later. These

machines will also need a spe
cial 'Acorn-wired' modem

cable, otherwise buy a standard
9-pin to 25-pin PC-to-Modem
cable.

The technical requirements
for a BBS machine are a com
puter (preferably Acorn 32-bit
with 2Mb RAM) with a hard

disc and serial

port, a modem, a telephone
line and a BBS software pack
age. Many SysOps start by
sharing a telephone line with
their families, but this involves
allocating times when all calls
will be answered only by the
modem.

If you let the modem answer
all calls during the night, there
is the possibility that an urgent
voice call might not be picked
up. A possible solution is
offered by 'FAXSwitch' devices,
which re-ring the telephone if
the incoming call is not from a
modem but the cost of one of

these could well equal the set
up charges on a second phone
line. Many CableTVcompanies
are offering TV with telephone
service at reasonable rates,
making a dedicated line more
affordable.

BBS software packages are
complex programs that can
require a considerable amount
of individual configuration and
customising. Fortunately, the
software is usually pre-config-
ured with an example BBS
identity so that you can see
how to go about altering the
settings for your own system.

To get an idea of what's
involved with setting up and
running the various BBS soft
ware packages currently
available for Acorn 32bit com

puters, I spoke to some SysOps
who have gone though this

process.



Arc-Binkley - your BBS doorman

Product details
Program:!Binkley
Author: Keith Hall(and others)

Status: Freeware

Cost: n/a

Download it from:The PlasmaSphere BBS,

tel: (01925)757920/1

Alsoavailable on many BBSs: IFidoArm by Ben

Brownand IFidoMail by Thomas Olsson
Arc-Binkley is a program that almost every
SysOp runs, and is used by almost every
BBS caller probably without realising it.
When you call a BBS and see the message
'Press Escape twice to enter the BBS', this is
Arc-Binkley doing its job quietly and effi
ciently. Without Arc-Binkley or another
program of its type, Bulletin Boards would
not be able to automatically exchange mes
sages with each other around the world
using FidoNet networks.

The whole networking system is called
the FidoNet Technology Network (FTN),
and uses common packet and message for
mats for the data while allowing many
different network identities. Each BBS in a

network is allocated a unique numerical
network identification address.

Arc-Binkley is a development of a Free
ware programcalled Binkleyterm, originally
written for IBM PC BBS use. It has been

ported to RISC OS by current custodian and
developer Keith Hall, and is available by
download from Keith's BBS - The Plasma

Sphere. Binkley, as it's often shortened to, is
a very complex program but I'll attempt to
describe its basic workings.

Binkley is called a 'Mailer' or 'BBS Front-
end', it listens to the modem on the BBS
computer's serial port and waits for the
ringing signal. The program then com
mands the modem to answer the call and

decides what kind of call is being made to
the BBS that it fronts.

One part of setting up Binkley that often
causes problems is modem initialisation.
Usually the factorydefault settings are fine,
but some fine tuning may be required. Try
to avoid using 'ATZ' which often does not
do what you want. The modem's default
computer-to-modem(DTE) speed must be
the same as specified by Baud <speed> in
the Binkley Modem config file. Your
modem manual will tell you how to check
this and change it if necessary.

Having answered the call, Binkley sends
out the 'Press Escape' message, and waits
for a while to see what happens next. If the
caller is a person that wants to logon to the
BBS, who either presses the Escape key
twice or waits 'quietly' for some seconds,
Binkley decides that this is indeed a user
call for the BBS, and passes control of the
serial port to the BBS software allowing the
caller to log on.

If during the enquiry stage other data is
received that follows one of a number of

possible pre-defined formats, the call is
recognised as being from another Frontend
program, often being from Binkley itself as
set up on another BBS. After identifying it
as a Mailer call, a short verification
exchange takes place and a number of
inter-BBS-system functions can then occur.

What's in the packet?
During a Mailer call, Binkley transfers files
which consist of packets of data wrapped
up in an binary envelope which describes
the source, destination and type of data
contained in them. Typically messages
between users of different BBSs, either pri
vate Netmail to individual BBS subscribers

or public Echomail for general reading by
all, or may describe accompanying data or
program files.

These packet files have filenames that
tell the Mailer program what should be
done with them after they have been
received. In most cases, if the packet files
are addressed to our system, they will be
placed in a special Inbound mail director)'
to be dealt with by another program, typi
cally the main BBS software, which can be
informed by Binkley that mail is waiting to
be processed.

FTN-capablc BBS software can also
export its messages in packets for onward
transmission to other systems, and these
packet files are named with the network
address of the destination system. Binkley
reads these addresses and has access to a list

of the telephone numbers of these systems
called the Nodelist, which is published
weekly by the voluntarily-run ITN organi
sations, and can be configured to dial up
the destination BBS and transfer the pack
ets automatically.

What's the point?
Callers to BBSs can also take part in FIN
messaging - reading and writing Echomail
conferences and Netmail - by becoming
'Points' off the main BBS. A Point is a sub

network address given to the BBS user by
its Sysop and configured into a mail packet-
reader program run on a BBS user's own
machine. The sub-network of Points

exchange messages only with their host
BBS.

An FTN mailpacket reader program such
as '.FidoMail by Thomas Olsson - in essence
a mini-BBS package in its own right avail
able for download from most BBSs - is used

by individual users to store, read and reply
to messages at home. The user can call up
the BBS with their own copy of Binkley,
exchange mail packets and log off again
quickly, perusing the mail at leisure after
wards.

Some BBS packages have messagebase
import and export facilities for FTN mail-
packets, and their users can access them
easily, but others as yet do not have this
ability built-in. The £5 Shareware program
IFidoArm by Ben Brown has been written to
add this function to ArmBBS software. It's

obtainable from Ben's BBS - The ArchiNet
on(01233)665918.

; Arc-Binkley 2.19 configuration Connect 21600 CONNECT 21600

file [Modem] Connect 19200 CONNECT 19200

; Last updated 05/03/96 - KEH Connect 16800 CONNECT 16800

; Arcade - The London Archimedes Connect 14400 CONNECT 14400

BBS Connect 12000 CONNECT 12000

Connect 9600 CONNECT 9600

Port @SP_Dual #5 3 Connect 7200 CONNECT 7200

Baud 115200 Connect 4800 CONNECT 4800

;LockBaud Connect 2400 CONNECT 2400

AutoBaud Connect 1200 CONNECT 1200

Prelnit v'*' Connect 300 CONNECT

;Init string for USR Dual Stan Modemlgnore RINGING

dard V.34+ Modemlgnore RRING

Init HodemFail NO CARRIER

AT|AT&F1|'ATS2=255S15=72S27=1S32=8S ModemFail NO DIALTONE

34=8|'AT&A2&B2&D2|'ATB0E0MOHOS0=0| ModemFail NO DIAL TONE

; ModemFail DIAL TONE

PreDial v'*' ModemFail DIALTONE

Prefix ATB1M1DT ModemFail VOICE

Answer ATA| ModemFail OK

RingString RING ModemFail BUSY

OrigString ATX0D ModemFail ERROR

Rings 1 ;ECDelay 6

Connect 33600 CONNECT 33600 ;NoCollide

Connect 31200 CONNECT 31200 /ComputerLink

Connect 28800 CONNECT 28800

Connect 26400 CONNECT 26400 Important parts of the Arc-Binkley Modem
Connect 24000 CONNECT 24000 configuration file from Arcade BBS
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NewsFlash by Chris Davis
Newsflash is a recent addi
tion to the range of
Shareware BBS packages.
Author Chris Davis suggests
that there was no real need

for another BBS package, but
worked on it just for fun. A
serious project has grown out
of his fun and it can be seen

in action on OuijaBoard BBS
in Devon, the system run by
Alex Howarth which also

acts as the testbed for

updates and new versions of
the software.

Alex told me how he dis

covered NewsFlash. 'I wanted

to start a BBS, and having
seen a request by Chris in the
Echoes for someone to try his
new software, I contacted
him and was offered a beta-

test copy. I tried it out, made
various suggestions to Chris
who was adjusting the code
and sending me new versions
as I reported on them, and
this collaboration has been

very fruitful.'
NewsFlash differs from

most other BBS software in

that it is a compiled system.
The package consists of the
BBS itself with all the latest

doors and scripts supplied,
with a basic example pre
compiled system and the
Compiler application.
Almost all of the BBS func

tions are created as script
files which are then com

piled into one large file
called 'comp'. This contains
all functions including
scripts and screens - for
example, the Ouijaboard
'comp' file is 194k long.

Alex makes it sound easy.
'A caller enters the script at
Login, and goes round a
'repeat until' loop until
reaching Logoff. Other func
tions in between are like

'gosubs' formed from specific-
scripts or libraries of scripts
included in the compilation.'

RSDFS by Chris Claydon
The RSDFS Immediate BBS package offers a quite different
approach. It's a half-way house between using a World Wide
Web browser and traditional screen-based ANSI character sys
tem. As a caller to an RSDFS BBS, your RISC OS desktop is
extended across the modem link so that you can open direc
tory viewers of the BBS filebase to transfer files by
drag-and-drop, and open BBS menu windows all with their
own clickable icons and menu options leading to further fea
ture windows.

The software operates as a Master/Slave system, where the
SySop runs the Master package and the caller runs the slave
system. The slavesoftware can be freely downloaded by normal
ANSI terminal software on the first call to the BBS, and used to
call other RSDFS Master BBSs too. This graphics-based system
really does overshadow traditional ANSI BBS screen displays
even though it can support them.

It's reallya two part system with the RSDFS fileserver provid
ing the transport for file transfer, and the Multimedia server
servicing the BBS menu system, with menu screens and even
sound features sent to the caller's desktop automatically as part
of BBS SysOp's graphic design concept. Almost everything seen
by the caller can be designed individually by the Sysop, and
arrives with little delay when using a high speed 28k'8bps
modem. 9600bps is the recommended minimum speed for con
nection to an RSDFS system.

Andy Simm with his sister Lisa are joint SysOpsof Wire BBS,
located in Warrington, Cheshire. I asked Andy about his expe
riences of setting up and running his RSDFS system. T started
with the example windows and menu scripts and links that
come with the package, modifying and customising them bit
by bit to create Wire BBS. All you really need to edit and create
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A challenge
Alex enjoys the challenge of
writing NewsFlash script
functions. 'The package
offers a very different con
cept, because almost any BBS
operation or function that's
possible to envisage can be
written in the script lan
guage. In fact someone has
probably done so already!

Configure Line

Configure Line

Each new script written is
added to the NewsFlash

script library so that other
SysOps can customise them,
so that no NewsFlash BBS

need look like any other.'
Customising NewsFlash is

not particularly easy. The
script language has to be
learned, and owes something
to BASK^, though the library

scripts need
not neces

sarily be
modified.

Quite simple
changes can
mean re

compiling

Line number H
Modem driver USR Sportster 13j

Serial driver SP Dual

Serial port 2| | Baud 115200 *g|
^|ftn @dcd

Program <NewsFlash$Dir>.Prog.Comp

Cancel Save Save all

RAM

OK

4

Alex's own

Mailbox and

part of his script
that makes it.

new windows, menus and screens is lEdit, IDraw, IPaint and
the Freeware RISC OS window template editor ITemplEd, which
is supplied with RSDFS.'

In the Immediate system, responses to icon and menu clicks
can be anything from specially pre-compressed sound files
played by the slave application to new windows opening con
taining Draw, Sprite and text files and even ANSI graphics.
RISC OS window templates are used as the menu windows for
selecting other functions.

Andy explains his main menu window: 'The RSDFS Immedi
ate BBS server's link file controls what happens when the user
clicks on a particular icon button or menu, and the resources
for the new window are then sent by file transfer to the slave
in a bundle before opening the window automatically. Draw
files can be used to display nice text and simple graphics.

'With careful editing of the supplied menus, you can get by
for quite a while until you get used to the way the system
works.' Andy is already quite an expert. 'To control access to
files and applications by BBS users using drag-and-drop filer
transfer, you just set public access with the RISC OS Filer to
files you want to appear in the slave's directory viewers, and
the others remain invisible. Whole applications can be dragged
as easily as individual files or archives just as in the Desktop,
but that takes a bit longer of course.'

The Wire BBS RiscPC 600 uses a Serial Port Dual serial card

for the BBS modem, and is linked using RSDFS itself via the

B • Available RSDFS drives

Support Use r Ar*as

11 mini *j » -
l|l UU ttff
Doors File Base Uploads

MA
Root

i
CD-Rom

The RSDFS icon bar via RSDFS

the whole system, but speed
of BBS response is the benefit
of compilation. The compiler
checks all script commands
and paths and reports any
errors, and creates the main
BBS setup file.

The NewsFlash message-
base does not handle FidoNet

Echomail, so Alex recom
mends the use of IFidoMail

to exchange mail as previ
ously described. IFidoMail is
used to unpack the incoming
Echomail from other BBS sys
tems and distribute it to the

NewsFlash message base and
to all the Points. Users read

then and reply to Echomail
on their own Point systems.

An enthusiast's

package
Alex admits that it takes

quite a bit of work to create
a really unique system from
the example BBS structure
supplied. 'It's an enthusiast

Getting connected

programmer's package that
offers ultimate flexibility,
but it's not really the one to
go for if you want to get a
BBS up and running quickly.'

To rise to this challenge
and join the increasing num
ber of NewsFlash SysOps who
have, you can download
NewsFlash from OuijaBoard
BBS or get the latest version
on disc by post (send an SAE
please) from Alex Howarth,
Little Langford, Bow, Devon,
EX17 6HZ.

Product details

Program:NewsFlash
Author: Chris Davis

Status: Shareware

Cost: £10 to register

Download it from: OuijaBoard
BBS on(01363) 82303

10pm-8am

spare port running at 19200bps to an A3000 in another room.
Chris has sold more copies of RSDFS for linking machines in
local networks than for BBS use. He cites an Ethernet network
where half the machines can have Ethernet cards, with the

ones in between being RSDFS-connected to the network via
their neighbours.

As in most BBS software, customising this package is quite a
challenge, careful study is needed to understand the resource
files that define the response to each click. The rather essential
BBS messagebase application IMailMan is nearly ready for
release, and will be a simple add-on, while support for use with
Arc-Binkley for FidoNet operation is already present.

Currently the Immediate RSDFS BBS with Multimedia pack
age is on three-week free trial to prospective and existing
Sysops, though I doubt if many will produce a unique system
that quickly. Try it for yourself by calling Wire BBS, or you can
telephone the author Chris Claydon, who will tell you that
RSDFS is the cheapest way to network two Acorns. Andy and
Lisa Simm may agree.

Product details

Program: RSDFS ImmediateBBS
Author: Chris Claydon - ARMed Forces Software(01962) 880591
Email: sales@afsoft.demon.co.uk

Status: Commercial product
Cost: RSDFS Fileserver £38 - Multimedia BBS server £28

IMailMan messagebase serversupplied free with these two
See it on: Wire BBS (01925) 482459
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ibs by Hugo Fiennes

Product details
Program: ARCbbs

Author: Hugo Fiennes

Status: Unavailableat present

Cost: N/A

about it. 'I had come to the Archimedes and

ARChhs straight from a BBC computer and
a Viewdata BBS system, and at first I
thought I'd never work out all those
ARCbbs curly bracket colour codes, but I
did. What I find is that I forget how I did
things that only needed doing once. Setting
up a BBS is a bit like that.'

ARChhs has a configuration file that sets
a series of RISC OS system variables that
describe where its resources are. Menus, user
data, mail, files, scripts and so on all live in
directories specified in this file. Most other
settings are in windowed editors called up
from the iconbar menu.

The colour codes are a simple but effec
tive way of making one display file serve
users with different types of terminal.
Colour and cursor control codes are

enclosed in braces, and are ignored if the
user has set a simple terminal type. Some
other BBS software writers have adopted a
similar principle.

Local and FidoNet messaging, Internet
email and cross-network mail re-direction

are supported, and a very comprehensive if
fussy script language with 'C and BASIC
overtones allows really complex extra func
tions to be created. ARChhs Door protocol is
the standard for Doors on most other Acorn

BBS software, and dozens of ARCbbs-com-
patible Doors already have been written by
keen programmers.

ARChhs has received brickbats for falling
behind and being the BBS software has-
been, but most other current BBS packages
are hard-put to overtake the flexibility and
reliability that ARChhs systems enjoy. I
can't say there haven't been problems and
there are still bugs that urgently need fix
ing, but all software has bugs. Being an
ARChhs Sysop myself makes it difficult not
to be biased, so I'll leave it there.

Frustratingiy for many potential ARCbbs
sysops, this package is not currently avail
able as a start-from-scratch system due to
extended beta-testing of the current ver
sion. 1 mention it here both for

completeness, and because ARCbbs was the
first multi-tasking multi-line BBS software
package to be produced for Acorn 32 bit
machines.

Several of the longer-established Acorn
interest BBSs use ARCbbs, including Arcade,
The Digital Databank and Arctic. So why
isn't it available? The author Hugo Fiennes
is hard at work getting a university degree
and can't spend the time he (and we!)
would like on what was really his pet pro
ject. Maybe if he reads this, he'll try to find
some!

ARCbbs comes as a single application
with all its resources inside. I asked Steve

Pursey, Sysop of Arctic BBS in West London

'I: '• 'I :••
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Arctic's main menu with all those curlybrackets

Archiboard by Dr Keith Marlow of Supreme Software

Product

details
Program: Archiboard

Author: Dr. Keith Marlow

Status: Commercial product

Cost: Basic system £65 +VAT

(£55 with educational

discount)

Get it from: Supreme Software
Systems Ltd., 21 Courtenay
Close, Chapel Break,
Bowthorpe, Norwich,

Norfolk. NR5 9LB (01603)
745077

Archiboard started as the
author's final-year BSc project
but has grown into a full com
mercial BBS package. The basic
software includes comprehen
sive BBS message and filebase
facilities and has built-in

FidoNet handling. Particularly
noted features of this package
are the Networking and Inter
net extensions.

I asked Paul Welbank, IT
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teacher at Eaton School in Nor

wich why he chose to use
Archiboard. 'There's simply
nothing else available in
school networking systems
that can do the job of giving
pupils email facilities with up
to 12 simultaneous network

logins.'
Paul admits the way has not

been easy, it's not particularly
simple to set up. The details
can be enormously complex,
and our system has needed a
little nursing from time to
time, but I've not seen any
thing else like it for network
access. We're probably the only
school in the country that has,
at breaks and lunchtimes, up
to a dozen groups of kids
simultaneously sending email
all over the world.'

Archiboard comes on three

discs as three basic applica
tions, the BBS itself -

'.Billboard, the Setup program
and IBuWtils, which allows
details of users, conferences

and file bases to be edited and

examined by the operator. All

such functions are password
protected, and security has a
high profile on this system.

Archiboard menus are cre

ated as directories containing a
text control file that defines

the key actions available to the
user and accompanying dis
play files for different terminal
types. There is also a script lan
guage much like 'C, with
integer and string data types
and conditional execution

which allows complex func
tions to be created within

menus. Scripts are compiled
before execution for speed.

The Good Doctor offers a

wide range of Archiboard com
bination packages as well as
other software and hardware.

The INetBBS client is required
for access to Archiboard via

networks and gives the user
the same kind of interface that

modem users enjoy while INet-
Mail offers a Wimp-style
over-the-network reader for all

the email and conference facil

ities of ArchiBoard.

Archiboard is well-(if not

over-endowed with features,
but requires a good under
standing of them to get the
best out of it. Unlike most of

the other BBS software men

tioned here, Archiboard comes

with a printed and ring-bound
manual. I found parts of it
slightly lacking in cross-refer
ence but having written
software manuals myself, I
know it's so easy to understate
the obvious.
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ArmBBS by Keith Hall Part of the main

menu script and
what you see online

I i
dellien E
help *Enai1/llcssaochase"
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Product details
Program: ArmBBS
Author: Keith Hall

Status: Shareware

Cost:1 month free trial (1 line with up to 20

users) - £25 to register

Download it from: The Plasma Sphere BBS
tel: (01925) 757920/1

ArmBBS is probably the most popular BBS
software package of those currently sup
ported. I talked to Dane Koekoek, Sysop of
The Werewolf BBS in Bromley, Kent about
his experiences with ArmBBS. 'The software
comes set up as a basic image of Keith's
Plasma Sphere system, so that updates to the
software are more easily maintained and dis
tributed. Most of the system's setting up is by
text configuration files. I used these example
set-ups to start building Werewolf BBS.'

The system configuration directory con
tains text files that define" the location of
resources such as the message and filebases,
modem initialisation strings, serial port
number, block driver and so on. The message
and file area names and access conditions

are set here too, together with other relevant
flag characters.

Dane describes the way ArmBBS uses
scripts: 'Menus and functions are written in a
script language not unlike 'C source code, so
you can use a simple text editor like IZap to
create or modify them. The script file for a
menu defines both the actions the software

will perform when a key is pressed and the
screen output that the SysOp wants the user
to see.'

Scripts are interpreted 'on-the-fly' so that
testing newly-created functions can easily be
done by the SysOp using the 'local' logon
window. The script system makes menu and

The final logoff?

nenu <RrnBBS$Oir>.Henus.llsgBase.lliin SC lIHnCG t3?nS55u I'M uu CMC ,'
print 'unavailable',endiF) [3?;l«ll

The ARMbbs user

editor and Line
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del iIi-'ii F
help 'Filebaso access'
display 'Filebaso'

nenu <flrnBBS$Dir>.Henus.Filebase.Main
]
enditen
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system uses numeric filenames
with 70 files to a directory.
ArmBBS automatically incre
ments the file numbers in the

directory structure as new files are uploaded.
The file details are held in text files within

the filebase directory structure.
The 'Freeform' filebase format recently

introduced enables users to move up and
down normal RISC OS directory trees to
download files from a selected directory on
such sources as CD-ROMs and other hard

discs.

FidoNet networking with ArmBBS is han
dled primarily by external programs, but the
program fully supports operation with Arc-
Binkley, discussed next.

ArmBBScan also be expanded using Hugo
Fiennes' ARCbbs door module which allows

external programs to access the BBS soft
ware's own resources. Because most of these

BBS packages support the same Door proto
col, various authors have written dozens of
Doors which will usually work with different
BBS software.

The author Keith Hall says that he has a
long list of improvements and new features
in the pipeline, so if you choose ArmBBS
please do register to get access to the latest
free updates and developments.

screen design very flexible, and almost any
action can be performed by the comprehen
sive script language.

By now Dane is no longer a beginner with
ArmBBS and has completely transformed the
example system into his own creation with
complex menu structures and new functions.
Werewolf BBS has over 162 users and almost

all have their accounts set to the ANSI termi

nal settings, so graphics screens arc much in
evidence.

This screenshot of part of Dane's Were
wolf BBS main menu script and the
corresponding screen illustrates how the
menu is built up. A list of item definitions
shows what keypresses are recognised and
the action that will follow if that key is
pressed by a user.

The characters to form the screen output
can follow the definitions in the same script
file or can be intermingled with them so
that conditional screen output is possible.
The inset window shows some ANSI charac

ters from the end of the script that form part
of the menu screen.

Filebases can be of two forms. The original

Will Bulletin Boards survive asaspecies orwill theyall become extinct like the
dinosaurs after theimpact ofthemeteoric Internet explosion? Iasked some BBS and
Internet users what they thought about thefuture oftheBBS phenomenon.

Most agreed thatthere isroom for both, butthings will notstay as they are. One
view was that most people who have computers but notmodems will now buy a
modem toget onto the'net, but it's unlikely that they will bother trying dialling in
toany BBSs, especially when their Internet access ismost probably only alocal call
away.

Added tothis isthefact thatwhile theyare calling theInternet, their software can
beuploading email, downloading news, and fetching a file from Stuttgart all while
they are chatting away onIRC. There are notmany 'Acorn' BBSs (but there are one or
two!) where you can dosomething like this.

Asuggestion to make aBBS more attractive to net-aware users was to engineer a
live gateway totheInternet from theBBS, soBBS users could hook into thenetfrom
there. Apart from thetechnical hurdles, Iwonder ifthis might notbestretching the
terms of alow-cost account withanInternet Access provider just a little bit.

The view was expressed thatthere was aspecial 'coffee-shop' atmosphere ona
BBS, where you call inbecause you expect to know atleast some of the people you

encounter there. Ithink this isvery much thecase. Internet-based gatherings, by
their nature, tend tobeglobal and it's hard therefore tomaintain aregional or spe
cialist flavour.

One person put itlike this. 'Calling aBBS islike going outto visit people you
know, whereas onthe Internet it islike mingling inacrowd inthe hope thatyou
may meet someone who shares an interest with you. The fact thatthere are somany
people onUsenet means you have tomake some form ofselection as towhat sort of
things you wish totalk about before you even gettalking.'

So how do we encourage them tokeep calling BBSs? Another respondent may
have theanswer. 'As long astheInternet remains aluxury, we'll still have bulletin
boards, butas soon aseveryone has Internet access, Ireckon alotof bulletin boards
will move to the Internet just so people can keep intouch.'

On Arcade BBS, we've had some very encouraging results with our weekend Web
and FTP server, and some limited technical success with a'very-beta' piece ofsoft
ware designed toallow Internet access byTelnet toextra Arcade BBS ports. One of
thefirst callers to log onwas a user inGreece who was really pleased to becalling us
at local rate.

Idon't think we'll close down the phone lines yetthough, for asanother respon
dent said, 'BBSs willcontinue to runwhilethere areenthusiasts to runthem and
enthusiasts to ring themup.'Sofar, thecalls are still coming.
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YellOWSfOfie ... Leading at the edge oftechnology
Fast SCSI-3 Interface

Fast Small Computer Systems Interface

SCSI, SCSI-2, Fast SCSI-2 and SCSI-3
compatible Rise PC Interface.

32 bit data transfer - with DMA access.

Active termination - software disable.

Sustained data rates of up to:
7MB/s asynchronous
8MB/s synchronous.

Peak data rate of 20MB/s on SCSI bus.

Internal and external connectors.

Firmware in FLASH ROM.

Price £165.00

SCSI Disc Drives

Quantum 850MB £204.00

Quantum Fireball 1080MB £249.00

Quantum Saturn 2000MB £519.00
Quantum Atlas II 2000MB £625.00

Quantum Grand Prix 4000MB £849.00

Micropolis 9000MB £1599.00

Fast ATA-2 Interface

Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Interface

ATA-1 and ATA-2 (IDE) compatible
Rise PC Interface.

32 bit intelligent ATA-2 controller for
IDE disc drives and ATAPI CD-ROMs.

Up to 400% improvement on Rise PC
motherboard controller.

Firmware in FLASH ROM.

Up to four devices of any mix.

Sustained data rates of up to 8MB/s.

Peak data rate of 16MB/s on ATA bus.

Price £119.00

ATA (IDE) Disc Drives

Quantum Trailblazer 850MB £165.00

Fujitsu 1080MB £199.00
Quantum Fireball 1280MB £229.00

Western Digital 1600MB £309.00

Please call for fullcatalogue
of all our products.

Audio Systems |

J.@S@ffi£ £59.95
Improved 16 bit Digital Audio
card and mixer with superb
reproduction and dynamics.

Incorporates an oversampling tracking
digital filter for the best sound quality,
independent of the sample rate.

The 4 channel mixer section combines
CD-ROM and multimedia audio.

"In terms of sound quality, the 16-bit
sound system of Mozart is hot..."

Acorn User

Audio
Mixer £29.95

Four channel Audio Mixer for
combining existing sound with
CD-ROMs or multimedia audio.

ATAPI CD-ROMs

Quad speed 600KB/s £129.00

6x
CD-ROM £16900

Six speed ATAPI CD-ROM drive.
Reads at an incredible 900KB/S.

(6x only compatible with RaplDE)

Desktop Multimedia TV
from £165

DeskTV is a highly integrated modular multimedia system. At its heart you'll find
the latest 24 bitvideo digitizing technology, married to stunning video overlay
hardware. DeskTV gives you realtime desktop video displays at full frame rate,
capturing all the excitement and action of live video.

DeskTV also captures still images at the full TV resolution of 768 by576 pixels,
in up to 16.7 million colours.

To make full use of the superb display capability, DeskTV also comes with an
integrated VHF/UHF tuner for receiving TVfrom an aerial or cable service. Video
can also be selected from an external source, such as a camera, or VCR, and an
internalsource, such as an MPEG Decoder. A video socket is provided to drive
an external monitor, or VCR, and any of the three video sources can be output.

To complete the experience, DeskTV includes full stereo audio support, with three
inputs, and an output with desktop volume, balance, bass and treble control. An
optional stereo NICAM decoder is available for use with the tuner.

Features Include:

Hardware scaling & anti-aliasing

Hardware brightness, contrast, hue
and saturation control

Hardware overlay using DMA with
32 bit framestore

Full support for composite or S-VHS
video for input and output

Optional Teletext for use with tuner,
or external source

A complete SWI interface and source
code are supplied, for easy access
from your own applications

Carriage: Please add £2 if total order value is under £100, £5 to orders of £100 or over. Access/VISA welcome.

VAT: All prices exclude VAT, please add 17.5% to total order value, including carriage.

Yellowstone Educational Solutions Telephone: C01582J 584828
Bramineham Park Business Centre, Enterprise Way, Fax: fOl 582J 562255
Bramineham Park. Luton. LU3 4BU.



A year or two ago, if you owned a CD-
ROM, people thought you were made

of money. The CD-ROM only became a
mainstream device on the Acorn machines

when Acorn User took the adventurous

step to stick a CD on the front cover,
whereupon everyone and their son seemed
to own a drive!

PDCD1, the first Acorn public domain
CD-ROM was a joint project between The
Datafile and the then newly formed CD
Circle, and was a great success. Six months
later PDCD2 came on to the scene and was
quickly joined by The RiscDisc from
Uniqueway, who were previously only
known for their Acorn Replay facilities.

Since then a range of PD CDs has been
released, including a couple from the
above companies and five from two Acorn
companies in their first venture into CD-
ROMproduction.

RiscDisc 2
This is the second volume in the RiscDisc
collection from Uniqueway. It has a very
professional hypertext front-end with
excellent graphics. Welsh or German lan
guage help screens have been included on
the disc which is good as both are seen as
major Acorn markets.

The variety of files is quite diverse, and
are all presented in an easy to find man
ner. I was pleased to see a whole host of
HTML (Internet WWW) pages taken from
16 well-known sites including Demon and
Acorn. There are also two WWW browsers,

ArcWeb and Webster which are configured
to allow you to browse the pages as if you
were on the 'net. I have to praise RiscDisc2
for its collection of programming utilities,
it contains many files that programmers
will find extremely useful.

Unique to RiscDisc2 is its use of 'long-
filenames' which are permitted in the
CD-ROM standards. This is demonstrated
on RiscDisc2 in the WWW and Electronic
Book directories, the latter containing over
150 well known books such as The Jungle
Book and Alice In Wonderland.

I preferred to use the filer to find files
rather than the hypertext viewer, because
it can become quite cumbersome when
you want to find the odd file and have to
boot the whole application.

PDCD3
This is the third disc in the highly success
ful PDCD series from the Datafile. This
time however, the Datafile front-end has
been improved, and now allows you to
click on files in the listing which opens
the appropriate directory viewer. Unlike
the front-end of RiscDisc2, it isn't as
imposing on the desktop, and is much
more useful for finding files.

When DataStream PD closed down a

few months ago, the Datafile took over the
distribution of the RedDwarf files which
they had built up over the years.PDCD3 is

the first CD with these on, and they are
accompanied by a variety of StarTrek files
in a number of formats.

Of all the CDs, PDCD3 contains most
files, and they are of the highest quality.
There are 20Mb of Psion organiser applica
tions, which will be a real boon for
PocketBook owners as they will be able to
port the applications over, using ALink.
The Psion files are all arranged into 12
sub-categories which was very useful.

PDCD3 is the only disc in the review
accompanied with a paper manual. It lists
all the files on the CD in their respective cat
egories which is useful if youwant to locate
a file when you're not at the computer.

Arm Club CD
I was surprised to find that the Arm Club
had produced a CD-ROM. With hindsight
it is a logical thing to do, considering that
they have a large collection of public
domain for their members to delve into.

The files are indexed using a Pipedream
database, with each separate part of the
disc having its own Pipedream file. This is
useful, and gives you a quick look-up to

PD CD-ROM roundup

see if a file is present, but it doesn't allow
you to run the file or show you where the
file is, which is often irritating when you
want to quickly locate something.

There are 13 categories of files and like
PDCD3 a Psion organiser area contains lit
erally hundreds of Psion applications.
Most of the files on the disc are com

pressed using ArcFS archives which allows
more files to be squeezed on but makes it
harder to find the application that you are
looking for. The files on the CD are well
organised, and I was surprised at the num
ber of files available in each category.

Apart from the mediocre file finding
facilities, I liked this disc, and would rec
ommend it particularly because of the
Psion organiser utilities.

APDL PD1/PD2
PDl and PD2 are the first ventures into
the so-called CD shovelware market by the
well-known public domain library, APDL.
The CD's contain approximately 500Mbof
compressed data each, sorted into 35 cate
gories on PDl and 12 on PD2.

A text-based catalogue of the files is on

PD
Chris Jackson takes a look at the
range of PD silver discs on offer

CD-ROMs
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CDFS:.niSC DISC2.S.RESOURCES.ETEXTS

ALADDIN ALICE IN WONDERLAND ANNE OF GREEN GABLES

AROUND THE WORLD 80 DAYS BIBLE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER

CANTERBURY TALES CHALLENGES DRACULA

GERMAN SURRENDER JAPAN SURRENDER JUNGLE BOOK

••:
KORAN MIDDLEMARCH MORMON

W
NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS SHAKESPEARE THE INVISIBLE MAN

THE WAR OF THE WORL DS THE WIZARD OF OZ VOYAGE OF THE BEAGLE

WUTHERING HEIGHTS

.0 HardDiscA Hardbisc5 :0 Apps «• 1 • Lfr," L*j™ * ' ' '°°8

The electronic bookdirectory on Rise Disc 2

the CD with paragraph descriptions for
each application, I would have preferred
to see a hypertext front-end, but the text
file made it quicker to find a file using the
search facility on !Edit.

An Impression Publisher booklet of the
catalogue is on the disc, which would be
more useful ready-printed to accompany
the CD.

I found a few programs I have never
come across before including some of
those in the Technical directory, there
were a number of disc magazines I've
never heard of either!

Unlike the other discs, PDl and PD2
have separate types of files on them rather
than a mixture. Forexample, PDl contains
over 100books, including the King James'
Bible, most of Shakespeare's works and
many technical documents and is also full
of useful applications. PD2 has lots of
sound samples, graphics and demos. This
arrangement allows you to buy the CD
with the type of fdes you want, but may
result in having to purchase both CDs if
you are interested in all the applications
and resources.

APDL DTP1/DTP2
These CD's don't contain any applications,
so aren't really comparable to the other
CDs in the review.They are full of pictures
grabbed from various sources (I suspect a
great deal originated on platforms other
than the Acorn), and are intended for use
in a desktop publishing package.

I was rather surprised and saddened by
the fact that many of the pictures were
monochrome. This would be fine if most

DTP users had dot-matrix or laser printers,
however colour inkjets are becoming
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increasingly popular and so there would
be little use in using mono pictures.

The graphics are all converted to native
Acorn formats, Sprite, Draw and, on DTP2,
Artworks, which allows for quick and easy
importing into a DTP package such as
Impression.

A front-end system comes with both
CDs and allows you to access the disc, and
it may come into its own when trying to
locate a certain picture rather than just
browse.

I preferred DTP2 to DTP1, probably
because it included Artworks files on the
disc, however both CDs contain a large
variety of images.

DTP1 comes with a supplementary disc
with about 8 files which APDL found to be
corrupt on the CD, I didn't find any files
on DTP2 which were corrupted.

One interesting point is that files on
both CDs have filenames of 8 characters or
less so that you can use a CD-ROM on a PC
and then port the files over to the Acorn.

These CDs would be very useful on a
school or college network, as it allows the
system to have hundreds of megabytes of
artwork available to students without
using any hard drive space.

Conclusion
The cataloguing of PDCD3 and RiscDisc is
excellent, I like the brightness and amount
of graphics that Uniqueway have used on
the RiscDisc, but it does get in the way
when you are trying to find files and so
Datafiles hypertext database wins on that
side. Unlikethe previous CDs in the range,
PDCD3 allows you to click on the entries
in the database to open its directory
viewer, which makes life a lot easier for us

Product details
Product: Rise DiscVolume 2

Supplier: Uniqueway
Address: 42 Crwys Road,Cardiff, CF2 4NN
Tel:(01222)644611

Fax:(01222)644622

Price: £25

Product: PDCD3

Supplier: Datafile

Address: 71 Anson Road, Locking, Weston-
Super-Mare, Avon, BS247DQ

Tel: (01934) 823005

Fax:(01934)823005

Price: £25

Product: Arm Club CD

Supplier: The Arm Club

Address: Freepost ND6573, London, N12 0BR
Tel: 0171-624 9918

Fax:0181-446 3020

Price: £20

Product: APDL PD1/PD2/DTP1/DTP2

Supplier: APDL

Address: 39Knighton Park Road, Sydenham,
London, SE26 5RN

Tel: 0181-778 2659

Fax: 0181-488 0487

Price: £19.50 for PD1 or PD2 or £35 for both

£24.50 for DTP1 or DTP2 or £45 for

both

mice-conservationists.

The Arm Club CD offers limited catalogu
ing facilities, leaving youto trudge through
the disc yourself which can get very
tedious. The facilities on APDL PDl and
PD2 were slightly better as they offered
longer descriptions, but stilldidn't compare
with PDCD and RiscDisc front-ends.

The DTP offerings, from APDL, would
only be of much use to regular newsletter
creators or schools. If you were to buy one
of the two DTP discs, I would recom
mendthe second in preference to the /jTT
first. JLI)

Dwayne Dibbley and his friend



^^p^=PR/^iTOrde^eroT924 254800)
All Rise-PC's &A7000's «---w« gAll RiscPC?& A7IKX)'

include lyron-siie maintcnanc

|RiSCPC 600(arm610)|
ImiUHDEW lVmon. fillW.OOe
RiscPC 700(arm710)

|sm/HQW5 lV'mon. £1360.00e
1om/HD850 1"*-"mon. £1 G92.00e |

I For 17TIKF90 monitor Rdd£278.00
For CDrom Drive 2x Rdd£l 11.001
For CDrom Drive <tx Rdd£ 119.001
/(//Computers are built unit tested before dlspati l\
with printers unit software purchased installed as

L Printers
-anon

BJ-lOsx (black) £169.00d
BJ-30 (black) £19S.00d
BJ-70 (colour) £27S.00d

lBJ-210 (black) £199.OOd

BJC-lflOO (colour) £265.00d
BJC-610 (colour) £369.00d

Citizen
PRIHTiva 600c (colour) £349.00d

Stylus Col 2 (colour) £299.00d

Hewlett Packard
DeskJet GOO (Black) £199.00d

DeskJet660 (colour) £299. OOd

LaserJet 5L (Black) £lf39.00d

Caiiigraph
R"f 1200 Laser (black) £979.00d

1 Printer Inks/Refills
cococra AVAiAtxf rnov <'.'.' v. :i :•*

IIIill11lit*

Davyn Computer Services

Acorn^ Technology Centre' i:.!,!iU<

kae-BX-33PC Upgrade £199.00d
it86-DX2-GG PC Upgrade £2if9.00d
it88-DX"*-100 PC Upgrade£299.00d
Deduct £100 off PC upgrades
when purchased with Riscl'C j

IPC Exchange £2S.00a
Uindoujs 3.1 + DDS G.22 £S5.00c
Recess* Card £99.00b
Rrm710 upgrade £125.00b
movie ITIagic £237.00c
Second Slice £99.00d
Sound Card £S9.D0b
RiscPC i+mbRRm £G9.00c
RiscPC 8mbRRm ElW.QOo
RiscPC lGmbRRm £2G9.00c
RiscPC imbVRRm £ 129.00c
RiscPC 2mb VRRm £ 199.00c

Rrchimedes Comp
R7000 (1.6 Floppy Disc.2 or "fmb
expandable to 130111b ram. Rrm 7500

I RKF60 (H/B (Hon. >»2Smb HD.
on site 12 months warranty)

2m/HD"f25 1if"man. €799.00e|
Km/HDWS 1if"man. £875.00e|
I For CDrom Drive Add £111.00

Pocket Book
jPocket Book 2(2S6k)

Pocket Book 2(1 mS)

R-Link
m-Link
PC-Link +
Parallel Link
Power Supply
Flash SSD 128K
Flash SSD HUB

£20S.00c
£285.00.0

£42.5 lh

£G>f.80b
£68.00b

£24.28.1

£12.72b
£29.7ita

£ 102.00c

Hardware Upgrades

Colour Card Gold

Eagle m2 +'Eidas'
Lark midi Sound-Sa.

midi max

Rise DS Upgrade Chips
SCSI Bbit

SCSI ISbil

SCSI 2 32bit

TV Tuner

TV Tuner + Teletext

£99.00c

£31S.00c

£1 "f9.00c

EGG.OOc

£30.00li

£81.00c

£B 1.00c

£161.00c

{-.85.00c

ElSl.OOc

Data Storage

IDE 2.5"
250mb £ 129.00c
S40mb E2W9.00C

IDE 3.5"
1.0 gb Conner £199.00c
1.6 gb fllaxtor £2"»9.00c
SCSI 2 3.5"
E"fif megFujitsu £lG9.00c
lGblOmslBm £2lf9.00c
IDE CD Tray Internal
Panasonic Quadpro £139.00c
Goldstar Quad £119.00c
Goldstar 6 speed £lif9.00c
SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Pioneer Xm361B £2S9.00c
Toshiba DR-U12<tX £279.00c
SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
Toshiba Xm-3501B £269.00c

inasrjnic PD Syste
speed CD-RDm drivi

GSOmB Optical Disc C
Exl. including carlrid

memory Upgrades
R3000 l-2mb £55.00b

R3000 1-ifmb £119.00c

R3010 l-2mb £45.00b

R3010 2-itmb £99.00b

R3010 1-ltmb £lif0.0Dc

R3020 / R4000 2-4mb £85.00b

RE000 2-4mb £85.00b

MlUpgrades fittedfree ifordered
withComputerelse 115.00

monitors
Iliyama 17"mF8617E.29do> £S39.00d
liyama 17"mT9017E.2Gdoi £595.00d
microv 14"lif38 (okfeo) £249.00d
microv 14"llfS0(nKF60) £199.00d
microv 15"15GS .zndoi £259.00d

Scanners
Epson GT5000 parallel
Epson GT5000 scsi
Epson GT8500 para/scsi
Epson GT9000 para/scsi

<Scanlight 2S6 Bbit
Bcanlight2S6 1Gbit
Scanlight 256 Video
Tiuain Drivers

£339.OOd

£399.00d
£449.OOd

£559. OOd

£139.00c

£ 129.00c
£189.00c

£16.50

InkjetRefills are an economical way
of re-charging your existing cartridge
All inks come complete with gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Rny Colour £S.70a
Twin 2x20ml Black £ 10.50a

| Bulk 125ml Rny Colour £20.00b
'Cartridgefnate' r new and

easy to use cartridge refillsystem for
HP 51626R high cap. cartridges
R refill system with no mess

Comprises: CartridgefTlate
& 2 x >fOml Ink Tanks

| Cartridge not included £30.00b
Ink Tank 2 x ifOml £18.00a

HPS1G2SR Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
1kit3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/m & Y Inks. Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a

We alsocarry a large S/pek ofinkjel
cartridges and nbboni

EP-L Toner for LBP-if

EP-S Toner for LBP-8

£S9.00c

£69.00c

Printable Items

Colour'n UJear (2 white Baseball Caps +
3 transfer papers £9.00b
Print'n UJear (2 white T Shirts +
4 transfer papers £11 .SOb
Design &Print mouse mat £if.25a
Design & Print Business Cards
10x804 ISOg Perforated £4.S0a
Col InkJet matt photo white paper
2Ssheets x 120gms £5.00b
monochrome InkJet brilliant white
paper 100 sheets x90qms £2.50b

CD Softujare__
(MAS) £39.00b
(CC) £ 135.00c
(CC) £17.00a
(CC) £ 17.00a

Ancient Lands
ArtWorks

ArtWorks Clipart I
ArtWorks Clipart II
Being a Scientist
BitfolioEil7

(Anglia) £37.()0a
(Lino) C75.0OC

Cars-Maths in Motion(Cambs) £89.00a
Dangerous Creatures (M/S) £39.00a
Dinosaurs (M/S) £39.00a

[Castles (Altglia) £37.00a
Guardians of the Greenwood £46.00a
Granny's Garden (4Ma«) £3().00a
Hutchinson M/Mcdia £39.00a
Industrial Revolution (Anglia) £80.00a
Inventions (Anglia) £37.00a
Kingfisher Cliililrens Micropedia£79.00b
Langsdale (CCS) £89.00b
MusicalInstruments (MAS) £39.00a
Mysteries ofNature (Anglia) TBA
NaughtyStoriesVI,V2 (Slier) £79.00h
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
Talking Stories (Slier) £36.00b
I'hotoBase I920s.3(k..l()s.50s.60s
Victorians, Landscapes Hacli(I.L)£<l6.00a
RiscDisc 2 (Uiii(|ueway) £20.00a

(Application Software
Advance (Acorn) £99.00c

Advantage (LL) £46.003

ANT' internet (ANT) £99.001.

Ancestry ll (Minerva) £75.00b

Arcfax (David 1') 28.50a

ArtWodcs (CC) £89.00c

Card Shop (Clares) £ 19.50a

Celebration (Clares) £27.00a

Complete Animator (Iota) £79.50c

Composition (Clares) £ 129.00c
Compression (CC) £27.50a

DataPower (Iota) £119.00c

Desktop Thesaurus (I< Dev) £ 17.50a

20/20
Finance
Clearly the Best Choice
(based on 20% deposit and 0%
finance over 20 month period)

(Acorn Items Only)

20\0%
Personal finance is available to

qualifying purchases.
Credit subject to status.

Writtenquotationon request.

APR '0

Suttdcuf 19t6> 7*K<i*f

St**U24

Softcuwte

Easy 1-V.nl 3 <l'lab!s> £2(..50a
Eidoscopc (RiscPC only) (CC) £146.001.
Eureka 3 (LL) £89.00c
Formulix (CC) £60.00a
Font FX (Datastore) £9.50a
Frame-It lor2 (Davyn)each £5.00a

Publisher irregularframes
GraphicsLoaders (CC) £37.00a
Qlusionisl (Clares) £39.(X)a
Image Animator (lota) £-lf..(K)a
linageBank (lrlam) £23.00a
Image I'S (Alternative P) £34.950
Image Outliner (Iota) £46.00a
Impression Publisher (CC) £109.00c
Impression Style (CC) £69.00c
Intertalk (Acorn) £79.00c
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare) £61.50a
Notate * (LL) £53.00b
Pendown Btoilcs (LL) £49.00c
PendownPlus (LL) £69.00c
Personal Accounts (Apricole) £37.(K)I.
I'hotoDesk (SpaceTech) £157.00*
Pinpoint (Longman) £89.00c
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares) £49.00a
Pro Artisan 24 (Clares) £ 125.00c
Prophet 2 Accounts (Apricote) £139.00c
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £39.00a
Replay Starter Kit (Acorn) £34.501.
Revelation Imagel'ro (LI.) £119.00c
Rhapsody 3 (Clares) £79.008
Rhythm'Bed (Clares) £39.0<)a
RiscCad Professional
S/U (Davyn)£ 159.00c
Education £141.62c
Site Licence £495.00c
Serenade (Clares) £79.(M)a
ShapcFX (Datastore) £9.50a
Sibelius 6 (v3) (Sibe) £159.00c
Sibelius 7 Prof. (v.?) (Sibe) £799.00d
Sibelius 7 Student (v3) (Sibe) £449.00d
SmArt (4Mation) £49.00a
SmArt Files (4Malion)eaeh £14.50a
SuiAit Pile Mod.I.ang.(4Mation)£l8.50a
Snippet (4Mation) £32.00a
Sound I'X Maker (CIS) £34.00a
Termite Internet (DoggySofl) £7(>.00c
Titler (Clares) £79.(M)a
Topographer (Clares) £79.00a
TouchType (lota) £39.ooi.
Turbo Driver (CC) £43.00b
Twain Scanner Drivcrs(Pilling) £16.50a

( Education Software

10out of 10 Full Range Each £l2.()()a
Dinosaurs, Driving Test.l-:;itly Essentials,
English, Ess.Maths, Ess.Sclcnce, French, German
Jr.Essentlols, Math Algebra.MathGeometry,
Maths Number, Math Statistics, Stuct.Spelling,

Adventure Playground (Storm) £17.00a
Amazing Maths (CSII) £17.00a
AmazingOllic (Storm) £I3.50a
Arcventure I Romans (Slier) £32.00a
ArcventureII Egyptians(Slier) £32.()0a
Arcventure III Vikings (Slier) £32.00a
Areventure IV A Saxons(Sher) £32.00a
Around World 80 Days (Slier) £42.00a
A/.tees (Shcr) £41.00a
BadgerTrails (Slier) £41.00b
BodyWise (Slier) £4l.(H)a
Balloons and Zoo (Topo) £18.008
BookStore (ESM) £34.00a
Calabash Pirates (Topo) £21.00a
Coffee (Storm) £25.00a
Connections (Slier) £29.00a
CrystalRain Forrest (Slier) £-11.00a
Dariyl the Dragon (4Mal) £18.00a
DataGraph (Topo) E24.00a
Farm (Shcr) £19.00a
FirstLogo (LL) £21.50a
FirstPage DTP (LL) £45.00a
FlossyThe Frog (4Mat) £22.00a
FlightPath9+ (Storm) £26.00a
Freddy Teddy (Topo) £12.00a
FreddyTeddy's Adv (Topo) £12.00a
Fun School 3/4 (5.5-7.7+) each £ 17.00a

(Please Specify age group)
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £22.00a
HappyLife (CCS) £26.00c
James Pond ninning water £25.(X)a
Landmarks full range (LI. leach £24.00a
Look HereTalkingTopics(Sh) £52.001.
Magpie (LL) £50.001.
Maths Circus (4Mal) £25.00a
Naughty Stories VI or 2 (Slier) £49.00b
OllicOctopus SkPad (Storm) £13.50a
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
Talking Stories (Slier) £38.00b
MathsMania (Topo) £22.00a
More Talking StoriesA (Slier) £38.00b
Music Box (Topo) £29.(H)a
Number Tiles (Topo) £21.00a
(JxfordReadingTree Stage3
TalkingStories (Shcr) £38.001.
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas £18.00a
PinPoint Junior (LI.) 126.00a
PlantWise (Shcr) £42.00a
Podd (ESM) £20.00b
Prime Solver (Minerva)

Rosic & Jim Duck (Slier)
Rosie & Jim Sneezes (Slier)
ScreenTiirtlc (Topo)
Sea Rescue (Slier)
Selladore Tales (Slier)
Smudgethe Spaniel (Storm)
Smudge the Scientist (Storm)
SpaceCity (Slier)
Splash (Slier)
StigoftlieDunip (Sher)
Story Starts (Slier)
TalkingClock (Topo)
Talking Animated Alphabet
TalkingRhymesI (Topo)
The Playground (Topo)
The Puddle & WardrobelTopo
Time Detectives

TinyDi aw/Logo
TinyPuzzle
Teddy Bear'sPicnic
Voyage of Discovery
Worst Witch

(Sher)

(Topo)
(Topo)
(Slier)

(Sher)

(Shcr)

£39.00a

£ 10.00a

£ 10.00a

129.00a

£26.00a

£22.50a

£ 17.50a

£36.O0a

£26.00a

£ 19.00a

£22.50a

£22.50a

£31.(H)a

£27.00a
£21.00a

£21.00*
£16.00*
£42.00a

£21.00a

£ 16.00a

£26.00a

£32.50a

£26.00a

l( Games Softuiare
IAlonein the Dark (Krisalis) £27.00a
Aries 4games (GaniesWare) £15.00a

IBig Bang (Psycore) £12.00a
BaltleChess (Krisalis) £21.50*
BlackAngel (4D) £24.O0a
Burn Out (Oragan) £20.00a
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) £19.50*
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £8.50a
Cobalt Seed (TBA) £19.50a
Crystal Maze (Sher) £25.00a
Cyber Ape (TBA) £15.00a
Cyber Chess <4D) £24.00*
Darkwood (Eclipse) £19.00a
Dune2 (Eclipse) £27.00a |
Dune2 CD (Eclipse) £39.00a
Dungeon (4D) 2mb £24.00a
Empire Soccer (Empire) £23.()0a
EnterTheRealm (4D)2mb £18.00a I
E-Type Jaguar 2 £26.00*
Fire & Ice £19.00*
Flashback (US Gold) £21.00a
F.T.T. (TBA) £ 19.00a
Global Effect (Eclipse) £27.00a
Gods (Krisalis) £8.50a
Haunted House (4D) 2mb £ 19.00a
HeimdaU (Krisalis) 2mb £21.00a
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £21.00a|
James Pond (Krisalis) £8.50a
James Pond 2 RoboCod (GAV) £ 17.00a
James Pond running water £25.00a
Krisalis Collection (Krisalis) £22.00a
Lemmings (Krisalis) £18.50a
Lemmings Oh No More (Kris) £15.00a
Lemmings RiscPC (Krisalis) £2l.00a|

All Prices

Exclude VAT
Lemmings 5Tribes (knsalis) £2l.00a
Lotus Turbo 2 (Krisalis) £18.00a
Magnetoids
Man United Europe
Populus
Revolver

Real McCoy
(VIMArcadeSen
Real McCoy 2

(Oragan) £19.00a
(Kris) £8.50a

(Krisalis) £22.(M)a
(Psycore) £ 12.00a

(4D) £21.00a
.White Magic.Quazer)

(4D) £21.00a
(Apocalypse, Holed Out, Olympics. Inertia)
Real McCoy4 (4D) £21.00a
(GalacticDan. Gricvousbodily'Arm, X-Fire,
Cataclysm)
Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £23.00*
Scrabble (US Gold) £21.00a
SimCity (Krisalis) £24.00a I
SimCity 2(K)0 (Kris)A5000/PC £29.00a
Simon The Sorcerer (GAV) £29.00a
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £35.00a
Small (Virgo) £19.00a
Speedball (Krisalis) £20.00a ]
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D) £23.004
Starfighler 3000
Swiv
Time Machine

TurboChallange 2
Virtual Golf
Virtual Golf august

(Fednet) £23.00*
(Krisalis) £8.50a

(4D) £24.00*
(Kris) £19.50*1

(4D)2mb £24.00a
• (4D) £ 17.00a

GamesPad2player (GAV) £28.001.

Special Offers
AMX mouse inc stop press
5.25 40t bare disc drive
5.25 40t cased disc drive
Sbit User Analogue Interface
Apple FS
Arniadeus

Arcturus

Boxing Manager
Demons Lair

Flight Sim Toolkit
High Rise Racing
Magic Pockets
Prime Mover

Quest for Gold
Sally & Wally
Wavelength
Word Works

(Oragan)
(Clares)

(Oragan)
(Krisalis)

(4D)
(Simis)

(Modus)
Renagade)
(Minerva)

(Knsalis)
(Oragan)

(GAV)

(CC)

£ 10.00b

£ 15.00c

£35.00c

£20.00b

£30.00a

£25.00a
£8.00a

£5.00a

£5.00a
£19.00bl
£ 15.00a

£ 13.00a

£30.00a

£5.00a |
£ 12.00a

£ 12.00a I

£ 15.00a

Hdlu Td Order j
Cheques: shouldbe made
payable toDavyn Computers I
Credit Cards: yon may also pay
byVisa, Delia. Euro. Switch,|
Electron, or Master Card. Wi
normally make no charge for this.l
and lake no payment until goods!
are ready for dispatch. We need I
the card holders address and!
telephone number, card number!
and issue number if any and lhe|
expiry date.
Carriage: chargesare as follow;
a Small £1.00|
b Medium £2.00
c Medium Recorded £4.001
d Courier £9.001
e Courier Large £15.001
Official Orders: are welcomel
from UK education audi
government institutions (invoices!
are due for payment within 141
days and are subject to carriage!
and late payment charges).
VAT is not included:!
Zero rated items are marked vo.l
UK customers please add 17.5% to|
all other prices including carriage.
Order Address: please send|
your orders to;
Davyn Computer Services
"The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,|
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:
Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Eriday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices andl
specifications are offered in good!
faith and are subject lo change|
without notice. We Process all
orders immediatly. but suppliers
do sometimes keep us watting.
Goods are guaranteed but arc noil
supplied on approval. Returns audi
cancellations can only be accepted!
by prior agreement and there may!
be a restocking and administration!
charge Afull copy ofour terms ore|
available upon request
LL.&.O.K 26-03-96
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Eesox Parallel Port CD-ROM drives

•Iff poubie 4peed, £199 Inf: VAT «! -^
J Quad speed, £254.47 .HA* speed, £339.57

f 'SCSI CD-ROM- Parallel port Kit £35.00
Eesox SCSI CD-ROM drives

•!!! Double speed external £149 ihc VAT!!! '
Quad speed below £ 146 ! External available

j *Sik speed below £ 300. External available
6.7 speed £ 325,jEXtemal available i

Eesox IDE CD-ROM drives
• Quad speed below £60!

•Six speed below £ 100.
Eesox CD-ROM Enhancement Software

CDFast speed up utility £25 (£20 with drjve)
'Metemmi. speed uputility £130 (£99 with tower)

Eesox CD-ROM TOWERS

_ with software, internal £799
external £859 J

i

MAKE YOUR OWN audio CD or CD-ROM
Audio CD £40, ClMrlOM £60

roducts
Eesox Audio Mixer for RISC' PC £35 I

16 bit sound cardlor RISC PC £59.95 fl
) , 11W speakers £25 (£20 with a drive)

/jp ^25W speakers £35 (£30 with a drive)
fc 80W speakers £49 (£44 with a drive)

<L)

SCSI Hard Discs

540MB £139, i CB £ 189, 2GB £J?75, 4GB £851 J

Eesox PD CD-ROM and 650MB cartridge
speed internal £419, external available

v J ArtPadTTf 169
f AS sire jrf 2^9
'^ ^^jslie' j£ 549,...;

^CtA - A3sixe £ 79^
J' '>' :.j:-f< .^'-jV A2slze j/ 1999
Bundles available The Big Picture' prStudlo24

Eesox Tel/fax: (01954) 212263
Suite 8c, Newton House, 147 St. Neots Rd

Hardwick, Cambs CB3 7QJ
email: eesox@cityscape.co.uk

www, http://www.gold.net/users/ej74/
All prices exclude VAT and postage

I

i

0/zt ut)0 libs Oj 'J

• Full latin 1character sets including Welsh
• Fully Scaffolded with kerning pairs
• Installer for EasyFonl, FontDIR &IFonts
• Serif, SansSerif, Script, Decorative &Gothic
• Rise OS3.1 orlater &Hard Disk required
• Full samples available inour catalogue
• 75families- 13Mb hard drive space required

"...very pleased with the font packs...Thank
you for providing such excellent software."

Mr C. New Maiden

SAVE UP TO
50% OFF RRP

.Zvery attractive
extremely good value...

Acorn Publisher

^

A ColourCard on a disk?
Kjrl .

«!><£•
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"...remarkable...
Verdict: Excellent"
Rite Usor Oct 95

Review of ViVIDZO

The graphics enhanceron a disk
Iht la rest version of iSV Products V7VJD screen mods enhancer design^
for the Acorn A5000, A4000, A3010 &A3020 wiifi J4' muirisyiK monitor

• Mostworkareas nowavailablein 256 colours
including 1024x768 and2112x1664

• Refresh rates upto64hz
• Easier accesstoutilities/information windows
• 1600x1200 workarea in256 coloursat 60hz*
• Almost100 new screen modes

• Grayscale versions ofall modes
• Easy touse RiscPC style mode picker
• Now compatible with Computer Concepts ColourCard
• Save defaultworkarea and number ofcolours
• Almost no slow down even in big 256colour modes
• Extended 4 colour grayscale dithering
• Compatible with al correctfy written multitasking apps
• Requires NOextra hardware (But needs Rise OS3.1)

1Not alV10C chips are capable of running a! fib resokfion/nusibera'cdow!
To upgradefrom Vi VID20 simplyreturn your master disk with a cheque for £5.50

Can't afford a /^
Multisync Monitor?

Upto 256 coloursinal modes
Refresh rates up to60hz (less flicker)
Much bigger work areas/ needs noextra

(• Grayscale versions ofallmodes
• Easy touse RiscPC style mode picker
• Savedefault work area andnumber ofcolouj
• Extended 4 colour grayscale dithering
• Compatible with all correctly written multitasking
• EGA+ work areos areolmosl asgood asa multisync
• Requires Rise OS 3.1 &50hz TV Type monitor egAcom AK

JlUZll sot
Designs from 2,4,16&256 colour sprites
Converts sprite colours to Anchor Colours
Print direct oroutput asa draw file
Supplied with hinted XStitch symbol font _J£- • t^m
Up lo 250,000 stitches per design kjiAliClllOf*

ApprovedUses up to64colours in any design
1Automatically tiles large designs on printing

Calculates finished size ofdesign in inches
Support for 12, 14, 18 &22 hpi material
Full reference sheets with colours &symbols
Supports colour ormono printers
Needs Os 3.1, 2Mb RAM recommended

..ridiculously low price..,cons: none."
Acorn User November 1995

"...particularlyuseful... Value 5/5."
Archimedes World June 1995

Set upand save multiple Draw preferences
largeDraw undo/redo buffers
Hooting 2nd too! barwith commonly used features
Path merging, Auto kerning offonts
Make amazing paflems/stenals etc
Tear off toolbox (not RiscPC)
Full onscreen manuals with example files

.great value formoney. Whenever I load
prow Ialways have DrawExtra loaded."

Richard Barlow Arc World March 1996

loSzVTPr?dUC^, r All price, include UK carriage
00 lumberry, Home rarm Overseas orders please add £2.00
Bracknell, Berks, RG12 8ZH
Tel 01344 55769

AH detaili are correct at the time
of goingto pressE&OE

Discounts arebaseduponrrpaxe pip
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Book reviews

PC books
reviewed

jiasuiJJf^ Kit
Just this once, Clem Vogler casts a critical
eye over a selection of PC/Windows 95 books

Microsoft Press

W%^ card users will be heartened tofind
U^m that they are not alone in getting to
gripswith an unfamiliar operating system.
Diehard DOS and Windows addicts are
equally at sea with Windows95. Indeed,
some features like multitasking are old hat
to RISC OS cognoscenti. As a guide to
some of the many books availableon VV95
and it's favourite application suite, Office,
Acorn User has temporarily abandoned its
NANI policy (not Acorn, not interested)
and gives you the low down.

Microsoft Press's
Windows 95 Resource Kit
This book is for serious users. Barely
released, it has already become the stan
dard reference work for W95 professionals.
It is two inches thick, well-bound, so it lies
flat at any page you require, uses colour
and illustrations sparingly but effectively
and is utterly devoid of any wit or human
ity!

There is a CD with utility programs, a
meticulous index of over 80 pages and
some invaluable appendices, such as man
ual pages for the command line and a
catalogue of the files on the system. It
gives encyclopaedic detail on installation,
configuration, networking, system admin
istration, communications, font
management, printing, applications sup
port and just about everything else. It
gives instructions for connecting to
LANtastic, Vines and many other net
works; even, magnanimously, OS/2 LAN
Server!

Windows 95 Registry
Troubleshooting
The Registry is a feature not seen in previ
ous incarnations of Windows (except NT).
It is where the sort of configuration details
formerly handled by config.sys, auto

exec.bat, system.ini and
win.ini are kept, as well
as the hardware settings
required to implement
plug and play. Some
users have been puzzled
as to whether Windows

95 uses a DOS underlay
or not. The answer is

that it needn't, but to

preserve backward
compatibility with
applications
designed for DOS and
Windows 3/3.1, it can still boot up using
the old DOS initialisation files.

As 32-bit true Win95 applications
become common, these unlamented lega
cies of the past will fall into disuse.
Registry troubleshooting is therefore an
important task for system administrators,
and this new book provides a guide for
suitably qualified users. Suitably qualified
meaning people who appreciate the disas-

A^iNDOWs95
Registry

Troubleshootinig

trous consequences

that can arise from

ill-considered editing
of registry files. Parts
of this book bear a

suspicious resem
blance to the Registry

sections in the Windows

95 Resource Kit. At this

price one is entitled to
expect original material.
However, Win95 Registry
Troubleshooting gives a

.good deal of practical
advice not available else

where and if you need to
edit registry files you may, currently, find
little else to guide you.

Danny Goodman's
Windows 95
Beginners to Windows 95 need look no
further than this. Its clever format emu
lates Win95 on paper, with sections and
chapters indicated by pull-down menus at
the top of each page. The presentation is
lavish: full colour, large format, lays flat
and is easy on the eye.The introduction is
concise: a couple of pages of contents
enhanced with screen-shots and icons and
a double-spread explaining the layout of
what follows.

Then straight into the hardware section,
with chapters on keyboard and mouse,
video and memory. Win95's shortcut wiz
ard (an icon with a hypertext link to a
different topic) is neatly used to embed
cross-references in the text without need
ing footnotes. There is a giant
troubleshooting section, which carefully
separates the explanation of a problem
from its solution. The index and glossary
are imaginatively merged. Best of all, the
style is matter-of-fact, terse and clear.

May 1996 Acorn User 43



Book reviews

Office 6.in.1
Users with the ideal

software combina

tion of Windows 95

and MS Office will

be attracted to any
book which covers

all the various Office components:
Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint and
Schedule* from a Windows95 standpoint.
As well as coverage of the individual appli
cations they will expect to find advice on
integration and on Windows95 related per
formance features. How can a Schedule+
contact list be used to import addresses and
salutations into a Word letter? What's the
difference between Autotext, Autocorrect
and Macros. How can you launch Explorer
with a mouse right click?

Well, they won't find it here. Despite the
shameless plagiarising of Win95's cloud-
scape for the cover, to suggest that this is
somehow an official or authorised manual,
this wordy volume commits the worst
offences of technical manuals. Most of the
book is devoted to descriptions of the obvi
ous such as what screens look like and what
menu options there are. You can discover
this for yourself by running the software.

Lots of superfluous verbiage like perhaps
you need togive a friend orco-worker a copy
of your To Do list or Contacts list. Poor
indexing, with omissions, inconsistent tab
ulation and unexpected references.
Astonishing omissions of important fea
tures like Word macros or mail merge and,
despite the inclusion of a section called
working together, no discussion of crucial
integration issues like the pros and cons of
using Contact List, Address Book, Excel or
Access as the basis of your names and
addresses database.

10 Minute Guides to
Schedule*
This is merely the Schedule* section of the
above discussed Office 6.in.l and is even
worse value at half the price for one sixth
of the information. There is no acknowl
edgement that this is an extract from
another book.

Big Basics Book of Word for
Windows 95
If you really can't drive Word without a six
hundred page manual, this one is better
than most. It really is aimed at dummies
who don't know what the mouse buttons
do and can't work out the options in a
menufor themselves. Readers of this maga
zine are more likely to be whiz kids than
dummies, but they may, like my wife, be
married to one.

If your spouse rings you up at work to
enquire how to right-justify a heading, you
could do worse than buy him this. It has
clear guided tours which make doing
thingsso simple you know you didn't need
to askin the first place. It covers the impor-

Acorn User May199644

tant bits and costs less than some of the

books that don't. It's big enough to inflict
serious injury to your spouse if they persist
in ringing up after you'vegiven it them.

Microsoft Office 95
Integration step by step
This is a tutorial guide consisting of 16
lessons and a disc of practice files. Since
the high level of integration is what makes
MS Office so appealing, it makes sense to
become proficient al using these integra
tion features. This book provides simple,
well structured tuition covering relevant
themes like OLE (object linking and embed
ding), file transfer, pivot tables, MSBinders,
inserting graphics, charts and other objects,
creating mail merges and message routing.
There is so much summarising, previewing
and reviewing that it becomes a treat to
encounter something new, but at least the
lessons are well hammered home.

One omission is an adequate treatment
of the several ways of implementing name
& address directories. 1 liked the discussion
of the merits of different ways of achieving
a common goal: when one should use link
ing rather than embedding, for example.
These issues are not usually dealt with by
help screens.

This is a book for users who are reason

ably competent with the individual
applications/ Word, Excel and so on.

Experienced users will find the pace
undemanding, but may well be surprised
to pick up a few tips on the way about
things they thought they knew backwards.
Among the virtues trumpeted on the back
cover is the claim that this book has a

layflat binding to make it stay open while
you work, but I still found it necessary to

balance a cup of cold coffee on one corner
to counteract creeping page turn.

The Hardware Bible
It's surprising how competent software
users and even programmers are often
ignorant of hardware aspects of comput
ing. This ignorance, and sometimes
indifference, may impose limitations on
their computing skills of which they are
unaware; particularly in relation to
Tannenbaum's famous dictum that hard
ware and software are logically
equivalent.

If you are vaguer than
you should be about bus
standards, plug and
play, video RAM, chip
sets, flash RAM,
caching, interrupts or
comms protocols you
need a hardware text

and this one is

unbeatable.

Comprehensive and
bang up-to-date. Well
written in informal, yet precise, jar
gon-free English it claims, with justice, to
meet the needs of both beginners and
advanced users.

It achieves this surprising feat by out
standingly good organisation of subject
material and by a presentation which is
rigorous but not academic. Despite its 1200
pages you could read this from cover to
cover and emerge, not just well informed
about current PC standards but with a
good basic understanding of the hardware
aspects of computer science and a histori
cal perspective on the development Aj-,
of the microcomputer as well. ilU

Book details
Danny Goodman's Windows Office 6.in.1 (QUE) (Microsoft Press)

95 (Random House) Userlevel: beginner User level: intermediate
User level: beginner. Price: £24.99 Price: £27.99
Price: £27.49

10 Minute Guides to Hardware Bible (Win LRosch)

Windows 95 Registry Schedule* (QUE) Userlevel:beginner -

Troubleshooting (Rob User level: beginner advanced

Tidrow) Price: £11.99 Price: £26.95

Userlevel: accomplished
Price: £37.49

Windows 95 Resource Kit

(MicrosoftPress)

Big Basics Book of Word for
Windows 95 (QUE)

User level: beginner

Price: £18.49

All titles available from

Computer Manuals, 205

Formans Road, Sparkhill,
Birmingham, B11 3AX. Tel:
0121-706 6000 or

Userlevel: accomplished Microsoft Office 95 HnP://WWW.COMPMAN.C
Price: £46.98 Integration step by step O.UK
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Open Sunday
Late NightOpening "T 11 am to 4pm_

Wednesday 4 Thursday
till 7.30pm

**$

FIRST
COMPUTER CENTRE

Order by telephone quoting your
credit card number. If paying by
cheque please make payable to:

"FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE". In any

Phone Number, Post Code & Dept.
Allow 5 working days for cheque

clearance.

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
DEPT. ACU,UNIT3, ARMLEY

PARK COURT, STANNINGLEY
RD, LEEDS, LS122AE.

Hardware

Acorn:
Rise PC's

0%
Finance

Interest Free Credit
(20% Deposit 20 Monthly Paym

Acorn'

HOWTO ORDER LOW COST DELIVERY Telephone 0113 23 I9444
•2-4 Week Days
•NextWeek Day
•Saturdaydelivery

24 HR MAIL ORDER SERVICE FAX: 01 13 231 -9191
NEW? BBS Sales & Technical line TEL: 01 13 231 -1422

£3.95 24 HR MAIL ORDI
£5.95 NEW? BBS Sales &

£10 00 E-Mail sales@firstcom.demon.co.uk
., , .',._. www.dcmon.co.uk/firstcom

•All pricesinclude VAT @ 17.5%
•Large showroom with parking
•MuTti-million pound company
•Overseas orders welcome
•Educational purchase orders welcome

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Lombard Finance available

AUTHORISED

REPAIR CENTRE

tariffofjusUS.uOI
chargccfor.

easy access from m62, ml

kirkstau.ro

| fan M4!im Join HIIn<j IM Al Ifallow i;jmoi'lo Mill.likeAMI Ellina Bd
from MS!I. Folio* ift lorASS. Th'u mrrrttwith Che Armlcj gynlorfaSm

IMUKflll«i«lo<il>,AHtoArml«yirnlor(. fromHtAlukethemnwIllorAM.
^hllmtrgtl with (he AS1 (byfininglown centre) wH<h mull Amicy <pmtiri.__

Software

20/20

Finance

Entertainment Software
Alone in the Dark £25.95

lack Angel £26.95
Cannon Fodder £22.95
Cobalt Seed £22.95
Cyber Chess £26.95
Darkwood £26.95
Firc&lcc £21.95
Fist Lore £21.95
FTT Formula 2000 £23.95
Global Effect £29.95
High RiseRacing £21.95

Titler
Touch Typing

-,Kerbj/EF
£83.95 Bookshelf96 £40.95
£34.95 Dinosaurs £26.95

Turbo D'riverBJ/Eps/HP £46.95 Encarta96 £39.95
Educational Software Golf £26.95

Badecr Trails £42.95 MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £67.95
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.95 Works V3for Windows £26.95
French Learning Series £19.50 Reference
Noddy s Playtime £19.95 Pk,mL„r,r,H„1,,n,
Oxford R/TrccStage2 £39.95 S"3™^?^0"^PC700 *-^**~>^ -«- ^ ^

5MbHD425&AKF60 £1591.95
SMbHD425CD&AKF60 £1720.95
5MbHD425&AKF90 £1980.95
5MbHD425CD&AKF90 £2110.95
IOMbHD850&AKF60 £1979.95
IOMbHD850CD&AKF60 £2108.95
IOMbHD850&AKF90 £2371.95
IOMbHD850CD&AKF90 £2500.95
PC600
4MbHD425&AKF60 £1339.95
4MbHD425CD&AKF60 £1469.95
4MbHD425& AKF90 £1730.95
4Mb HD425CD&AKF90 £1860.95

PC CardS With Ri«PC Soperately
SX-33 £115.95 £233.95
DX2-66 £174.95 £292.95
DX4-I00£233.95 £350.95
5x86 £468.95 £585.95

Rick Dangerous
Saloon Cars Deluxe
SimCity 2000 (A5000)
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC)
Simon the Sorcerer
Star Fighter 2000 -,
The Real McCoy 2.3 or 4 £26.50
Time Machine £'6.-'5
Virtual Golf ili-ll
Wavelength £-l?-?JWolfenstein 3.D „ , £25.95

Application Software
Arc Comm 2 £53.95
Arc Fax/. 12 £37.95
Arcterm 7 £65.95
Artworks 1.54 £115.95
Hearsay II £75.95
Home Accounts £31.95
Copernicus Astronomy £29.95
Impression Style £72.95
Impression Publisher £ I 17.95
Sibelius 6 Version 3 £174.95
Sibelius 7 Sudentver3 £544.95
Sibelius 7 Version 3 £999.95

£14.95
£26.95
£32.95
£32.95
£34.95
£26.95

Oxford R/Trce Mor
Oxford R/Tree Stage3
Rosie &Jim (Sneezes)
Rosiefi. Jim (Duck)

10/10 Early Essentials
10/10 Essential Maths
10/10 Essential Science
10/10 English
10/10 French
10/10 German
10/10 Junior Essentials
10/10 Maths Algebra
10/10 Maths Geometry
10/10 Maths Numbers
10/10 Maths Statistics
10/10 Spelling

£39 95 Grolier Encyclopedia
£39^95 RedShiftAstronomy II
£i i!9s Dorling Kindesley Titles
£11.95 Encyclopedia ofScience £27.95

Lcmmings/Mor°e RiscPC £23.50 Talking Anim. Alphabet £29.95 Encyclopedia ofNature £27.95
- 10/IODinosaurs £13.95 History of the World £27.95

10/10Driving Test £13.95 My Istlncred. Dictionary £21.95
£ 3.95 P6 Birthday Party
''i-25 Stowaway
£3.95 The WayThings Work
<-13.95TheUlt. Human Body
£13.95 The Ultimate Sex Guid
£ 3.95virtual RealityBird
£3-95 Virtual Reality Cat
£1395 Top sellers on CD-ROM
£13 95 Mortal Combat £31.95
£13.95 Will. ShatnersTEK Wars £26.95
£13.95 Monopoly

Command & Conquer
Panic in the Park
FIFA 96
Encarta 96
Actua Soccer

£35.95
£15.95
£37.95

£23.95
£24.95
£27.95
£27.95
£27.95
£23.95
£23.95Acorn^A7000 Systems

A7000 2MbHD425&AKF60 £933.95
A7000 4MbHD425&AKF60 £1021.95
A7000 4MbHD425CD&AKF60 £1139.95

Quad Speed CD drives from£42.95
Six Speed CD drives from £83.95
16 Bit Sound Card £68.95
Extra Slice Case £1 15.95

Microvitec 1438

Monitor
.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £264.95

Tabby

only £64.95
Theamazing new graphics tabletforthe

Acorn rangeol Computers,software
developed byFirst Computers. 94% ratedin

AmigaShopper.RequiresRiscos3.1

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.95
A5000/A4000 Disk Drive £81.95
A3020 Disk Drive £100.95
A3010 Disk Drive £100.95
A3000 Disk Drive £81.95
RiscOS 3.11 Full Upgrade £86.95
RiscOS 3.11 No Manuals £43.95
MIDIMax(RisePC&A5000)£80.95
MIDIUser(A30x0&A4000) £56.95
MIDICables(2x3m) £9.95

Repair* Fining Service Available

Printers

Canon BJ30 £169.95
CompactPortablemonoprtnltr, 10pageASFbuiltIn.
Canon BJC70Colour £235.95
Highquality Portablecolourprinter.30pageASF.
Canon BJ200ex £183.95
H'iffi ipccd.highqualitymonoprinter,virtual720dpi.
Canon BJ210 £215.95
Mono Printer. 710x160dpi, colour upgradeable.

CanonBJC4l00Colour £283.95
Highqualitycolour,»upcrfatt mono printing720dpi.

Canon BJC6 10 Colour £410.95
New Enhanced.drdkati-d colour printer. 730»720dpl.

;r printer

Epson Stylus Colour II
720dpi.100iheet ASF.fullcolour printer
Epson StylusColour lis £219.95
720dpi.100iheet ASF,colour or mono printer
EpsonStylus820 £181.95

Mono printer, upgradable to colour

HP600 £231.95
Colourupgradealilemono Inkjet/ Col. KlI£23.80
HP 660 Colour £330.95
New colour inhjet from HP.
HP 5L laser printer £436.95

£330.95

CITIZEN

ABC Colour printer
simple(a«ca»va»ABC)to uic 24pinprinter.Com

standard with 50 iheet Auto iheet feeder.
Tractor feed optlona

OKI
V- Ttthm*v>IN' It

OL600ex
LEDlaier printer. 4 plplm, 1Mbof Ran

OL6IOex
LEOliter prinlrr. i plplm.2Mbol Ran

Star LCI 00 9pinColour £119.95
9 pincolour printer. 8 NLQfontl, 180ep*draft.
Star LC909 pin mono £105.95
9 pinmono printer. ASFbuilt In,puih tractor optional.
Star LC240 2.4 pinmono £117.95
24pinmonoprinter,192cptdraft.wlthASFbuiltIn.
StarLC240C24pinColour £132.95
24pincolourprinter ASFbuiltIn.4 LQfont!.
Star SJ144 Colour £229.95
Stunning affordablecolour thermal

ti. Jp/p/mf

£135.95

£374.95

£476.95

2.5" H/Drives
Cw.«.—«ru|irsu
80Mb 2.5" IDE

130Mb 2.5" IDE

170Mb 2.5" IDE
250Mb 2.5" IDE

340Mb 2.5" IDE

540Mb 2.5" IDE

A3010/3000 IDE Card*£75.95
•When Bought With Drive

SVseagate
£89.95

£109.95

£114.95

£139.95

£175.95

£217.95

Accessories
Printer Switch Box 2 way£ 12.95
Printer Switch Box 3 way£ 17.95
Printer Stands (Universal)£4.95
1.8Metre printer cable £4.95
3 Metre printercable £6.95
5 Metre printer cable £8.95
10 Metre printer cable £12.95
SCSI Internal Cable £8.95
SCSI Cable 25D-50Cent £9.95

MULT1
COLOUR

Disk labels
500 £6.95
1000 £9.95

Re-Mark-ltdisklabelsxIO £2.45
10Capacity box £0.95
50 Capacity lockable box £3.95
100Capacity lockable box £5.95
*90CapacityBanxbox £11.95
"150 Capacity Posso box £20.95
100Capacity CD holder £4.95
•add COOdefivcryifpurchasing just onePosso or
Banxbox.Normaldelivery when purchasedwith

otherproductorwhenbuyine 2ormore.

S*pra,r"^Modern Modems (Mobotics

0/10 Education series
Any 2 for £24.95

PC CD ROMSoftware SSberby
Schubert £3H5 Hexen
Strauss £26-?5 Rebel Assault
Stravinsky £37.95 PGAGolf96
Ancient Lands £26.95 Worms

£27.95
£32.95
£29.95
£33.95
£39.95
£28.95
£32.95
£20.95
£32.95
£33.95
£27.9^

3.5" H/Drives Memory Modules
Quantum T0SWB^Seagate

£150.95

£194.95

£163.95

£222.95

£629.95

fRiscPC/A7000 4Mb £59.951
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £123.95
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £259.95

lRiscPC/A7000 32Mb £66l.95j540Mb 3.5" IDE

l.0Gig3.5"IDE
540Mb 3.5" SCSI

l.0Gig3.5"SCSI
2.0Gig 3.5" SCSI
A3/A400 IDE Card £80.95
A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 19.95

Multi Media/CD ROM

RiscPC VRAM 2Mb £169.95
With I Mb Trade In £122.95
A3000 IMbto2Mb £65.95
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £46.95
A30l02Mbto4Mb £103.95
A3020/A4000to4Mb £96.95
A5000 2Mb to 4Mb £96.95

Part X. your old Memory Call....

Delivery £1.18
per title or
£3.95 for 4+

Aztech CD668

Sanyo
Mitsumi FX400

Dual IDE cable £9.95

£83.95 6Speed
£42.95...4 Speed
£52.95.4 Speed

Compatible with all new RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6 only)

IndigoCAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive £223.95
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive £280.95
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive £146.95
IndigoCAA300ia DualSpeed CD Drive £233.95
Proteus Quad Speed Read/Write CD ROM £641.95
Proteus with Cumana SCSI Controller £809.95
Qscar(P«rall«l)CD Drive £25J_.95

Acorn CD Software H^hYwfAV
£129.00 Oxford Reading Tie

£20.95 PCCD I
£58.95 PCCD 2

Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Maths in Motion
Childrens Micropedia
Creepy Crawlies
Dune II
Gold

£87.95 PCCD 3
£55.95 Simon the Sorcerer
£41.95 Photobase Landscape
£45.95 Understanding the Bt

Consumables

£34.95
£39.95
£39.00
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£41.95
£55.95
£50.50

Sportster W
• Class I Fax
» Personal Voice Mail

» Fax on Demand

. CallDiscrimination BABTApproved
• 14,400 Data/14,400 Fax £111.95
• 33,600 Data/14.400 Fax £193.95

Supra, {Modem 288
• Up to I 15,200bps (v42bis)
• Silent & Adaptive Answer
• V34 Standard
• NComm Software

• Class I & 2 Fax
a Unique LCD Display
• Flash ROM
• 5 Year Warranty

Ribbons
Citizen Swift/ABC mono
Citizen Swift/ABC colour
StarLC90 mono ribbon
StarLCI0/100mono
StarLCI0/100colour
StarLC240ccolour
StarLC240cmono
StarLC240mono
Star LC24-10/200/300 Colour

£3.95

£12.95

£4.95

£3.65

£7.95
£13.95

£8.95
£5.95

£13.95

£19.95
£19.95

£13.95
£12.95
£16.95
£16.95

£7.95

£28.95

£10.45
£8.95

£26.95

£24.95
£25.95

£27.95

£15.95

£36.95

£8.95

Ink Cartridges
CanonBJI0/StarSJ48
Canon BJ200/230
Canon BJ30 (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack)
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single)
Canon BJC 4000 mono (single)
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap.
Canon B|C 600c mono high cap.
Canon BJC 600ccolour
HP.DeskJet colour
HP. DeskJet double mono
HP. DeskJet 660 double mono
HP.Dcskjct 660 colour
Epson Stylus mono
Epson Stylus colour
Star SJ 144 mono/colour (single)

Covers
All printer dust covers

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500 sheets
Fanfold (tractor feed) 1000sheets
F.-infold(tractorfccd)2000sheets
Single sheet 500 sheets
Single sheet 1000 sheets
Single sheet 2000 sheets
Epson Stylus 720 dpi paperpack
Delivery (or2000sheets£4.95 whenpurchased

Disks

BulkDSDD
10 x £3.45 100 x £29.95
30 x £9.95 200 x £54.95
50 x £15.95 500 x £118.95

Branded DSDD
10 x £4.95 100 x £35.95
30 x £12.95 200 x £63.95
50x£25.95 500x£l42.9S

Bulk DSHD
10 x £3.95 100 x £33.95

30 x £11.95 200 x £59.95
50x£l7.95 500x£l34.95

Branded DSHD
10 x £5.95 100 x £47.95

30x£15.95 200 x £84.95

50 x £25.95 500x £190.95,

SupraExpress 288
Only

l£ 153.95 J

•not BABTapproved, however ihey perform
itperformBABT approved modems.Supra
m have a 5 year limited warranty

fonly£l88.95)

.ourierV34+
KyouIhoughtVllbil »l< tail try V34«

£287.95^-
33,600 bps.

Rc-lnkSprayformonorlbbon* £11.95
MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE
PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
Save a fortune in running eoitf with your InW
bubble let. Compatible »ith the HP Detect
•enei. Canon BJI0/20I8O/I30/J00/JOO71J0.
Star SJ4B. Clliien Projet and many other..
Full range olcoloun available.
Single refills (22ml) £6.95
Twin refills (44ml) £11.95
Threecolourkit (66ml) £19.95
Full colour kit (88ml) £27.95
Bulkrefills (125ml) £24.95
Printer repair specialists call

for quote

£4.95
£8.95

£17.95
£4.95
£8.95

£17.95
£12.45
separate
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Internet technology

With the explosion in the growth of
the Internet, many people are con

fused about how the Internet works, and
how they can access it. This article
attempts to explain some of the technol
ogy behind the Internet.

The Internet is, basically, a worldwide
communications network for computers.
This network has been created from a
bunch of devices known as routers con
nected together by communications lines.
These lines can by anything from a
modem link overa normal telephoneline,
to a dedicated, high-speed digital connec
tion.

On the Internet, all data is broken into
pieces before transmission. These pieces
are known as packets. Every packet has a
unique address indicating where it should
go.

The roleof the router is quite simple- it
directs the data towards its destination. A
routercan be thought of a bit like a postal
sorting office, with one key difference
being the speed at which a router works. A
typical router can 'sort' many tens of thou
sands of packets everysecond.

In the sorting office, the sorted letters
are either put in the appropriate van, for
onward transit to another sorting office,or
are given to the local Postie for delivery to
the final destination. Routers are similar -
the sorted packets are directed down
appropriate communications links to
eitheranother router,or to a computer.

There are lots of different communica
tions protocols available. The one used on
the Internet, is called Transport Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol, or simply
TCP/IP, In fact, this protocol is where
Internet gets it's name from.

When you connect your Acorn com
puter to the Internet, you are simply
creating a connection between your com-
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Making
Keith Milner explains how
the Internet operates

puter and one of the
thousands of routers on

the Internet, typically belong
ing to an Internet Access

Provider (IAP) such as Demon, Pipex
or any of the others. This connection can
be either a modem link, an ISDN link, or a
dedicated leased-line connection -
explained below.

Internet by modem
Dial-up modems are a cheap and conve
nient way of temporarily connecting the
serial port on your home computer with
the serial port on a router somewhere.

The modem is merely a device which
converts the digital data from the com
puter's serial port into an audible signal
suitable for transmission over a standard
telephone line, and then another one con
verts it back at the other end.

When youdial into the Internet, you are
connecting to a modem at the other end.
This modem is connected into a router.
The Internet software on your Acorn com
puter provides a TCP/IP stack - a
programming interface for applications to
communicate across the Internet. This will
use a serial packet protocol such as SLIP
(Serial Line Internet Protocol) or PPP
(Point to Point Protocol) to communicate
with the router across the modem link,
and to therefore send data into the
Internet.

The need for speed
With large amounts of data being trans
ferred across the Internet, speed of access
is all important.

The speed at which data can be trans
ferred on a modem is limited by the
audio quality of the telephone system,
and the sophistication of the modem
encoding. The top limit is currently
around 33,600 bits per second on
good quality lines. This is unlikely to
improve much further.

The majority of the UK telephone
network is now digital: telephone calls
on a digital network are, at some point,

converted from an analogue signal into a
digital (l's and 0's) signal running at
64,000 bits per second. For most telephone
users in the UK, this conversion happens
in the local telephone exchange at the
other end of the wire that leaves your
house.

The reason for doing this is that digital
signals are far less likely to suffer from the
unpleasant effects of line noise, distortion
and so on, and are far easier for the tele-
coms company to manipulate across the
network efficiently.

If the telephone network is digital, why
do we need modems? Why can't we plug
our computer's directly into this high
speed digital network, and get rid of the
modem? Well you can: it's called ISDN.

Getting faster
ISDN stands for Integrated Services Digital
Network, and provides direct digital com
munications end-to-end (i.e. computer to
computer) across the telephone network.
Very simply, the digital network is
extended into your home.

The transmission speed is 64,000 bits
per second (64kbit/s), which is the data
rate required by telephony-grade digitised
speech.This is approximately twice as fast
as the fastest modem you can buy,
and is not dependent on
line quality.

The ISDN



Internet technology

the

connection
64kbit/s channels are known as B-
channels.

Although fully digital, ISDN is back
wards-compatible with normal telephone
lines, so it is possible to make voice calls
between ISDN and normal lines. A special
ISDN telephone is required to perform the
conversion between the digital and audio
signals. Full digital 64kbit/s connections
are only possible when both ends of the
call are using ISDN.

There are two main flavours of ISDN:

Basic Rate (BRI) and Primary Rate (PRI)
Basic rate ISDN is designed to be able to

operate over the same low-grade wiring
that is used to support normal telephones.
It is often known as '2B+D' as it provides
two 64kbit/s B-channels and a shared
16kbit/s D-channel used for call control.
BT sells a BRI service under the name

ISDN2.

Unfortunately, normal telephones and
computers won't connect directly into an
ISDN line, special ISDN-compatible equip
ment is needed. The most common type
are known as Terminal Adaptors (or TAs).

TAs are the ISDN equivalent of modems.
They provide an interface conversion
between a computer serial port (normally
RS-232) and the ISDN line. They usually

also provide access to the D-channel
for call control; this is

equivalent to the
auto-dial

capabil-

Other forms of access

With the popularity of the Internet,people
are looking at a numberof other waysthat
people can easilyuse to accessthe Internet.
Examples includeCable modemsfor access
viayour local Cable TV network, and broad
band networks, giving ultrahigh-speed
connectivity for businesscustomers.

ity on a modem. In fact, some TAs use the
same Hayes command set as most
modems.

TAs can communicate across ISDN at

the full 64kbit/s B-channel speed.
However, many computer ports will not
communicate at this speed. To accommo
date this, some TAs provide a facility
known as 'rate adaption' which down
grades the information flow to that of the
computer serial port speed (for example,
19,200 bit/s). This facility also allows serial
ports at each end of a dial-up ISDN link to
be running at different speeds.

Primary Rate ISDN (PRI) is aimed at
locations which require multiple tele
phone lines, such as offices. The definition
of PRI varies throughout the world, but in
Europe it is 30 B-channels - effectively 30
separate 64 kbit/s lines on a single connec
tion - and a single, shared 64kbit/s
D-channel.

These are all carried on a single bidirec
tional data connection running at 2.048
Million bits per second (2.048Mbit/s). This
is often referred to as a '2meg' or 'El' con
nection.

A number of operators in the UK also
provide a BT proprietary 'pre-ISDN' digi
tal connection, known as DASS2. This is
similar to PRI, but requires different
equipment to support it. Many office
telephone systems support DASS2.

It should be fairly clear by now that
ISDN is simply a high speed alternative

to a modem connection. This can be used

for Internet access in the same way as a

modem, except that call setup is near-
instantaneous, and the speed is far greater.
To use it your IAP has to support ISDN
connections.

Dedicated connections
Many companies find that their Internet
usage can be quite high. In this case, the
call charges for a modem or ISDN connec
tion can be very high. It is also common to
find that even ISDN is not fast enough,
especially if many people in the office are
using the Internet at the same time.

In these cases, a leased line option
(sometimes called a 'private wire') is more
appropriate.

A leased line is a dedicated line connect

ing two locations. This can be used for any
purpose, but is most commonly used for
private telephone or computer networks
between, for instance, two separate build
ings belonging to one company. The fixed
rental charges for a leased line are often
considerably cheaper than the call charges
on a heavily-used ISDN or modem connec
tion.

Very simply, instead of a modem link or
an ISDN link, the leased line is used to
connect directly to the IAP's router. The
customer then connects the leased line

into their office network, usually using a
router or a security system known as a fire
wall. Suitable routers cost from around

£32,000.
Normally, 64kbit/s leased lines are used

for Internet access, although for higher
speed access 2.048Mbit/s lines are used. It
is rare to have access higher than this, as
most of the routers in the Internet are

currently interconnected at fairly low
speeds (typically 2.048Mbit/s or less),
forming a bottleneck. Having higher
speed connections therefore gives little,
or no benefit.

The charges for direct leased line
Internet connection are usually very high
because not only does the leased-line have
to be paid for, but the IAP is dedicating a
port on their router to each leased- ji.~
line customer. /1U
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picture book 2
FIVE high-quality programs to help your

child with Reading, Spelling and
Counting:

• AlphaBook
• FlashCard

• Count 'em

• Spell It
• Snap
Each program can
use the same

unique Alphabet
files with

professionally-drawn
graphics plus sound effects

and spoken words, qqc HH
For RISC OS 3.1 or later * w-UU

offon return oforiginal Picture Book disk£5

Notice

Board

"..for rolling presentations
Notice Board excels."

Acorn User

Using Draw and Artworks files Notice
Board enables you to create multiple-

page, poster-like presentations to run unattended in any
location. Widely used in schools, Notice Board provides a
colourful, constantly changing information point that is ideal
for info/sales messages at conferences and exhibitions,
libraries, reception areas.

For use with RISC OS 3.1 £35.00

MOIltage Creative Fractal Art
Create your own stunning fractal art pictures quickly and
easily with Montage. Working in interactive mode Montage
builds the images as you work. Forget Mandelbrots that
take hours to produce, Montage does it in seconds. Ideal
for secondary and tertiary education in the subjects of
Maths and Art. Sample disk available for £5 offset against
full price when you purchase Montage. Requires minimum
2mb, 4mb for hi-res pictures. £45.00

MultiLink Transfers data effortlessly between 8-bit
BBC and all RISC OS 32-bit computers. Easy-to-use click
and drag operation. Machines linked by serial cable.

£24.95. With serial cable £29.95

Also available...
Softcrete three-wavprogramprotection . . . £24.95

Twilight the versatile Screensaver . £14.95

Notes easy-to-use computersticky notes . . . . .£9.95

ZLink Z88-RISC OSfile transfer, inc. cable . . £29.95

. £12.95

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carlsbrooke Road, Harpenden, Herts. UK AL5 5QS

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395

Email:rgsc@turnbull.compulink.co.uk



Computer exhibition

NORFILMS
Media Computing '96

Anew computer exhibition is set to take place
in July at the GMEX in Manchester. Michael

Bond, independent film producer, is busy organis
ing NORITI.MS Media Computing '96 and the
Indie Film '96 seminar.

While planning the seminar for filmmakers and
the media, Michael realised that there was an
obvious opening for a computer exhibition to run
alongside it, which is when he came up with the
idea for NORITLMS Media Computing '96. Here
exhibitors will have the opportunity to show off
their products and demonstrate the latest technol
ogy available for the media and entertainment
industries, to people working in the industry while
they are attending the seminar but with one
strange quirk — it's only for Acorn exhibitors.

Focus on Acorn
A visit to Desktop Projects in Stockport impressed
Michael so much that he decided that the main

focus of the exhibition should be on Acorn.

This may prove to be an eye-opener to others
working in the film industry who are probably
unaware of what Acorn has to offer them. Michael

himself has become fed-up of the hype surround
ing PCs and saw that many of his requirements as
a independent film producer could be satisfied by
the range of high-quality applications available on
the Acorn platform. He felt that these would also
be of interest to others in similar professions who
would be attending Indie Film '96.

Leading names in the Acorn market have been
approachedto exhibit and he is simply waiting for
definite bookings to set a date and put the wheels
in full motion.

Companies will have the chance to demonstrate
the capabilities of the Acorn Rise PC for use within
the film/video industry which may have been by
passed before. It will provide an ideal opportunity
for Acorn developers to show off their products
directly to workers in the film/TV industry now
and those who hope to in the future.

Areas that Michael expects to be represented at
the exhibition include film/video editing, multi
media applications, animation, music composition
and soundtrack editing as well as DTP, business
support and communications.

Acorn machines will also be used for producing

For further details contact Michael Bond at:

Norfilms, POBox 174, Stockport, Cheshire, SK5 6LB

the marketing material for the event plus a work
book to accompany the seminars

Indie Film '96
There will be two days of intensive lectures in pro
duction techniques, including a lecture from
Elliott Grove of the Kuropean Film Institute. These
will be of interest to anyone wanting to develop
their skills within the media and entertainment

industry as well as encouraging professional stan
dards for the industry as a whole.

Michael is hoping to attract up to five hundred
independent film makers and television workers
as well as promoting it to his many media con
tacts. He is also aiming to interest local media
firms such as advertising agencies, printers, pub
lishers and also college/university media and IT
departments to the exhibition. The general public
will also be welcome, with tickets available on the
door.

Michael is planning an educational documen
tary in the near future for which he will require
multimedia, animation and publishing technology
so he understands the concerns and needs of the

filmmaker to remain up to date with technological
advances.

This new exhibition will provide a great oppor
tunity for the Acorn market to demonstrate what
is available and what can be achieved with the

Acorn Rise PC in film/video production to people
who are particularly interested in this area. A~~
Not to be missed. fix)

Karen Peach

talks to Michael

Bond, organiser
of a new media

computing
exhibition
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For Home and Business finance...

Pafsosmi A&sousiisj 3
Running your personal finances on a computer may seem like overkill, but until you try it you will never
know the benefits.

Keeping track ofdirect debits and standing orders isat best very fiddly and at worse expensive when you
consider the charges most banks levy ifyou become overdrawn.

Personal Accounts 3 takes the guesswork out of it.You will know exactly how much you have in each
account and when it needs topping up. This however is onlyone of Personal Accounts many features.
Telephone fora free brochure and demonstration disc to see what itcan do for you.

Personal Accounts has received top reviews inall the Acorn magazines.

ophsi2 1
Acorn User Best Business Software 1995995 \

Ifa computer program could replace a manual system and not only give you more information but also
save you time, it would be a worthwhile investment.

If itcould also automatically enter standing orders on time, send overdue statements toyourcustomers,
produce VAT returns, calculate Profit&Loss and balance sheet figures and cost less than £200 itwould be
an absolute bargain.

Prophet does this and a lot more too. It is nowonder that readersofAcorn Userhavejustvoted itbest
business software 1995.

In May this year we released version 2. We have had a record upgrade response from users' of version 1
and top reviewsfrom all the best selling Acorn magazines (see the July '95 editions ofAcorn User,
Archimedes World and Rise User).

Unlike otheraccounting software we provide free help, free upgrades between majorversionsand no
annual service charges. Please telephone/fax or write for a brochure and demonstration disc.

S^Df]/^ V
Version 5of our popular share portfolio program will make it's debut at the Acorn World show in October.
There are a whole hostofnew features including log as well as linear graphs, point &figure graphsand
probably the most important feature - capital gains tax calculations.

Version 4 is still available and the basic upgradeto version 5 will be no more than the difference in price.
Please send for the brochure and demonstration disc. Existing users will be notified direct.

...there is only one choice

Apricote Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND

Tel/Fax: 01354 680432

VISA
IHc^^^SI



iCQRNUSER
Brings you an Exclusive

reader offer from ECLIPSE

Your UTOllOWi pack includes:
James Pond 2 - RRP £24.99

James Pond returns as Robocod. He's mean, he's green, he's
part machine.

Xenon 2 - RRP £24.99

The Xenites are back and have thrown time itself into
turmoil. Only you can save the day - not to mention the
universe.

Cycloids-RRP £19.99
Azany platform adventure game with 25 action packed
levels, 256 colour cartoon graphics and comical sound effects.

F.R.E.D.- RRP £19.99

Afun game combining superb platform action with some
tricky puzzles. Fifty frames per second update and laser
guidance mayhem.

Ixion-RRP £19.99

Afast-paced graphical, virtual reality arcade game, it's the
closest thing you'll get to being really there on your Acorn.
Includes three graphically stunning zones.

Priority Order Form

gfYEOI Please send me my exclusive software
fc^" package NOW!

Please send my goodies to:

Name

Address

I wish to pay by:

D Cheque/Postal order (made payable to IDG Media)

D Credit card (VISA/Access/Barclaycard)

Expiry date: I / I

,,!,.., i i i 11 i i i i rrrr

Postcode Day tel no

enclose a total payment of:_

Now send your completed form with payment to Software Offer, Acorn
User, IDG Media FREEPOST (SK3038), Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP.

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Offer subject to availability

1 Please tick if you do not wish to receive promotional information
from other companies.
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L^Jl^ Systems l^uad speed db 1UU OX.ZV speed JL JOU

t
Prices

Exclude

VAT

Quad Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 100
SIX Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 150

Double Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive £ 120
Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 150

Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 200
SIX Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 300
6.7 SPEED SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 300

Combined Quad speed CD ROM and 650MB Optical ReadAVrite Drive £ 450*

6 CD Autochanger Quad speed was £ 999 now £ 500
Alldrives include CDFS driver. Prices are for internal RiscPC versions. Please phone for details of otherversions.

SCSI Interfaces A30x0/A4000 £ 97

SCSI Interface for RiscPC/300/400/5000 from £ 81

SCSI II Interface for RiscPC (Cumana or Powertec) £ 165
CD Rom systems for A3/4/5000 from £ 195

Cases for CD ROM drives from £ 40 Caddies from £ 4

:i:Optical drive is SCSI interfaced, no media provided. Optical discs £ 39

Six Speed!!

'o on

RiscPC's

from £ 54 p.m.
20% deposit

20 Months to pay
Phone for further details

Acorn PC Cards £ 100 or £ 200 OFF when trading in your old Acorn 486SX33
DX2/66 £249 - £ ioo = £ 149 DX4/100 £ 299 -£ 100 = £ 199 5x86 £499 -£ 200 = £ 299

RiscPC Ram
Apri] 4MB £ 60
Price 8MB £ 111
Dropt 16MB £239

32MB £579
Guaranteed Acorn compatible

Microvitec 14" M/S (as AKF50) £ 250

Idek 8617e 17" 0.26mm Monitor £ 530

Idek 9017e 17" 0.25mm Monitor £ 580

425MB IDE Conner Dri ve £ 130

850MB IDE Conner Drive £ 160

Hard Disc Kits for A3020 from £ 80

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from £ 140

1GB SCSI Drive £ 240

Syquest 105MB Drives from £ 149

Syquest 270MB SCSI Drives £ 270

ARM3 (not for A3000) £ 130

RiscPC Technical Ref.Man. noVat £ t14.95

15MMonitoratl4Trice
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£20 ACB70/£30 ACB60)
or

£40 Quad Speed CD Drive
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£50 ACB70/£60 ACB60)

Prices above are for Quad Speed. £50 extra for SIX Speed

RiscPC's built to your specification

Prices Exclude VAT

Post from £ 2.00 Courier from £7.00

Credit Card & Official orders accepted.

^lllrTrTfleiPdt
78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex. BN11 2EN. Telephone 01903 523666 Fax 523679

email: cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk Web: http://www.acorn.co.uk/CofT/CJE/
19-960302



RLab review

M
athematical
odelling

Amit Gupta takes a look at RLab,
a programming language for
numerical analysis

Despite having had a strong presence in
the scientific and technical commu

nity since the days of the BBC Micro,
Acorn computers have recently been lag
ging behind in the software stakes
compared to other platforms such as UNIX
and Windows, this has led to a demand for
quality application software aimed at this
market.

Icon Technology's TechWritcr is excel
lent for authoring, and Clares' Plot amply
fulfils the data presentation aspect, but
until now there hasn't been anything to
compare with the likes of Mathematica or
Matlab from other platforms. Fortunately
RLaB has now arrived - originally released
into the public domain for UNIX systems,
it has been ported to RISC OS and is now
available in final release form.

System requirements
As you'd expect from a UNIX package,
RLaB is a big program and you will need a
powerful machine to run it. RISC OS 3 and
4Mb RAM are required (you really need
8Mb for extensive use) and you'll need a
hard disc with at least 5Mb free.

RLaB is serious scientific software and

as such, benefits from a floating-point
accelerator; operations such as matrix
inversion are around five times faster with

RLab has extensive online help

an FPA than with

out. Currently only
the old Archimedes

A300/400/500 series

and A5000 can have

a floating-point
accelerator fitted,

but Acorn is cur

rently assessing
demand for an

ARM700/PPA card

for the Rise PC

and availability is
expected soon if there is sufficient interest.

RLaB is free and is obtainable from the
Internet via FTP. The package includes the
software, a library of functions, on-line
help and a 51-page manual in TeX, DVI
and Draw format. The documentation is

succinct and well-written; in keeping with
RLaB's target market, it assumes basic
familiarity with matrices, vectors and
complex numbers.

What is RLab all about?
Perhaps the best way of describing RLaB is
as a programming language and environ
ment which is geared towards numerical
analysis and mathematical modelling. The
RLaB language is a bit like a simplified
cross between C and Fortran, with func

tion syntax, variable types
and scoping rules all clearly
defined, in addition, it pro
vides a number of other

features which make it

much better suited for

mathematical work than

the standard languages.
For example, complex

numbers can be handled as

easily as real numbers and
all operators work on com
plex as well as real types.
Matrix operations such as
multiplication, inversion
and transposition are
directly supported and the
built-in function library

RLab graph plotting intwo dimensions

includes some of the more specialist math
ematical tools such as Bessel functions and
Fourier transforms. And there's built-in

graphics support; both 2D and 3D plots
can be produced (either by directly enter
ing data values or by extracting columns
from matrices) and viewed in different
fonts and styles. RLaB can be used in inter
active mode, too; you can define variables
or type in expressions and have the results
displayed directly on-screen, a bit like BBC
Basic.

As you may have guessed RLaB bears
more than a passing resemblance to
Matlab, the entrenched market leader in
the field of data analysis. It is very nearly
as powerful - surprising given that the lat
ter is a high-end commercial product with
hundreds of man-years of development
behind it. Matlab's graphics are slightly
more sophisticated and the programming
language is more extensive, but apart from
that there's very little difference between
the two. RLaB cannot yet directly load
Matlab files, but the programming lan
guages are similar enough to make porting
fairly trivial.

The RISC OS version of RLaB runs in the

Desktop which brings many advantages: it
multitasks while working, you can drag-
and-drop filenames into the session
window to make loading easier, graphs
can be edited and saved as Draw files, you
can also cut and paste text around the ses
sion window speeding up the entry of
matrices and repeated commands.
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RLab review

gpg
HardDsc4 0 Aa» Fun

Installation
Installation is painless (although it takes a
while) and I found the system very easy to
learn once I got going. Every built-in func
tion has on-line help with examples to try,
and the manual contains more examples
along with explanations, so you can find
out a fair bit just by experimenting. Even
if you've never programmed before you'll
find it easy to pick up - in fact, it seems
like a good way of learning how to pro
gram.

Typically, an RLaB program would con
sist of a number of functions, each in its
own file, with one function serving as the
'core' of the program - it's a lot like writ
ing macros in a spreadsheet such as
Eureka. Variables can be defined within

functions or in interactive mode and can

be numbers, strings or lists. The list type is
something missing from Matlab and is
somewhat similar to a structure in C - it's

basically a type which can contain other
types, so if you need to return a number of
parameters from a function (for example,
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a
matrix) you can bundle them into a list
and return that. Loops, IF...THEN...ELSE
constructs, file input/output and text
printing are supported and functions can
call each other recursively.

The built-in mathematical operations
include a full set of matrix operators,
transforms, trigonometric and hyperbolic
functions and over 100 other functions -

including a few which I didn't know
existed. One of the main advantages of
using RLaB rather than C or Fortran for
this type of work is the amount of house
keeping which the program can do for
you.

For example, RLaB knows about ill-con
ditioned matrices and will take the

appropriate steps when inverting them; it
knows about the errors introduced by
machine rounding, and it can also spot
potential troubles such as underflow or
division by zero and warn you gracefully
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rn You can use RLab

as a powerful
tool for

mathematical

work

rather than

producing
incorrect

results or let

ting your code
crash.

This makes

it possible to
spend more time on programming the task
in hand rather than on writing code to
deal with error trapping or special cases.
The pole-zero plot shown on these pages
took a few minutes to code in RLaB but

would have taken much longer in C- even
assuming that complex number functions
were available.

RLaB's graphics facilities include 2D
line plots and histograms (including error
bars), scattergrams and 3D plots with user-
definable rotation and automatic

hidden-line removal on meshes. The

graphs appear in Draw and can be edited
and saved out for incorporation into a
document processor such as Impression or
TechWriter. Many other formats are sup
ported, such as LaTeX figure and
Postscript, which would be useful for mov
ing graphs between platforms. I would like
to see a little more development in the
graphics area; graph types such as contour
plots and 3D shaded surfaces are de rigour
for high-end visualisation and are very
useful for displaying more complicated
data sets, but neither is currently sup
ported.

Transferring data
I used RLaB to move much of my Matlab
work over to RISC OS and was very
impressed with both the ease with which
this was possible and with the quality of
the results. Much of my work revolves
around engineering design and I was able
to construct models and simulations in a

fraction of the time and effort of C coding.
For large tasks involving hundreds or even
thousands of numbers RLaB proved to be a
much more pragmatic choice than a
spreadsheet; Result/, nearly expired when
faced with such volumes of data but given
sufficient memory RLaB handles them
with ease.

RLaB is currently unique in the RISC OS
software market, so there's no established
competition to compare it against. There is
a very old Archimedes version of Matlab

available in the public domain, but this is
unsuitable for anything except the very
simplest tasks and doesn't really compare
to RLaB.

The real competition comes from the
established rivals on other platforms. On
an FPA-equipped A5000 RLaB runs at a
similar speed to the latest Matlab for
Windows on a 486 PC; RLaB has the
advantages of better desktop integration,
drag-and-drop loading and multitasking
on long operations. Matlab is still the
more powerful product - particularly with
its high-end toolbox modules and its abil
ity to create GUI applications from the
programming language - but unless your
needs are highly specialised you're
unlikely to notice much difference. And of
course Matlab is far from cheap; the cost
of a Matlab site license alone would get
you a copy of RLaB with attached Rise PC
and monitor, so you have to be pretty sure
you'd need the extra features!

Fills a niche
If you are a scientist, engineer, statistician
or mathematician and you own a RISC OS
computer then you should definitely have a
look at RLaB. It is very stable and isan ideal
tool for tasks which are too big or compli
cated for a spreadsheet. It would also be of
interest to teachers in these areas who are

involved in A-level work or higher. RLaB
fills a small but important niche in the sci
entific/engineering market and with luck it
may encourage the development of more
RISC OS software in this area.

Development of RLaB continues apace.
RiscBSD, the enormous project to port
Berkeley UNIX to the Rise PC and A7000,
is currently available in a beta form and it
is hoped that RLaB will soon appear for it,
which will be a very useful option for
those dealing with huge data sets or work
ing in a mixed computing environment.

Also RLaB version 2 is due for release

soon and will provide better memory man
agement, sparse matrix support, improved
3D graphics with point-of-light shading
and even support for non-Euclidean
geometries. Again a port to RiscBSD is
anticipated, which should further improve
the Acorn's capabilities in the A
scientific and mathematical fields. fix)

Product details
Product: RLaB (scientific programming

environment)
Price: Free

Requirements: 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3, hard
disc

Available: ByFTP to micros.hensa.ac.uk, in
directory/micros/arch/riscos/e/e022

Further information: On the WWW at

http://www.eskimo.com/-ians/rlab.html
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4// f/?e /atesf products
on show from the biggest

and best Acorn companies

Tickets on day £2.50 Adults
£1.50 Juniors up to 16

(Advance ticket holders can
enter from 9.30am)

Pre-bookings must be paid in
advance by either cheques or

postal orders and
made payable to WACG Show

(sorry credit cards not
accepted)
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in association with

Our location
Leave the Ml atjunction 39

Take the A636 to Denbj Dale
Cedar Court is 100 yards on the

left from junction 39-M1
M&

CEDAR
COURT
HOTEL

wcumonan.aemon.co.UK ._ m . __

M1, Junction 39,

7722^Toii32383058 Denby Dale Road,
ke@barc.demon.co.uk Wakefield WF4 3QZ

for latest information: http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/wakefield/

Organisers:
Chris Hughes

Tel: 0192 437 9778
e-mail: chris@cumbrian.demon.co.uk

Mike Wilson

Tel: 0113 253 3722 Fax: 0113 238 3058
e-mail: mike@barc.demon.co.uk



A3000 upgrades
Memory
l-4Mb

]-2Mb

(See also the "2nd user" section)
1-2Mb(upgradable to 4Mb) £48
2-4Mb upgrade pack £72
4-8Mb £199
The above upgrades arcall constructed onfour-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for
reliable contact with the A3000 maiivboard. There arc no clips or
wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb upgrade). Some
older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded to 4Mb. but weoilera
trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

Arange of internal hard disc upgrades isavailable. The upgrades
simply pluginto theinternal expansion slot. Alsosuitable for the
A3010.

80Mb £149
120Mb £185
170Mb £2()5
240Mb £23Q

RISC OS 3

ARM3 (25MHz)

(Dealerfitting recommended for the ARM3)

A3010 2-4Mb RAM upgrade
Introductory price £79

A3000 4Mb RAM £99

£99

£39

£39

£129

I A5000
Memory
2-4Mb £69

4-8Mb £199
Dealer fitting for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

A3020/A4000

i A400/1 |
Memory
Per Mb (up to 4Mb) £38

4-8Mb £199

RISC OS 3 £39

ARM3 (25MHz) £129

Hard drives. For prices refer

lo the A310 section.

How to order: Please add

VAT (17.5%) to all prices.
Cheques made payable to
1FEL. Most Credit cards

accepted, and Switch. Official
orders welcome.

Memory
2-4Mb

Hard drives

80Mb

120Mb

140Mb

£74

£96

£132

£147

IFEL
34Culver Road, Saltash, Cornwall PL12 4DR. Tel (01752) 847286. Fax (01752) 840029

Various i
Alsystems SCSI 2 £170

ARM3 £129
RISC OS 3 £39

MEMCIa £39
Hard disc cradle £6

Fan filters (pack of 5) £3
RISC OS manuals, no vat £22
Dongle dangle £6
Chip extractor tool £4
(foregMEMC, ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25

The following items are
reduced to clear. Please

phone to check availability.

1 Meg V Ram £50
Wordworks £25

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades
Memory
l -4Mb £99

'-2Mb £38
2-4Mb £79
The2-4Mb upgrade is constructed ona compact four-layer board.
No soldering is required.

Hard drives

Arange of internal hard discupgrades isavailable. Theupgrades
simply pluginto the internal expansion slot.For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

A310 upgrades
Memory
I-2Mb • £69
I-4Mb £99

AllourA3I0memory upgrades areconstructed using four-layer
circuit boards. There is noother300scries RAM upgrade which has
been available for as long as this one. and which has the same
reputation forqualityand reliability. A fitting serviceis available.
4-8Mb £199

Hard drives

A rangeof internalhard disc upgrades is available. Pricesbelow arc
for completesystems, includingmetalwork,controllercard and
cables as appropriate. Nospecialist knowledge is required eitherfor
installation or use. A backplane is normally required inorderto fita
hard drive.

IDE

850Mb £215
1Gb £240

SCSI

540Mb

1Gb

Backplane (4-slot, four-layer)
Fan for above

RISC OS 3

RISC OS carrier board

ARM3 25MHz

MEMCIa

RISC PC
Extra RAM (SIMM)
4Mb £75

8Mb £130
16Mb £225

32Mb £Call
SIMMstaken in part exchange
(4Mb or larger).
2Mb VRAM £139

RisePC600

4M, HD425 AKF60 £1148

4M. HD425 AKF85 £1426

RiscPC700

5M, HD425 AKF60 £1360

5M, HD425 AKF85 £1635

10M, HD850AKF60 £1692

10M. HD850AKF85 £1970

486PC card £99

(when ordered with RISC PC)

£215

£284

£49

£8

£39

£17

£129

£39

2nd User

Please phone to check
availability.
A3000 I-2Mb £20

A3000 RAM board £5

(ic bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £58

4Mb SIMM (Rise PC) £55

Spares/Repairs
We carry stocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

All products (except sonic from the"2nd User" section) arc fully guaranteed for 12
months. All items normally carried in stock have a 14-day money-back guarantee.



THE terrible paradox about
playing games on the best
Acorn computer in the
world is that it just isn't
fun. In super-boosting the
power of the processor
and radically changing the
way the computer displays
things on the screen,
Acorn has made the Rise
PC about as good for
games as sledgehammers

are for cracking nuts.
Nebulus from Krisalis may

seem nothing more than a
crazy rabbit running round
and round a tower, but try
playing it on a Rise PC and
the colours are so distorted
that it just looks like a
splodge running round and
round another splodge. And
diving out of the sky in
Chocks Away and blasting an
airfield to bits can only be
satisfying if you're in control.
On a Rise PC you're not
because the whole game runs
like a video on fast forward.

Your Tiger Moth plane will
screech through the skies at
eight or nine times the speed
of sound and before you can
figure out that Tiger Moths
never had ejector seats built
into them, you'll have lost
wwiiuwi mi*. — —-a ... —

thing will rush up from under
your wings and kill you.

Not only is all the action
happening too quickly for

you are in the somewhat
humiliating position that the
enemy's got it sussed. For
despite being a set of mere

0 0:29-8

Game On!
Sam Greenhill puts the second-generation
games troubleshooter through its paces

First World War pilots, the
computer enemy is thinking
over its strategy to bring you
down several million times a
second. You don't really
stand a chance.

This is where Game On 2
comes in - its new release
has been scourged of all
known bugs. As the secret
weapon for Rise PC gamers,
it puts a brake on the
machine's runaway speed
and lets you play at the rate
you're used to. It also does
much more than that -
games like Lemmings, Stunt
Racer and Sensible Soccer
won't normally work at all on
a Rise PC, but they will with
the help of GameOn2. Other
games work fine except that
they appear in a letterbox-
shaped space in the middle
of the screen, due to incom-

different Acorn video chips -
Game On 2 sorts it out.

Game On 2 installs as an
application on your hard disc

running - you can make it ware database on the disc
run automatically on start up allows you to scan through a
- then load the game. Using list of most games writtenfor

the Acorn to see whether
they will run on a Rise PC,
with or without Game On 2.
The database is useful but is
not exhaustive.

The Game On 2 application
looks daunting to the techni-

various techniques, it man
ages to trick the computer

out complaint. Alternatively,
Game On 2 can be used to
permanently modify games
so they will always run on

to switch on 'VSync Rate'
and 'VIDC1 Emulation'.
Luckily you do not need to
understand these or even

use them, for the application
knows enough about the
game you want to run to be
able to set the options itself.

I Makes you wonder why they
are there at all really, but
apparently some people like
to tinker.

To a large extent, Game

On 2 works fine and is a life
saver for all those games
f n « ! n r. t A I • P 111 cholf Oil

which to spend their remain
ing days. However, the
product is far from polished
and some people will won
der if they really want Game

the internal workings of
their machine.

Among various problems
with the utility, I tried to run
Impression Style alongside
it, only to be mysteriously
informed that Style was now
corrupt and needed re
installing.

Luckily, it wasn't and

was going on. The utility's
front end is also a little

sloppy, with text messages
running longer than the
boxes they appear in.

Despite these complaints,
there's little point in biting
the hand that feeds, since
Game On 2 is the only way to
make games work on a Rise
PC. For more information,

you can contact The ARM
Club on 0171-624 9918.
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Adventure games

A PACK of four cards, glossy lit
tle cartooned counters, falls on
to the breakfast table. By exam
ining them I find that they are
issued by the World Pog
Federationand that they are 'not
suitable for children under 36
months'. I am comfortably over
36 months and therefore I am
piqued, for Pogs baffle me.

Arethey a form of money? Do
they combine to make some
thing? If I pin one to my lapel,
will I be able to infiltrate the
World Pog Federation headquar
ters?

Fortunately my cornflakes
matter a good deal more to me
than divining the purpose of
Pogs, or hoarding the '24 to col
lect'. If 'Pog' joins the stock of
words I have never quite had
explained to me, like 'futon' or
'sushi', I shall not lie awake at
nights. But the player of an
adventure game has different
priorities.

She certainly wouldn't eat the
cornflakes, which are bound to
be useful later. The set of Pogs
falls on to the table like a
dropped gauntlet. If there are
going to be many Pogs to col
lect, it must be a major element
of the game. The solver itches to
work this out, like a phrase in 1
Acrosswhich runs the wholetop
line of a crossword and sets the
theme for the rest.

Collection games
Most adventures are collection

games at heart. There are bound
to be many different puzzles or
tasks to undertake. If they all
have to be completed in the cor
rect order, the game will be a
'narrow' one, and usually either
dull or very difficult. In a 'wide'
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game, many problems confront
the player at once, some inter
locking but many separate from
each other. A crossword is wide,
a shoot-'em-up game narrow.

In a wide game, each impor
tant puzzle needs its own prize,
a 'treasure' for the player to col
lect. When all the treasures are
collected, the game is either won
immediately or moves on to an
end-game.

In the original Colossal Cave
(1972-77), the rewards are liter
ally treasure. Indeed, the very
first version was written by Will
Crowther forhis children to play;
they had grown up with the idea
of caving, since his ex-wife
Patricia was one of the most
famous cave-explorers in
America.

In Crowther'sgame the player
delves into the Cave, plundering
it for valuables which must be

stored safely back in the old
brick building. In that first chil
dren's version there were only
five or so treasures, mostly left
down in the depths of the cave
to reward careful explorers. In
the final version, as added to by
Don Woods, the treasures - sil
ver bars, a platinum pyramid and
an emerald the size of a plover's
egg, among others - are much
better protected.

After the first few 'cave
games', the thrill of finding this
loot begins to wear off. There is
nothing very scarce or precious
about the words 'silver' and

'platinum', after all, and the
player only really finds the
words game after game. Merely
earning 10 points seems a poor
reward for solving what may
have been a verytricky puzzle.

For some years the result was

Graham Nelson

muses on how

adventure games
bury their treasure

rampant inflation, with treasures
becoming more and more fabu
lously described, scoring more
and more highly. The result can
be like modern pinball
machines, handing out 15 mil
lion points whenever the
ball-bearing hits a bumper, usu
ally by accident.

The possibilities for a pinball
table are pretty limited, but mod
ern video games provide much
more satisfying rewards, by
making the gameplay radically
change and develop. The player
gradually gains entry into new
and fresh-looking regions, or
acquires new abilities: extra fire
power, or wide shooting angles.
The same discovery was made
by Adventure game designers:
players would much rather have
a magic wand than a jewelled
brooch.

Treasure today
Iftreasure objects are not going
to be just tokens exchanged for
points, what else can they be? I
think there are three popular
answers to this in modern

games.

KEYS - Each treasure-object
gives the player a way into a
new region of the game, where
fresh puzzles await. Often, the
treasures link all these regions
or provide magical means of
transportation between them.
For example, Level 9's game
Dungeon (c1983) had a set
of magical collars which could
teleport the player between
certain places. These were
colour-coded, with some
colours more powerful than
others, annoyingly enough imi
tating the colour code for the
painted bands on the side of

resistors. Sometimes the whole
map of the game is held together
this way. The magnificent
Spellbreaker (P. David Lebling,
1986) has a set of intriguing
white featureless cubes, impos
sible to tell apart unless you
write labels on them. These can
transport the player to new
places, and they turn out to be
linked in the design of a tessar-
act, a four-dimensional cube.
Moreover, each represents an
element, like 'Air', 'Water', 'Time'
or 'Magic'. The cubes are not
just a puzzle but are the key
stone of the entire design.
SPELLS - The treasure-objects
are scrolls bearing new spells
for the player to cast upon
things, or perhaps alien-engi
neered machines. Players love
these because they offer so
many new possibilities. An ignite
spell ought to do something
interesting when cast on almost
anything in the game, not just on
obvious firewood. Game design
ers are wary of spells for the
same reason.

For example, my own game
Curses (1993) has a set of Rods
as one of the collectable groups
of treasure items. A typical case
is the Rod of Husbandry, which
has the power to herd animals.
Eventhough it isn't immediately
clear how to use these Rods,
players catch on quickly that it's
a good idea to collect them.
Although each Rod has only a
few different intended uses,
pages and pages of the program
are occupied with finding good
replies to wrong or frivolous
guesses. For example, a bomb
must be defused. Will casting
the Rod of Ice upon it make it
safe? No, as it turns out. Some



Adventure games

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

Other Cell

Time nav-c,

Time passes...
Tillany irots over to you. "I've pot a plan to bring these Leather Goddess |okers to their knees." she

says. Hipping you amatchbook. The cover ol the matchbook is lilted with scrawled notations. "II we can
scrape up these items. Ican whip up something that'll knock 'em cold! ASuper Dutxjr Ann Leather
Goddessesoi Phobos Attack Machine!!!"

.--•read matchbook
Most ol the scrawlings are a"blueprint" lor avastly complicated device. Below that is apans list:

1. a common household blender
2. sixleetol rubber hose
.', a pair ol cotton balls
4. an eighty two degree angle
5. a headlight Irom any IW.* Ford
6. a white mouse

7. any si/e photo oi Douglas Fairbanks
H. acopy ol the Cleveland phone book

m iliany. ihank ••
Tillany is counting on her lingers and mumbling to hersell and fails to nonce that you've spoken.

How to handle the unexpected input

players even cast the Rod of Fire
upon it, and if the game is going
to remain plausible it has to
make sure this has fatal conse

quences.

INGREDIENTS - To complete
some super-puzzle, the player
has to find a list of unlikely or
difficult-to-find objects. For
instance, in the very tongue in
cheek Leather Goddesses of

...---- x—— 1, ,

the player's work is cut out for
her. I particularly like the gener
ous concession that any sized
photo of Douglas Fairbanks will
do.

For your information

Hiding places
In modern games, treasures are
guarded, not simply left around
to reward the diligent explorer.
This guardian may not literally
be on guard, like a doorkeeper
or a dragon perched on its for
tune, it may be someone who
happens to have the treasure
without even knowing it. For
example, if a hermit is using the
l_i:Hl* A null n( r\n#«4inw nr* a

doorstop, then the player will
have to find a new way of keep
ing the door open, and that will
be the puzzle that safeguards
the treasure.

Alternatively, the guard may
be a locked compartment, such
as a display case in the Tower of
London. Keys come in many
forms and often the key is a
combination of some kind,

worked out by deciphering some
inscription.

Finally, an old favourite is to
leave the treasure apparently
quite unguarded - and yet in the

ing on the edge of a cliff,
perhaps, or supporting the ceil
ing. A tantalising glance is
available but only with great care
can the player safely extract the

'Pog' Is a trade mark of the World Pog Federation. Spellbreaker is still available in various
Infocom compendiums on sale from Activision, though an adapter called an 'Infocom
interpreter', such as Kevin Bracey'sZip2000, is needed to run iton RISC OS.

treasure from the situation, like
the cat-burglar in a 1970s caper
movie.

Setting the rewards, and the
goals, is one of the earliest tasks
for any game-writer. I hope I've
argued that it's much more than
simply working out a scoring
system, because the 'treasures'
are a major part of the game.

Interactive fkthin
ft.

It's time to remind readers of the

Acorn User Interactive Fiction
Competition, announced last
month. Write a short adventure

game on any theme, without
infringing anybody's copyright,
and send it to Acorn User- with

a file containing the solution -
by July 1. We hope to be pub
lishing the best entries.

Coming up next month: a
review of Topologika's Acheton,
an Archimedes version of an old

British classic.
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Adventure games

Global
Effect
Steve Mumford tries his

hand at land management
on a planetary scale

Both versions of Sim City
proved to be very popular;
whether this was due to the
detailed nature of the simulation

or the fact that the player could
unleash disasters on the town

with a touch of a button, is as
yet unclear. However, the idea of

creating a virtual environment in
this way caught on, and streams
of bigger and more ambitious
simulations popped up. And so
to Global Effect - as its name

suggests, you won't just be deal
ing with a small town in the
middle of nowhere here. The
game is observed from the
planet's perspective, and all
aspects from global warming to
depletion of the ozone layer are
calculated. It's up to you to cre
ate a society that can live in
harmony with the planet.

Thereare variousways to play
Global Effect, each requiring its
own set of skills. You can play
on your own with an environ
ment tailored to your
specifications - an ideal way to
get to grips with the gameplay.
There are also eight predefined
scenarios to give you a greater
challenge, including a world
wracked with seismic activity.
The idea behind these situations

is to make use of the strong
points of each world,without tip
ping the balance of the
ecosystem. It's possible to play
these scenarios against a com
puter player, and this might be a
good method of picking up the
odd hint.

If that isn't enough, you can
opt to "save a world' by taking
on one of four ailing worlds and
attempting to nurse it back to
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health. You can choose from a

planet in the aftermath of a
nuclear war to a world that's suf

fered terrible global warming.
Whateveryou decide, you'll have
a time limit in which to turn the

tide and restore the population,
taking care to avoid damaging
the planet any further. Finally,
for those who have mastered all
that these situations can offer

them, there is the opportunity to
'rule the world', where you are
pitted against a ruthless oppo
nent who will try to use and
abuse the planet to further their
own nefarious schemes.

The playfield consists of a
large viewing area looking on to
a magnified view of your present
location. On the right is the tool
bar that houses all of the icons

you'll need for construction, as
well as a keypad for scrolling
round the map and a button that
provides you access to a huge
bank of information - surface

temperatures, ozone layer mea
surements and pollution data
amongst others are all displayed
as full-screen colour coded

maps. Textual information is
also available to help you deter
mine whether your services are
running at full capacity.

Global Effect is very much a
nuts-and-bolts simulation; you
won't be building any marinas or
subways here. Your tools
revolve around production of
food as well as power - coal, oil
and nuclear fuels can all be

utilised - and you can manage
the land by hemming your cities
in with trees, green belts or nat
ural boundaries. Storage tanks
can help you conserve what

resources you have, and re
cycling centres reduce the
build-up of pollution. Affected
by man-made influences on the
planet, the landscape will
change as you watch - if you're
doing badly the forests will
shrink as the deserts encroach
on your territory and the water
levels rise.

Howdoes Global Effect play?
Well, it's pretty complex and the
manual doesn't have a tutorial

section so you'll be on your own
from the start. It's not obvious

how the structures can interact,
and a fair amount of trial and

error is needed before you can
really get into the game. The
controls are easy to use,
although flicking through the
length of the tool bar every time
you want to build a structure
can prove tiresome.

Marred by a couple of rough
edges including some spelling
that I might describe as avant
garde, it's not a game that will
appeal to everyone's tastes.
However, perseverance pays off
and if you're interested in the
complex systems that control
our environment, Global Effect
could be the game you've been
looking for. Eclipse can be
reached by phone on (01243)
531194 or by e-mail at eclipse
©argonet.co.uk.

One final note - in this partic
ular version of Global Effect, the
battle system has not been
enabled, limiting the game to the
more peaceful elements of world
control. Eclipse hope to release
the battle system as a future
upgrade - contact them for more
details on the price and availabil
ity of this module.

You need power - but how to make it?



THE Da\afh Tel/fax 01934 823005

fonts @Datafile.demon.co.uk

URW75 font pack.

L®

Letrasef i
30 font pac

All fonts fully hinted to Acorn speefrtf™

Mfffl-

/ / Design by Tony Nash

c/frart

FREEPOST EH2725, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
y Bar coding systems Tel/Fax: (01592) 592265

Wo supply a range ol high »il_.__. • i„.,..jr,t.
uaiity bar code readers trom Memory Upgrades

Bar Coding Systems
Wo supply a range of high

. qualify bar code readers from
. various manufacturers. Integrated

• into the RISC OS 2 or 3 desktop.

' Software processing of the bar codes
y allows Input Into any multitasking

r application. Uses include book checking In
• libraries,product labellingand POSfacilities.

7

' Wo also producesoftware to creatonumerousformats
' of bar codes yourself, enabling all kinds of Information

to bo stored and read back by a roador.

Y Music Setups
Wo supply a range of keyboards,

- synthesisers. sound expansion
. modules, MIDI Intorfaces and software

• to provide you with a complete MIDI setup,
• for example:

. ' Audio Dynamics PoworWAVE 50XG card, Yamaha
CBX-K1 XG MIDI master keyboard, Sibelius 6

Version 3. Yamaha YST-M5 activo speakers, power
/ supplies and2 metre MIDI cable- only£649.00 Inclusive!

•talk' utility, linking any two
RISCOS 3 computers via serial and/or

parallel cables.

Serial: 2m • £29.95. 5m - £31.95,10m - £35.95
Parallel: 2m - £31.95, 5m - £35.95,10m - £42.95

Both: 2m - £43.90. 5m • £49.90, 10m - £60.90

Longer serial cables arc available to order.
Please call for prices.

Computer Systems
Prices oro for anything other than a credit card
Rise PC600 4Mb*0Mb HD425. AKF60 - £1308.53
RISCPC700 4Mb+1MbHD425, AKF60- £1551.03
Rise PC700 8Mb+2Mb HD850, AKF60 - £1929.33
Optionswhen buyinga Rise PC:
AKF60 (14")to AKF90 (17")- add £369.57
1Mb VRAM to 2Mb VRAM- add £100.00
PC Cards- from £116.33 to £468.00
Quad speed CDROMdrives - from £126.90

Please call to check prices. Others available
A30101-2Mb- £44.65
A3010 2-4Mb- £99.00

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:
4Mb- £84.00
8Mb -£156.00

16Mb-£362.50

32Mb - £775.00
1Mb VRAM-from £80.00

2Mb VRAM- £175.00

Music & Sound
This is a small example of our music section

DM150-£122.50

Eagle M2- £365.00
MIDI Max- £75.00

Music Studio 32 - £90.95
PowerWAVE 30 - £209.95

PowerWAVE 50XG - £283.95

Rhapsody 3- £86.95
Sorenado- £87.95

Sibelius 6 V.3-£187.00

Sibelius 7 Student V.3 - £523.00
Sibelius 7 V.3 - £925.00

VTIPrinter port samplor - £54.95
Yamaha YST-M5 speakers - £49.00

Yamaha YST-M10speakers - £69.00
Various keyboards &synths - ECall

Hardware & Software
— Hard drives & kits - ECall

Pocket Book A- Link - £49.90
Scart load-£10.95

Alone in tho Dark - £30.00
Anagram Genius - £18.00
The Cobalt Seed - £22.00

DarkWood - £22.00
Dune II-£31.00

Dune II CD - £45.00
Empire Soccer - £22.00

Fire &lco-£17.50
Game Onl 2-£15.00

High Rise Racing - £22.50
Global Effect-£31.00
PC Exchange-£29.35

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00
Prophet 2- £160.00

Revolver-£14.50

Rick Dangerous-£16.10

We Will

attempt to
match or

beat any
advertised

price.

This isa very small selection ofour range. Call orwrite for your free catalogue. 0% finance available.
Allprices INCLUDE VAT and carriage
Olficial orders and callers welcome

The Panasonic PD System.
There are THREE ways of looking at it.

1. A new 4x speed
CD-ROM

drive.

3. A new low price.

Panasonic
Optical Storage

Order Form
I WOUld like tO Order :- PriceIncludes1 re-writable cartridge- worthE39 + VAT

Panasonic PD internal drive for Rise PC £399.00 + VAT

2. A new low cost

650MB

Optical disk drive.

Now
From

[£399-
+ VAT

*--*

Panasonic PD external drive
(suitable for use withany machine withSCSIInterface)

£549.00 +VAT

Name:

Address:

Extra 650MBre-writable cartridges £39.00 + VAT
All drives are sent by Courier Delivery. Please add £10 +VAT to the above prices. Post Code: Phone:
Ienclose Cheque for £ / Please Charge my Credit Card No expires
Send your completed Order Form to: PD Offer, The Acorn Centre -Cardiff, 42 Crwys Road, Cardiff, CF2 4NN Tel 01222 644611 Fax 01222 644622



Coypu review

Coypu can handle largedatafiles, so isperfect for
plotting theresults of long-term data logging

I like a program with a sense of humour.
Coypu has an advantage from the start,

being a fatter, more sophisticated version
of SCME's Mouse Plotter - a coypu is a
large rodent which was introduced to the
UK from South America and is now beat
ing up our water vole population with
abandon, but it doesn't do to stretch
metaphors too far.

Coypu the program is essentially a scat
ter and line graph plotter. It doesn't do bar
or pie charts, or fancy 3D effects - if these
are important to you, then Clares' Plot or a
spreadsheet like Eureka or Schema would
bea better buy- but this isn't really a criti
cism. The definitive Archimedes plotting
package has yet to arrive, but Coypu does
very well at plotting two particular types
of graphs: equationplotsand data plots.

Equation plots
Plotting graphs basedon equations is not a
common exercise outside the classroom,

Parametric equationscangiveinteresting results.
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Coypu

although given the popularity of
the spirograph programs in
*INFO it seems that many Acorn
User readers are closet recre

ational mathematicians.
Whatever your reason to plot
these, Coypu does it well, recog
nising a number of different
equation types. Not only will it
plot simple equations such as:

which incidentally you can enter
just like that - Coypu understands
implicit multiplication - but it
also parametric equations where
both x and y depend on a third
variable:

x=2sin(t)

y=cos(2t)

It will also do polar plots, where
the radius is dependent on the angle.

A most useful feature of Coypu is that
you can specify constants in your equa-

Dave Matthewman investigates a
rodent that's larger than a mouse

Coypu cando a good Spirograph impression

tion. Forinstance, you can tell it to plot:
y=mx+c

(the classic straight line) and then specify
particular values of m and c for it to plot.
Even better than this, you can specify one
value to vary as you drag the plot around
the graph, so you can watch the value of
m increase as you steepen the graph by
dragging with the mouse. On faster
machines such as the Rise PC this can be

performed in real time for simple graphs.
For simple x=f(y) functions, Coypu will

also plot the first and second derivatives of
the functions, which it docs by a numeri
cal rather than an analytical method. It
won't therefore actually give you the equa
tion for the derivative, but it will make a
good attempt at plotting it even for fairly
complicated functions.

You can move a cursor around the

graph to read values off it; this not only
snaps to the plot but also to grid lines
making (for instance) intercepts with the
axes very easy to find.

Data plotting
Coypu's other main mode of operation is
in plotting data. You can enter up to 16
points directly, but for most serious use



you'll want to import them from some
other application, perhaps even a data log
ger. Coypu accepts both CSV and SID files,
although a few other older formats can be
converted into SID files by the utility sup
plied.

I imported a massive 10,000 point, four-
channel recording into Coypu and it
plotted it successfully, a task which has
been known to defeat more expensive
alternatives. It wasn't quick, but it did pro
duce the plots, and it did give a rather cute
'scampering mouse' hourglass while it was
thinking.

Post-processing of data is rather limited;
you can find and plot linear regression
lines (which will also give you the mean
and standard deviation for both sets of

data), but not much else. This limitation is
an expected one given that this is basically
a plotting package, but if you do intend to
do much analysis of the data then a
spreadsheet or (even better) a statistics
package like 1st will also be needed.

Conclusion
I would have liked a little more control

over the size and appearance of the graphs

Product details
Supplier: AtomwideLtd
Address: 7 The MetroCentre, Bridge Road,

Orpington, Kent, BR5 2BE

Tel: (01689) 814500

Fax:(01689)814501

Email: sales@atomwide.co.uk

Price: £39 + p&p +VAT. Also available as a bundle
with a membrane keyboard at £49+ VAT or
tactile version for £59 + VAT.

produced by Coypu - an option to re-size
the window and then scale the graph to
fit would have been welcome. Coypu's
toolbar is a little odd too, perhaps as a
result of its Mouse Plotter ancestor; there
are three ways to zoom in to the graph
(two of which work the opposite way
from the other) and no Save or Print but
tons.

None of these minor quibbles should
put you off an otherwise very well-
designed application. Schools will of
course love it, but anyone else with an
interest in graphs and £50 to spare should
also consider it.

On my left I have the very capable Plot
from Clares which has a wider range of
graph styles but is tailored more towards
presentation of data. On the right is the
much cheaper Equate which was reviewed
in July 1995's Acorn User and is worth
considering as a cheaper function plotter
with no data presentation facilities. What
might just swing the vote for Coypu is the
eight worksheet-type examples that come
with it, the best introduction to the pro
gram that you could hope for and 1_T
educational to boot. fix)

Coypu review

• Differential Calculus™ is a registered
trade mark of Isaac Newton Ltd,
Cambridge, England. The value of e
appears courtesy of Euler Corp. - The
Coypumanual.

Product details
Supplier: Shell Centre for Mathematical

Education

Tel: 0115-951 4415

Fax:0115-9791813

E-mail: Steve.Jeffery@nottingham.ac.uk
WWW:

http://acorn.educ.nottingham.ac.uk/Shell

Cent/

Price: ??

Pros: Easyto use • Handleslarge data files
• Good manual and examples

Cons: Limited number of graph types •

Controlover graph size a little
awkward

Keyboard
encoder

Anyone who uses both Acorns and PCs will
be pleased with the Atomwide keyboard

encoder designed for the pre-Risc PC Acorn
computer. It allows a PC keyboard to be fitted
to an Acorn machine so that the user doesn't

have to use different key layouts on each
machine. It also provides a cheaper way of
replacing a worn Archimedes keyboard.

The keyboard encoder is a small white box -
similar in size to a matchbox. It uses the latest

PIC microprocessor technology and has a short
lead which connects up to the keyboard socket
on the computer. The encoder itself has two
sockets, one for the new keyboard (it will
accept almost any IBM PS/2 or Cherry-compati
ble keyboard) and the other for a standard
Acorn mouse to fit into.

Fitting the encoder and changing the key
board can be done very quickly, no
configuration is required - it really couldn't be
simpler

The reset button, usually located on the
Acorn keyboard, is situated on the encoder box.
It is a small, recessed button which has to be
pressed with a pointed object to be reset - so
there's no chance of accidentally resetting your
machine.

The encoder can be attached to your com
puter with two adhesive strips supplied and
because of its size it is unobtrusive.

The keyboard encoder is compatible with the
Acorn A300, A400, A400/1, A540, A4000 and
A5000 series machines. Jjt

Karen Peach ^lU
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DALRIADA DATA TECHNOLOGY

GraghMate
Presentation graphics without tears.

• Extensive controls over graph appearance
• OLE compatible with Impression; links with TableMate 3
• Word-wrapping text / scaleable graphics anywhere you want
• Customisable key/legend areaswith automatic formatting
• Full colour control, background and shadow effects
...justfar too manyfeatures to describe here - why notsendan
SAEforfull information? Single user pack - £45.

Diagrams of all sorts - in a flash!
• Flowcharts, organisational charts, annotated diagrams

spider diagrams, process diagrams - and more!
• Automatic connection of symbols using Artificial Intelligence

Single User - £50. TableMate 3 User - £45.

TableMate
"Possibly an essential purchase"
"I wouldrecommend this package to anyone"

- TableMate2 & 3 Reviews, ArchiveMay 95/Fcb.96

Single User £34-50; Upgrade from Style/Publisher £19-50

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ. 01926 492459

Colour Printer
Ribbons & Reloads

Just takethetopoff,takeout theold ribbonand reloadit
with anew one. Full instructions supplied.

Complete One Five
ribbon reload reload

Citizen Swift/ABC/224 £11.95 £6.99 £29.95
Panasonic KXP2123/2124/ 180 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
Panasonic KXP2135 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
StarLC2009pin £9.64 £5.99 £23.95
Star I.C24-10/20/200 £9.64 £6.99 £29.95
Seikosha SL95 £14.95 £6.99 £29.95
Star LC24-30/LC240 £8.99 £4.95 £19.99

Inkjet Refills
For: HPDESKJET 500,510,520,550,500C, 550C, 560C.
EPSON STYLUS 800,1000. CANON BUBBLEJET BC-01,
BJ10E/EX/SX, BC02, BJ200, BJ130, BJ300, BJ330.
OLIVETTI JP150,250,350. CITIZEN PRQJET.

6Refill Kit 120ml pureblack £16.99
CANON BJC600, BJC4000

20Refill Kit 120ml pureblack £16.99
EPSON STYLUS fourrefills 120ml pureblack £16.99
TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS FOR ILP. DESKJET RANGE

CANON BJC600, BJC4000 etc. 10Refillsof Yellow,
Magenta&Cyan 180ml £24.99

EPSON STYLUS TRICOLOUR refills

Yellow, Magenta &Cyan 180ml £24.99
Print IleadRecovery Fluid forunblocking nozzles £5.95
Important: Please state type when ordering.

Special Re-Ink
ForPanasonic1080/81,1124,1180,2123,2135, Star LC200 9
Pin, EpsonLQ100, Oki 182/390,Blackbottle will re-ink 100
♦ ribbons £9.95

Black Printer
Ribbon Reloads

Just take thetopoff, take outtheold
ribbon and reload it with a new one.
CitizenSwift/ABC/120D 5 black
reloads £9.99
Star I.CHI/20/100 5black reloads£4.99
Star LC24 Range 5black reloads...£9.99
Seikosha 1900/2400/SL95 5 black
reloads £9.99
Epson FX80/LQ800 Range 5black
reloads £11.99
Star I.C24-30/LC240 5 black
reloads £14.99

T-shirt Printing Ribbons
PrimOnTof\m, IronOnT-Shiri

4ColourCitizenSwift/ABC/
240 £19.99

4 Colour Citizen Swift

(Reload) £9.99

4 Colour Star LC10 £10.99

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin £12.99

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

(Reload) £7.99

4 Colour Star LC20024 Pin £19.99

4ColourStar 24 Pin (Reload) £9.99
1 Colour Star I.C10 £9.99

1 Colour Star I.C200 9 Pin £9.99

1Colour all Star 24 Pin £9.99

1Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/
MX80 £9.99

1Colour Epson LX80 £9.99
1 Colour Panasonic KXP1080 £9.99

Wide range ofother ribbons aaiiUble

All Pricesinclude VAT and Carriage
How toorder: Enclose cheques/PO made payable to

CARE PRODUCTS or use Access/Visa.

CARE PRODUCTS
Dept ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Garston,

Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Tel: 01923 894064 Fax: 01923 672102

CONTRARY TO WHAT YOU MAY

HAVE READ....
THE DATA STORE is still fully committed to Acorn.

There has never been a belter time to invest in a new Acorn

computer, with new models, lower prices and the following
special offers for either educational or home/business

purchasers:

SCHOOLS!

Ifyou are within 30 miles of our base in Bromley (Kent),
we provide FREE delivery and installation, plus

TWO HALF-DAY TRAINING SESSIONS FREE during the year
following purchase of any Acorn computer system.

If you want the highest possible level of after-sales service and
support, our reputation is unbeatable.

Please phone for full details.

HOME USERS!

Take advantage of Acorn's 20:20 FINANCE SCHEME.
Buy a new computer system and spread the cost over

20 months with NO INTEREST TO PAY. Again, please phone
for full details (written details on request).

And we offer a huge range of ex-stock peripherals, add-ons and
software for all Acorn computers which you can see in our

comfortable showroom.

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400
Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

Acorn Centre of Technology

rchimedes I ublic A#omain Mibrary

glf TtHPOLibrwry

P. D., Shareware, and low cost
software for Acorn computers. (lirx&i^K^

APDL Clip Art CD-1 only £22.50
APDL Clip Art CD-2 only £22.50

Eachcontainsaround500Mb, all in Acornformat
(Sprite, Drawfile andArtworks). Idealfor schools.
Buy both Clip Art CDs for just £42

APDL PD CD-1 only £17.50
APDL PD CD-2 only £17.50

Ahugecollection ofP.D. andShareware at a realistic price.
Buy both PD CDs for just £32

Hard discs
Low cost IDE and SCSI drives and interfaces for all models

A310/A400 IDE
2l0Mb-£160, 340Mb-£185. 512Mb - £210. 850Mb - £230, 1.2Gb-£255

A3010/A3000IDE
80Mb-£145, 120Mb-£169, 260Mb - £225, 340Mb - £245, 810Mb - £399

A310/A400/A5000/Risc PC SCSI
Baredrives - 240Mb - £95, 1Gb- £239, Complete - 240Mb£199, 1Gb- £349
Pricesinclude cables, brackets andfillings. Lots of others available.
Syquest EZ 135Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internal or external
Discsonly£17. Solveyourbackup andsecurity problems -from £179
pi Iic Risc pCRAM upgrades and the famous APDL part-exchange scheme
r uo ifyou need a bigger hard disc (eg. 210Mb to512Mb for only £125).

For a catalogue please send £1 orfour Isi class stampsto
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

jS^gl Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 (—
'^lijjM&) Prices include VAT and carriage - Nothing more to pay! V/SA



Education editorial

Acorn Advantage
Fina and Midland Bank boost the Acorn Advantage Programme for 1996

Midland Hank and Fina Pic have

expanded their involvement in
Acorn Education's ground-breaking
Advantage loyalty scheme which offers
free curriculum resources to schools in

exchange for Advantage points. Other con
firmed partners for 1996 include Ladybird
Books, Parker and Paper Mate pens and
Helix.

Since Acorn Advantage was launched in
September 1994, over 13,000 schools have
registered for membership and almost
9,000,000 points have been awarded. Mid
land Bank will be offering Advantage
points as an alternative to the annual cash
donation made to secondary schools that
operate Midbanks - pupil banking systems
run in conjunction with local branches.
Midland Bank will also make a donation

of Advantage points for newly installed
Midbanks.

In the promotion with Fina Pic, 'Fina for
You' vouchers, collected when purchasing
petrol at one of over 500 Fina petrol sta
tions, can be exchanged for Advantage
points vouchers which can then be
donated to schools. The ICD Marketing
Services Schools Survey programme is to be
expanded nationwide in 1996. The scheme
enables schools to collect Advantage points
in return for completed research question
naires from parents, friends and relatives.

In the last year, over 1,000 schools have
taken part in the survey programme, earn
ing more than 750,000 Advantage points,
and schools of all sizes have already joined

the scheme for 1996. Acorn Advantage
points can be redeemed against curriculum
resources from the extended Advantage
Portfolio which includes a wide selection

of curriculum resources, from violins to
microscopes and computer hardware to
video cameras.

Advantage points can also be earned by
schools purchasing Acorn computers, and,
when individuals buy an Acorn computer
for the home or business, points can be
donated to a school of their choice. Addi

tionally, anyone using an Acorn VISA card
can generate Advantage points for their
nominated school.

To apply for an Acorn VISA card call the
Freephone number 0800 776262. Schools
requiring more information on Acorn
Advantage should call (01223) 254527.

My view
Now please, Acorn, don't take this the
wrong way. What Acorn is doing with
companies like Fina and Midland is great.
Parents buying petrol and students run
ning their own bank can all earn points
which can be 'spent' on a whole range of
equipment for schools - not just Acorn
equipment either.

But why? Why do British schools have
to rely so heavily on what are effectively
sales promotions to get equipment for our
youngsters. Almost weekly we hear of yet
more complaints about UK education. 'Our
children are failing', 'they are behind their
European peers' and 'the standard of edu

Contacting me

You can contact the

Education page by

writing to me, Geoff
Preston at Acorn User,

IDGMedia, Media House,

Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP or

by e-mail to:

gpreston@arcade.demon.

co.uk

Camboard
iJH

icence

cation is dropping' are all phrases we've
heard more than once over the last few

months. Why is this?
My 6-year-old twins attend an excellent

local primary school. Their Information
Technology capability, however, has come
not from school but largely from me. They
are very fortunate that their father does
what he does, and as a result are sur
rounded by high technology. In fact, there
is more IT hardware and software at home

than at their school.

But what about the children whose

father isn't an Information Technology
coordinator and freelance writer? Their

schools simply do not have the funds to
provide the resources required for teaching
IT into the next century. And it's not just
IT that is under-funded.

The school recently had to update its
rather old reading scheme and to do that
had to supplement its capitation with
money provided by a car boot sale, a sum
mer fair and coffee mornings. This,
remember, was to buy materials to teach
children to read! And this school is rela

tively fortunate - with one computer in
every class, they are better off than many.

Standards are dropping? I don't think
so. Staff are generally doing the best with
what they've got and still setting the high
est possible standards. But what they've
got is often not enough. For this reason,
many have to rely too heavily on sales
gimmicks and handouts to get the basic
tools to do the job.

Siiyle circuits

Simple Circuits

Click oil kon lo start m 1

THERE is now a site licence option for Simple
Circuits, (see Acorn UserNovember 1995, page
90) the combined software and hardware
product designed to teach children the princi
pals of electricity. The site licence costs
£49.95 which includes one hardware pack.
Single user packs are £29.95 with a £20 single
user to site licence upgrade.

Camboard can be contacted on (01223)

264512. Camboard'sSimple Circuits is now even better value
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* * * NSW RANGES * * *

P. t>. GAMES
Buy by the discfull or the complete collection of 64 games on HD £13 - DD £17

P.O. UTILS
Buy by the discfull or the complete collection of 54 utils on HDE17- DD £20

These two collections offer good value for money, the Utils contains, Translator,
Creator, Blackhole, Copier, latest version of Zap etc.

MANY NEW CLIPART AND TEXT FILES

new range cj glamour (d/MotoS to grace me
discerning ^entiemans lop drawer.

Vuperl) photos ofSome ofme worlds vest glamour models in expensive locutions.

Q0in JPEG formal at ISO ^SD Bisc, 5M'ici 6:00
Ufflany other new glamour disci available, icnd2 x2§p

Stamps lor MlHit anddisc ofsamples.
Thisrange replaces our original stock, as these photos are ol a MUCH higher quality.

For full product catalogue please send 4 X 25p stamps

Softcentre

CHEQUES, P.0..VISA, SWITCH ETC. UNDER £10 PLEASE ADD E1 TO COVER BANK CHARGES.
P&P JUST £1.50 FOR ANY ORDER (NOT 50+BLANK DISCS)

Pari enchase to
RiscPC

Rise PC600 £ II48.00
4Mb RAW, 425Mb tfl), RO 3.6 j
Rise PC700 5M
4Mb RAM.425Mb HD.1MbVRAM

£1360.00

Rise PC700 I0M
8Mb RAM. 850Mb HD, 2Mb VRAM

£1692.00

17 monitoroption add
Quad CDROM Drive add

£ 325.00

£ 95.00

Tqplcal Trade in
Allowances

A3000

A440/I
A4000

A5000

PC600 / AKF60

AKF1I/I2/I7/40

AKFI8

£125

£225

£300

£425

£700

£ 50

£ 75

AJS Computers
Millstone House

51 Heath Drive

Chelmsford Essex CMz oHE
tel 0X245 345263

fax 01245 345233
email iales@ajscompt.ilemon.co.uk

all pricesplus vatandcarriage

Simms for RiscPC
exchange 4Mb to 8Mb- £75.00

exchange 4Mb to 16Mb- £235.00
exchange 8MB to 16Mb- £165.00

additional 4Mb - £65.00

additional 8Mb - £135.00

additional 16Mb - £265.00

PC Card CHchangesi
Exchangeyour old 486SX card |

for a new higher spec card

PC486DX2-66 - £149.00

PC486DX4-100 - £199.00

PC5x86 - £399.00

Special Offer

A3010+flKr*52
a 2Mb RAM

• 1.6Mb Floppy
• 12months warranty
• AKF52 M/S monitor

£345.00
options:

2^JMB upgrade - £85.00
60Mb Hard drive - £125.00

See us at the

Wakefield Acorn

Spring Show I 1
Hard Disk Exchanges

For A5000 and A4000.
40 or 80Mb to 210 Mb - £ 69.00

40 or 80Mb to 425 Mb - £ 139.00

for RlscPC600

210Mb to 425Mb - £ 99.00

for RiscPC700

425Mb to 850Mb - £ 79.00

Software transferred free.

PDCD-1PDCD-2PDCD-3
' Thlj 5g2?Btians •ThiSf Qgipntains .ThisjCgWains

7^ Tf ' Tf
Special Offer Buy 2 CD's get 1 FREE

he Datafile Catalogue an

We can offer you a truely massive choice of PD,

Freeware and Shareware.

Why pay for other libraries catalogues
ours is FREE Cat® Datafile.demon.co.uk

TTDnce MIgaggfics ©IF Msaytom
Full version Single x

Merlin Demo Disc £1

Dealer discounts aviiilivMJ

TTIfri® Mlaigpcs ODtT MayHEPSK^nnni

THE

71 Ahsou

Telesales and Mail Order ONLY *

Tel/fax 01934 823005Dcftajile sbb;

Resource Disc

TextEase &s$%es Resource Disc NEW £12.95
Impression Publisher Resource Disc £12.95
Impression Style Resource Disc £12.95
Ovation Resource Disc £10.52

Avery Label Templates for Publisher/Style and Ovation £9.34
Artworks Resource Disc £10.52

Draw Clip Art Collections Drawn in the uk
Party, Wedding & Anniversary 2diMo- £16.45
Parish Magazine Set 4discs £19.95
Primary Teachers Clip Art Set 2discs £16.45
Map Set UK -Europe -World 3discs SPECIAL OFFER £18.00
Greeks & Romans with ciearview guide NEW £11.75
Anglo-Saxons &Vikings wim ciearview guide NEW £11.75

i - help files, borders, backgrounds &more...

spages Resource Disc

The NormanS with ClearView guide - 2discs
World War One with ClearView guide - 3discs
World Animals

19th Century Britain with ClearView guide
Earth & the Solar System with ciearview guide
Rockets & Space Travel
Story of Flight
Military Aircraft includes ww-i and ww2

Applications
ClearView 2 hypertext/multl-media authoring system

£18.80

£23.50

£9.34

NEWE11.75

NEWE11.75

£9.34

£9.34

£9.34

£39.00

DRAWChanger Draw special effects SPECIALOFFER £19.00

All prices include VAT. Add £1 postage to all orders
^5T Sales Hotline

Dep AU5, PO Box 97, Exeter, EX4 4YA Phone/Fax 01392 221702
for Australia- KidsRam241 Hawkesbury Road, Winmalee,2777 NSW Phone 047544 344
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wizard
data handling program

Data handling is one of the National
Curriculum Information Technology

strands and to be able to make any in
roads into the attainment targets for that
strand, you'll need a dedicated data han
dling program. In my experience, data
handling programs seem to fall into one of
two categories - they are aimed at either
the very young or are professional type
products; only a couple of programs actu
ally fit in between the two extremes.
Merlin is one such program which is
specifically aimed at Key Stages 3 and 4,
although it could be used at KS 2.

The pack comes in a clear folder con
taining two A4 books and two discs. The
first book is a manual which takes you
from installation through to advanced use
in a clear and concise way. The second
book is entitled Coursework Plans for Data

Handling and includes some lesson plans
with tasks intended to cover the attain

ment targets. The two discs contain the
programs and some example files.

The software
Merlin is not one program but two, and
what you want to do will determine which
you'll need to use. The main program will
not allow you to alter the datafile in any
way. To do that or create a new file, you'll
need to load MerlinEd - the editor. The

main program can search, sort and display
only.

This approach has the advantage that
publicly accessible datafilcs (such as those
on a network) cannot be altered without

jsriin smtaag:
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Data can be viewed in columns which is very
reminiscent of QuestD

Geoff Preston looks at

The Advisory Unit's
database, Merlin

Jargon Box
For those not familiar with data handling

terms, think of a card index system used

to locate books in the library.
Datafile: Information on a common theme.

The library's card index.

Record: Information about one thing. Each
bookin the library will havea cardwith
information about that one book. All

cards (or records) contain the same type

of information stored in fields.

Field:Acategory of informationeg. name
of book, publisher, author, ISBN etc.

String:Aword or phrasemadefromletters
and/or numbers.

Integer:Awholenumbercontaining no
fractions.

Real number: A number containing a

fraction eg 7.1, 3.9 or 7.0.

the editor. On the other hand, it does

mean that more advanced students might
find themselves needing to swap continu
ously between the two programs. For this
reason, I'd like to see a third program on
the disc: one that does it all.

Handling the data
Some of the jargon surrounding data han
dling is slightly unfriendly, but 'searches'
and 'subsets' are in widespread use within
data handling and so I'm not sure that
replacing them with alternative words is
necessarily a good idea. But that's what
they've done. If you want to search, you
select 'Question' from the menu. Searches
can be made on data in any field, or in
any two fields. Sorting can also be carried
out on two fields and any of the subsets
can be saved.

Merlin database review

Graph output can be saved as a
drawfile, but limited to fairly

simplegraph types
EB ggQBJBgE

Data types
Merlin will handle the usual text, integer
and real number (referred to as a decimal
number) only. Time and formulae are not
catered for although graphics can be
included, but, rather annoyingly, I could
find no way of retrieving a graphic once it
had been placed into a record.

Entering data
For lovers of QuestD, Merlin will seem
vaguely familiar. It has the same eight let
ter field name restriction and displays
datafiles in a very similar fashion. Creat
ing a new datafile begins by 'Editing the
Header' (which in usual data processing
parlance means creating the fields and
declaring the data types). Each field can
have an explanation attached, and up to
40 fields can be used.

Entering data is straight forward and
CD type controls are used to move
between records. I was slightly concerned
that I was allowed to enter 5.5 into a field

that had been declared type integer, and
even more concerned when I was allowed

to display and even sort it. 1 was then
quite amazed that I was then allowed the
sort an integer field that contained a A
string. That, 1feel, is not good. iWj

Product details
Product: Merlin

Supplier: TheAdvisory Unit: Computers in
Education

Tel: (01707) 266714

Fax: (01707) 273684

Price: £75for a single user copy,£200for a
network/site licence

Pros: Excellent documentation • No frills •

Well priced

Cons: Bland layout • No error checking for
incorrect data • Over simplified in

places
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Lego in the classroom

Let's go with
Want to use the computer to
control your Lego models?
Colin Rouse finds out how

Product

details
Product: FirstComputer Control
Supplier: Lego Dacta —Lego

UK Ltd

Topurchase —see catalogues
by Leading Educational
Suppliers or telephone
(01978) 296293.

Pros: Easyto assemble • Very

user friendly• Can be
used across the primary
age range and beyond

Cons: Expensive initialoutlay

Do you want to introduce
your pupils to control

technology in the classroom?
Flave you access to Lego? An
easy way to introduce the con
cept of computer control is
through the Lego Dacta First
Computer Control system.

It's a complete system for
using control technology in the
classroom at primary level. It
consists of a controlled

machines set of Lego compo
nents and four model building
guides, a computer interfaced
control box and power supply
with the necessary cable and
directions for use, six pupil
activity cards and overlay tem
plates, a first control
comprehensive teacher's guide,
the software necessary to run
the system and a temperature
sensor.

To run the First Control sys
tem the minimum requirements
of the Acorn system are 2Mb of
RAM and a serial port chip.
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With the Lego hardware and
software installed, pupils will
be able to create, modify and
save projects they are working
on. To allow pupils to get
started, Lego have included a
sample program for them to
work through, called Letsgo.

This project consists of 12
pages of activities which are
linked together, with a pupil
workcard to accompany each
activity.

Card la deals with the com

puter connections necessary to
use the 'Letsgo' system, an
activity I would suggest the
teacher would do, in a primary
school. Card lb relates to build

ing the model Dactasaur. The
building pack and instruction
card comes with the First Com

puter Control system.
It also asks children to pre

dict certain things such as how
long it would take to make the
model. It is quite hard to make
and 1 would suggest that, at the
lower end of Key Stage 2, help
would be needed to construct it

as it takes about an hour to

assemble the model. It would

also be a good exercise for the
pupils to check they have all
the right pieces before they
start.

Cards 2a and 2b deal with

setting up the software and
running it which shouldn't be
too difficult for pupils used to
doing this on Acorn machines.
They also deal with using the
mouse and loading and saving
work.

Card 3a allows children to

test whether they have con
nected the Dactasaur correctly
and introduces the idea of

using buttons to control move-

Lego

LET'S GO

Letsgowith the Dactasaur

ment. Card 3b reinforces the

concepts of loading and saving
work.

An introduction to some of

the logo commands is covered
by Card 4a and the idea of
inputs and outputs is intro
duced. Card 4b covers the

concept of a planned sequence
of instructions with associated

vocabulary.
Card 5a allows pupils to

develop an understanding of
inputs, using the temperature
sensor contained within the

package and asks them to
undertake a structured activity
to demonstrate this concept. A
standard scientific experiment
is introduced on card 5b which

encourages pupils to record
their results in a table, with

time against material for each
item tested. This allows pupils
the opportunity to plot graphs
to show their results, using the
software.

The final two workcards

allow pupils to develop the
concept of feedback, using the

idea of an input device control
ling an output device and
presents an opportunity for
pupils to reinforce previously
learned skills using the Letsgo
project. There are also overlays
for the interface which allow

children to make physical con
nections between the dactasaur

and the interface thus aiding
understanding.

The Letsgo
Teacher's Guide
A very comprehensive teacher's
guide is included in the pack
age which is essential when
planning to use the First Com
puter control package. It is well
written and easy to use dealing
with the pack's contents, the
technical information neces

sary and an introduction to the
system.

It provides an overview of
the workcards, giving clear
instructions on how to use each

card with the pupils, offering
hints and tips on the activities
the pupils will undertake, as
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Sensing a change —the temperature senso

well as advice and guidance on
organisation and learning
points. Health and safety issues
are also addressed where

applicable.
The Teacher's Guide also

gives help and advice on devel
oping individual projects using
the system. Teachers can access
a set up page which allows
them the opportunity to decide
which inputs and outputs can
be used. This is especially use
ful when working with
younger children or those with
special needs - individual items
can be introduced as they are
required. The teacher can then
set up a screen with the
required input and output
icons.

The second level within this

set up facility is the procedure
page. Ibis allows procedures to
be stored for future reference.

The next page allows for the
use of input devices. Contained
within the pack is a tempera
ture sensor and other input
sensors such as a touch sensor,

a light sensor and an angle sen
sor are available at extra cost.

The third level within this

section allows pupils to make
an interactive report of their
control project and allows
them to use various methods to

achieve this. The tools available

are:

• Graphing, which allows
pupils to show graphically, the
information obtained from sen

sors;

• Text, which allows them to

create a text box on the page to
write about what they have
done;

• Pictures, which allows the use

of pictures to enhance a project;
• Monitor, which displays val
ues on the screen, for example,
the readings from the tempera
ture sensor;

• Buttons, which gives the
opportunity to provide buttons
on-screen which can operate
output devices by using logo
commands and

• Sliders, which allows the
power to be varied for any out
put channel.

First Computer
Control and NC
There are many software pack
ages that deliver specific parts
of the National Curriculum

such as word processing, data
logging and control. First com
puter control is a more
broadly-based approach with
software, hardware and support
materials that support the
wider development of a pupil's
ITcapability.

The system deals not only
with control, measurement and
monitoring but also gives
pupils the opportunity to
report and communicate a vari
ety of ideas and findings
through a combination of con
trol, word processing and
graphics packages. There is a
clear progression from Key
Stage 1 through to Key Stage 4
utilising a logo programming
environment common to all

key stages.
A very useful booklet from

Lego Dacta called Information
'technology in the National Cur
riculum proved very useful
when constructing a project

Lego in the classroom

EIGL letsgo (Page5) *
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using the system. It is an
invaluable aid to planning
which gives teachers ideas for
the whole planning process
including: a Key Stage sum
mary; year plan; schemes of
work; units of work and lesson
plans.

It includes guidance on how
the Lego system can help
achieve certain curriculum

statements through key ideas,
focused activities and Lego
Dacta resources through the
four key stages and it also
shows how pupils can be
assessed using the system from
level one up to level eight.

In the classroom
I found, that in the classroom,
First Computer Control was
very easy to set up. The instruc
tions were clear and easy to
follow. The software was sim

ple to load and the model easy
to connect — much of this can

be done by older children at
Key Stage 2, younger children
may need help.

The children soon became

familiar with the conventions

We can give the computer a
sequence ot instructionsto
control inputs and outputs such
as a motor, a lamp, a sound unit
or a temperature sensor

Using inputs and outputs

used in the software and were

able to work independently, at
their own pace. The workcards
were well received by the chil
dren who generally found them
easy to use and understand.
One very useful option in the
software was the ability to keep
a text record of the activities

undertaken which proved a
useful aid to assessment as well

as focusing the pupils on the
activities they were undertak
ing.

In conclusion, this system
solves the problem of control
technology in the primary
classroom. It is a well thought
out hardware and software

package which is easy to use
with little technical experience
needed by the teacher. The use
of Legobuilding materials means
that most pupils will be familiar
with constructing models thus
providing initial motivation
which is then built on by the
software itself. It is a leading con
tender, money permitting, for
any primary school thinking of
investing in control
technology resources. '4u
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Multimedia authoring

In case you think itmay bebeyond you, The Hampshire CD-ROM was created bythreeteachers

Anyone getting to this stage will have
produced a significant amount of

work and will have spent months, if not
years, assembling their presentation. But
before it can proceed, it needs to be
checked, re-checked, checked again and
then re-checked again for spelling, gram
mar, correct captions for pictures, and
page links that take you to where they're
supposed to take you - to name but a
few.

When you're convinced it's 100 per
cent perfect, it should be checked again,
preferably by someone who has had
nothing to do with the project. The worst
person to check your work is yourself
because the mistakes you entered will
not necessarily be apparent.

Having convinced yourself of its accu
racy, you can now proceed in one of two
ways. You may decide to lock everything
and leave the multimedia presentation
on your hard disc for use within your
own school or for personal use at home.
If that is the case, turn over and read the
next article. The alternative is to put it
on to CD-ROM.

Creating a CD-ROM
If you choose this route, you'll need to find
a company to transfer all your work on to a
CD-ROM: a process known as mastering.
Roth of the Acorn User cover CD-ROMs

were mastered by Eesox, and so it was to
them I turned for advice and prices.

In a previous article I said that producing
a CD-ROM is much easier now than it was a
couple of years ago. This is especially true
of the final mastering, and this fact is
largely due to Lesox.

You'll need to get your work to Eesox
who will be pleased to receive it on most
formats. A Cumana proTeus disc is prob
ably the safest to send, although they will
accept hard discs or even your computer by
prior arrangement.

More error checking
Before your work can be transferred to CD-
ROM, it must be converted into the

standard CD-ROM format known as ISO

9660 standard. This is done by Eesox using
ISOform - a program that will check
through your work ensuring that, among
other things, the filenames are in the cor-

In the final part of his series, Geoff
Preston offers some practical advice
to anyone intending to produce their

own multimedia CD-ROM

Acorn User May 1996

rect format, and then automatically con
vert the files to ISO 9660.

This CD-ROM standard requires file
names to be in upper case, containing only
numbers, letters and the under-score char
acter. Anything else is illegal, except a pling
(!) at the start of a filename. If an error is
found with a filename, it will clearly need
to be changed, but that may throw up
another error, if, for example, the filename
is referred to from another part of the soft
ware.

Becauseof this, and some other potential
problems which can't be corrected after the
CD has been mastered, Eesox have devel
oped CD Simulator which, although quite
expensive at £149+VAT, will enable you to
check for errors in the comfort of your own
home and before you begin talking to a CD
mastering company. It simply creates a CD-
ROM image on any filing system so your
work can be thoroughly tested just as if it
were a CD-ROM.

The next thing you need to do is decide
how many discs you want to produce. The
quantity will largely determine the
process:

• Produce a single one-off. This is going to
cost about £60 and involves copying the
ISO 9660 image on to a write-once CD
called a Gold.

• If you want a limited run of a dozen or
so, further gold discs can be created and
each additional disc will cost between £20

and £30 depending on the exact number.
Ibis is probably the best method of produc
ing a small number of CD-ROMs for review
and mass testing purposes, but after you've
past about 10 to 15 gold discs, the cost will
be approaching that of the next option.
• Go into full scale production and market
your product. This involves a Glass Master
which will cost about £500 but, after that
initial outlay, CD-ROMs can be produced
from the master for about £1 each (depend
ing on the number required) That figure
includes printing on to the face of the CD-
ROMand supplying a hinged case.

Well, that's all there is to it. If anyone
decides to create their own, and succeeds,
send me a copy of your work and I'll review
it in a CD-ROM Round Up.

Eesox may be contacted on
(01954) 212263. 4u



<^l don't you just LOVE it!

...if not, contact us for details of our
automated record keeping & report
writing packages for teachers:

H.S.Software, Freepost, Swansea,
SA2 9ZZ Tel: (01792) 204519

visit our web site and download FREE demo software at:
http://www.cybervillage.co. uk/acorn/hssoftware

Our "NEW* dcmo/catalotfue disc
for just £1 or buy any pack and
get our demo disc free. Sorry,
no credit card facilities available.

• Gaines 1 • Games 2 • Games 3 • *NEW* Games 4
• Draw Clipart 1 • Draw Clipart 2 • Draw Clipart 3
• *NEW* Draw Clipart 4 • Educational 1 • Utils 1
• Utils 2 • Utils 3 • Sound Sample 1 • Sound Sample 2
Each pack has three fully archived discs. One pack for £3.75 -
Two packs for £7.20 • Three packs or more at £8.50 for each pack.

We are distributors ofeducational software from Sherston, Semerc
and 10 out of 10. We offer at least 10% saving on their recommended
prices. Official orders are welcome. For free catalogues and further
information write to the address below or call 0181 950 4973.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.

and start

8

VAT (£57.58)

This highlypraised word processor and DTPis ideal for
home and education use. Use the screen like a sheet
of paper, clickanywhere and type. Textcan be easily sized,
moved, coloured or the font changed just by clicking the
mouse. Pictures dropped into /ex/ease are also easily
moved, sized and altered. Children love its simplicity.
Adults linditversatile, sophisticated andprofessional.

&< £65 +VAT ( £76.38)

This combines excellent speech, integrated thoughtfully
into rr.wease. Children delight at hearing their stories read
back. The word being spoken is coloured, making it very
easy to followthe text on the screen. Also excellent for
adults when proof reading work.

Price includes Primary Site Licence for education customers
Secondary Site £99 + VAT and £130 + VAT

Softease Limited, Tel 01332 204911
The Old Courthouse,
St Peters Church Yard, Derby, DE1 1NN
RequiresAcornRISCOS3.1and 2 MByteRAM Produced on text

4Mation

Publishers of

quality educational
software since

1983.

Programs available for all
ages and abilities.

• For school and horrte use •

• PC and Acorn formats •

Send for our free catalogue.

4Mation Educational Resources

14 Castle Park Road

Barnstaple
Devon

EX32 8PA

^ (01271)25353

FAST LOCAL CALL RATE
INTERNET ACCESS FROM

ANY UK LOCATION!
28,800 baud VS4 connection, mte 0.5 Mb web
space with full 24 hour ftp access. POPS mail and
hews service. Free ? day telephtirie hefpllne from
an Acorn consumer dealer who understands Rise
OS software commercial Web sites and PC & Mac
connections are also available.

@mv £8 plus umt per month

lower Electronics Ltd Ol 651 891 785
htto:\ \www.enternrise.net\tower-risc

CHOICE

No PD Library offers a
choice ofPD as wideas
Skyfall does. So don't
bother collecting other
PD libraries catalogue
discs. Send for the one
that counts. And clioo.se

Skyfall.

Please send £1 for the
Printed Catalogue and
demo disc to:

PO Box 2220

Birmingham B43 5RZ
Tel: 0121-358 7078

GKNISRATION IH NMp.\
QUALITY BTJI>GEX GAMES

Caves of Confusion £ 6.99

RoboCatcli £ 7.99

Tlie Last CyberMocli £ 9.99

Sp*M*I»I OfftMT
Buy All Three For Only. £19.99

2 Whitecliff Gardens
Bland ford Forum
Dorset DTI 1 7BU
01258 - 452507
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Free Ads
• Wanted: A3000 2MB, RISC OS 2, ARM 2
With colour monitor for young student.
Reasonable price. Tel: (01706) 817570(must
be OS2).

• Star LC24-200 colour printer & ribbons,
£85. Wolfenstein, £15, Diggers, £12, Dungeon,
£10, Desktop DII, £10, Revelation, £20, all as
new. Atelier, £20, PC Em & DOS 6, £25, Real
McCoy 2, £15, TechWritcr, £50. Tel: (01727)
856085 (eves).

• A410/1 4Mb RAM, 53Mb Hard Disc, OS 2,
newly replaced mouse, disc buffer board, no
monitor.£200. CallTony(01704) 563344 or e-
mallthowat@xargIe.demon.co.UK
• RiscPC, Arm710, 425Mb HD, 8Mb RAM,
1Mb VRAM 486 card, Acorn High-Res moni
tor, various software excellent condition, still
under warranty £1490 ono Tel: (01661)
825161 ore-mail ango@argonet.co.uk
• Wanted. A5000/ARCH/RPC, Ethernet, 40Mb
llarddrivc, 2Mb RAM, Nomonitor. Willing to
nay a resonable pice. Tel: (01582) 764147 or
Email: craigt? hell.btc.uwe.ac.uk
• ProArtisan 2 CD, with manuals, only £30.
Phone (01703) 346809 and ask for Kevin, or
emailkrpl94@soton.ac.uk
• FOR SALE: Archimedes 420/1 Computer, 40
Mb Hard Disk, 4 Mb RAM, Mitsubishi Hand
Held scanner, Midi Card, Impressions
ll/Puhlishcr, Anti static non-glare screen.
£450 ono. Tel: (01484) 451847 or E-mail
JGarvcy@firstaId.aemon.co.uk
• 100Mb SCSI drive and interface, £100.
Archiboard ItltS host software, £50. Call
(01603) 501504 evenings ask for David. Will
split delivery costs.
• Acorn bits: Back issue magazines/
coverdiscs (AU, AW,AC,MU) '91 onwards £1
each; Rise User discs (Jul '95 onwards) £3
each; Almanac 3 £offers£; Mousemats £1 each.
Contact Jon (01823) 680111 or email ayl-
winjv° year2in.ricbuish.ac.uk
• Does anyonehaveany old (like 1980's) BBC
econet gear of any type? Any help greatly
appreciated. Email: garan@digiserve.com
• Eagle MKII, mintcondition, cables &docu
mentation + latest software revisions of
AudioWorks and .Scanlight £250ono. Also
Acorn 16bit sound upgradefor RiscPC £40.
Call Paul 0171-202 3309 or email: pauljag-
gei@uk.ibm.com or ubac5hc@dcs.bbk.ac.uk
• Games forsale: Cannon Fodder, Carnage,
Black Angel, Fish, Mig29M,Pandora's box,
Saloon Cars Delux, Stunt Racer, Star
Fighter, Gods, Pipemania, Sim City 1.10
each 1.90 the lot. Also PC CD games
Creature Shock, Command & Conquer &
Alone in Dark II. Tel: 0171-202 3309 or
email: paul_iagger@uk.ibm.com or
ubac5hc@acs.bbk.ac.uk

• Impression Publisher 4.08 £80, ArtWorks
CD-ROM and discs 1.60 £75, Photodesk 1.22
£100, Graphics Loaders£20, RTF/WP Loaders
ft Savers £20. Telephone after 5pm (01752)
840027.

• WANTED: BBC Master Advanced Reference
manual in good condition, call Paul 0171-202
3309. Email: paul_jagger@uk.ibm.com or
ubac5hc@dcs.bbk.ac.uk
• For sale: Canon Bj-lOe bubble jet printer,
automatic sheet feeder, two ink cartridges.
Excellent condition. £100. (01296) 615825 or
MaUto: tlmiI@argonet.co.uk
• Wanted; R140 - any condition. Email:
garan@digiserve.com
• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 120Mb HD, Multiscan
monitor, FPAI0floating point accelerator,
MEMC la. Excellent condition, £600 ono. Tel:
(01934) 863248 (eve)
• Clares Compo (latest release version 1.02)
INCLUDING Virtualise - £70, Revelation
lmagePro24- £20; Clares ProArt2 - £25; Oak
Archimedes Basic Compiler - £25. All soft
ware with full original documentation.
Contact Pete on (01663) 733027.
• For sale: Old AU issues and subscribers
discs. Discs - 5()p each, AU issues £1 each. Tel:
Thomas on (01223) 324318 after6pm.
• A3010Early Years + AKF53 monitor, 2Mb. 2
months old, unused,completewith all manu
als/discs. All un-registered. £300 ono. Tel:
(01223)243941.
• Art software, Pro Artisan 24 for RiscPC, £40.
Revelation Pro by Longman, £35 ono. Tel:
(01908) 560093, both boxed.
• A5000 4MI), AKIT8 monitor, 2 x 540Mb 111),
SCSI interface, 330Mb external HI) (SCSI).
Midi/Sound samplerinterface, 486PC card.Lots
of software. Boxed c/w manuals. £1200 ono.
Could serrate, Tel: Trevor (01775) 710640.
• Acorn A3000, colour monitor, Epson I.X400
printer, Learning nine &extensive range ofsoft
ware including Populous, Gods, Sim City, Turbo
Challenger, etc.All for£51X1.Tel: (01763)852006.
• Desredit 3 £10, Arctist £5, Flashback £15,
Enter the Realm £13, Swiv £5, Blowpipe £5,
unopened Styleguide £6. Wanted: The F.S.T.
Phone: Dave (01267) 236499.
• liyama VisionMaster Pro 17 Inch monitor,
purchased December 1995, £550 (too big for
availabledesk space). EasiWriter Professional,
version 3.16 with manuals, £85. Acorn
Advance, version 1,£35. MacFS Light, version
1.04, £30. Prices incl. postage and packaging.
Phone:0131-447 8624.

• Electron, plus 1+ 3, View, Viewsheet, many
games, £50 ono. BBC Master 128, Bccbug
Master ROM + much software inc. Hybrid
System5000, £75 ono. Tel:0151-7271454.
• For sale: A3000 R03.I, 4Mb RAM, AKIT7
colour VDU, monitorstand,serial chips, ideal
ham packet, £350 ono. Pref buyer sees/col
lects.Tel:Weston-super-Mare (01934) 514674.
• A3000 2Mb RAM, Philips CM8833 colour
screen, joystick, Star ECU) colour printer,
manuals, software incl: Impression II,
Interdictor, Sim City, Lemmings, Pandoras
Box, E-Type, Golf, Hostages, Apocalypse and
many more. £350. Tel: (01622) 730126.

• Impression Style, still boxed, brand new,
not used or registered,£70. Tel:0116-2892296
after5pm,ask for Ash.
• A4000, 2Mb, 80Mb III), Acorn Multiscan
monitor. Excellent condition, £600. Also
IICSS Multipodulc systemwith Midiand sam
pler card, £60. Tel:. 0181-397 2305
(Chessington, Surrey).
• PD/sharcware - low cost software for sale.
For catalogue send DD/HI) disc fc SAE: Mr D
Mills, 4 The Fairways, DipeLane,East Bolden,
Tyne and Wear, NE360PG.
• Wanted urgently! RISC OS Programmers
Reference Manuals (cheaply). Cannot afford
first-hand!. Tel: (01227) 830470.
• Wanted: Educational software for Master
Compact and Master 128. Especially pre
school/primary. Tel:(01734) 474814.
• Archimedes A5000 Learning Curve, com
plete, original packing and documentation,
many extra games and applications, £850
ono. Tel: (01494) 765155.
• Forsale! 100 3.5in high densitydiscs £20
inc p&p. Tel: Matthew on 0181-523 8058
(office hours)or 0973301 882(evenings).
• EasiWriter + version 3 £70, Pipedream 4,
£60, both unopened, unregistered. Tel:
(01347) 848368after 6pm.
• BBC mastercomputer, Acorn data recorder,
Watford plinth 40/80 Dl), manuals,games,
leads, extras. Buyer collects, offers. Tel:
(01444) 811615 (Sussex) before8pm.
• Rise PC, 2 slice, 420Mb Hard disc, (16Mb
RAM, 2MbVRAM, SCSI 2 and CD-ROM, Eagle
M2 card, Photodesk, Publisher Plus, Artworks,
Image FS, Image Animator, £1600. Tel:
(01900) 814602.
• A3000 RISC OS 3.11, 4Mb RAM, 170Mb
HDD, stereo/col monitor, joysticks + inter
face, books, discs, £550. 5.25in disc interface,
£15. 1-2M1) RAM, £20. Tel: Steve Taylor
(01304) 812537 (Dover).
• Cumana 300IA CD-ROM drive with sound
mixer, manuals and CI) utilities for sale. Ideal
for anyRise PC owners. £100 + (£10 p&p or
arrange for collection). Also Personal
Accounts v3, £20. Tel: Dipak 0116-266 3721
(Leicester).
• A3000, RISC OS 2, 4Mb RAM, Acorn colour
monitor, £180. Collect or pay delivery. Tel:
Rob on (01225) 462859 (evenings).
• Rise PC 600, 8Mb, 2Mb VRAM, 420Mb
HD, excellent condition, manuals,
unopened. CD ROM, Acorn C/C++. AKF85
monitor, negotiable + games including
SC2000, Dune2. £1000 Tel: (01462) 835893
(8-11pm).
• Forsale:Swiv, £5, Sim City 2000,£15, Will
swap, phone William on (01228) 70120,
between 4.30pm and 10pm,
• A3000 4Mb, RISC OS 3.1, CUB 3000 moni
tor, 30Mb HD, joystick, monitor stand, 1st
word plus etc. All manuals, discs, Star I.CIO
colourprinter, £370.Tel:(01702) 714298.

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage ofourfree reader adservice? Fill in your details onthis coupon (25 words maximum,
one word per box below) and send itto Free Ads, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only oneadper reader, please. Although wetry to publish every ad wereceive, we
can make no guarantees; publication isentirely dependent onspace and time constraints. We may also publish
free ads onthe cover disc ifmagazine space is short. Please fill inyour name and telephone number below:
these will not bepublished, butthey enable us tocontact you in case ofany queries.
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• A3010, 2Mb RAM, Philips monitor, mouse,
two joysticks, ZI1T powered speakers, 20+
games, diskbox, manuals and introduction
tapes. £120. Tel: Bury St Edmunds (01284)
728406 (evenings).
• ForSaleA4000 4Meg 80M HardDisc, AKF18
monitor, Acorn 386 PC card (1M-4M, DRDOS).
Telephone support,Selection of software, VGC.
£500 ono. Teh 0121-414 0913 orOl 16-241 3850.

• Wanted:2 to 4Mb RAM upgrade for A30I0.
Tel: Kevin on (01256)742184 (office hours).
Email: KevinB@bartley.demon.co.uk (any
time!)

• Acorn A5000, 4Mb RAM, 40+240MI) III),
multiscan monitor, SCSI interface, CDROM
drive, software, books and mags. Buyer col
lects. £700 ono. Tel: 0151 -648 6207. '

• A440/1, 4Mb RAM, 47Mb HDD, RISC OS
3.1, AKF30 Stereo Monitor, User port,
Analogue port, 1MHz Bus, Watford Hand
Scanner, Impression Junior, Interdictor,
Asylum,Elite, PD.£300.Tel: (01661)825984.
• A3010, 2Mb RAM, original software, manu
als & packaging, joystick, gamepad, software
inc Crystal Maze, Zool, Lemmings, SimCity,
Noddy's Playtime plus more. £250 ono. Tel:
(01226) 752695.
• A3000, AKF12 monitor, 4Mb RAM, 48Mb
SCSI ill), manuals, First Word Plus, PC
Emulator, £475 ono. Buyer collects. Tel:
(01252)543502.
• Nevryon, Twinworld, Drop Ship, £7.50
each. Heroquest, The WimpGame, FunSchool
2, under 6s, £5 each. Plague Planet, £3. All
pluscarriage.Tel:Jameson (01252) 543502.
• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 162Mb ill), RISC OS 3.11,
AKF18 monitor, software, box and manuals. Asnew.
£800. Tel: (01954) 781984 (eveand weekends).
• Computer Concepts Scanlight Video 256 for
Archimedes and Rise PC. Complete withmanu
als, packaging and latest software. Very good
condition. £120. Tel: (01302) 338312 after 6pm.
• Rise PC 8Mb + 1Mb VRAM, 420 HD, AKF60,
Quad speed CD-ROM, 16 bit sound card, 486
PC card, Vision 24 digitiser, dual Pro pads
plus various software. Al condition - must go.
£1500 ono. Tel: (01228) 41375.
• Rise PC 600, 9Mb, 420 HD, CD-ROM, 17in
monitor, Impression Publisher, Schema 2,
manuals, discs, PC card, much PC software,
ProArtisan on CD-ROM. Excellent condition.
£1800.00.Tel: (01248)490122.

A3000, ARM3, 4Mb, 120Mb, SCSI, AKIT2
Stereo Colour Monitor + Plinth Serial
Upgrade. HCCS Digitiser, Pipedream 4,
Style. Non-upgradeable. Epson I.G400
(repairable). Split carriage. £350ono. Tel:
(01222)615517.
• A3010 with 4Mb RAM, 80Mb Hard Disc,
HCCS Ultimate Podule, AKF-30 monitor, PRES
Monitor Stand. £400. Also! .Scanlight 256
Hand Scanner for A3000, A3010, A3020 or
A4000. £100. Please contactTobv evenings on
(01689) 877586.

• Bare 20 Nib HD (IDE) inc cable £25 Tel:
(01442) 60529 ask for Chris.
• Software: Impression Style (complete) as
new, £40. Wanted: Sibelius 6 software and
manuals (fordeaf daughter). Please contact: A
J Fox, 10 llornsbv Avenue, The llarlevs,
Worcester, WR4 0PN.

• Archimedes Educational software (Infant),
Teachers Cupboard (Sherston) £19, Amazing
Ollie (Storm) £7, Picturebook (Triple It) £9,
Funschool 2 under 6's £14, Numbers and
Pictures (Chalksoft) £14, Freddy Teddy
(Topologika) £10. Tel: (01226)202574.
• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 40Mb HD, AKF18 moni
tor, Citizen Swift 24c printer, loads ofeduca
tional software and games, all for £700 ono.
Tel: (01225) 705479.

• SJ MDFS Fileserver, 63Mb HI) and tape
streamer, £200. Tel: (01480) 451121 (day)
393649 (eves).

• Acorn C/C++, with style guide, all boxed
and unopened. Offers of around £150. Tel:
(01962) 779964, weekends and eveningsonly.
Ask for Robert.

• Rise PC 600, 4Mb HI), 425 AKF60 monitor,
as new, £850. DataPower, £45, Eureka, £65,
Animator, £30, Image Outliner, £20. All
unused. Tel: Reading(01734)426843.
• A3000, 1Mb RAM, Learning Curve, colour
monitor,CitizenSwift24printer with colourkit,
all Ixixed with software and manuals, £300. Also
games including Stunt Racer 2000, Saloon Cars
Deluxe, Sensible Soccer, SWIV, Premier Manager,
Man Utd Europe, Zooland lots more all boxed,
£10 each. Tel: (01752)830474.



Putting the boot in
One of the most welcome features of the

release of RISC OS 3.50 was the introduc

tion of a standard boot sequence. Over the
years, I'm sure everyone developed a differ
ent system of Boots and Runs and Library
directories and although the RISC OS 3.50
system is just another one of these, it's
standardisation has made it very easy for
additions to be made. Roberto Casula was

so impressed with the system that he has
adapted it to work on pre-RISC OS 3.50
machines.

Roberto warns us of two things; firstly
don't install this on a Rise PC, there's no
point overwriting the existing boot
sequence and secondly, please be very care
ful during installation. Before doing
anything, copy your existing boot files and
directories to a safe place so if anything
does go wrong you can retrieve your origi
nal setup!

To install Roberto's boot, copy the IBoot
application into the root directory of your
disc. Make sure your boot option is set to 2
(Use *Opt 4 2) and that you have *Config-

Boot Application Editor

Edit boot sequence

Dpan 'PreDesk' directory

Open 'Tasks' directory

Edit 'PreDesktop' file

Edit 'Desktop' file

Open 'Resources' directory

Open 'Utils' directory

Open 'Special' directory

:B Beta Rlpha
I) IS [minis]

:B Discs MagOpt 4 13:44

ure Boot set. Reset your machine and
everything should run!

There are two bits to IBoot, depending
on whether you are booting your machine
or running the application in the desktop.
This state is discovered by reading the sys
tem variable WimpSState - it can have the
values 'desktop' or 'commands'. From the
command line the file !Boot.!RunCom is

executed; from the desktop !Boot.!RunDesk
is run instead.

IRunCom first checks if the Alt key is
being pressed - this is used later. It then
checks your CMOS RAM. If any locations
are different from the last time the

machine was booted, you are asked if you
wish to reset them. This is useful if some

little prog (or some little fingers) have been
fiddling with things they shouldn't. Next
up, a banner is shown. The default one
tells you the current time and the time of
the last boot - this can be changed if you
want.

The file IBoot.Choices.Boot.PreDesktop
is run and the directory !Boot.Choices.

Boot.PreDesk checked. Here all

modules are loaded, all sprites lcon-
Sprite'd, all obey files executed and
all applications run. Now the desk
top is entered and finally the file
Choices:Boot.Desktop is run. This
file does the following:
• Sets up a 'desktop save' file.
Whenever you quit the desktop,
your current desktop state is saved
to this file. By default, it is
!Boot.Utils.ReBoot.

• Boots all applications in the
IBoot.Resources directory. YouHen

Star info

More delights from
Dave Acton and

Dave Lawrence

Author: Roberto Casula

should place things like ISystem, IScrap,
lArcPs etc. here.

• Runs all files/apps in the
IBoot.Choices.Boot.Tasks directory. If you
want your desktop to start up with various
utilities loaded you should stick them here.
I put IDirector and a desktop clock here.
• Runs Choices.Special.Desktop if Left-Alt
was pressed on boot.
• Sets up the backdrop if you have one
configured (See below).

If the Alt key was held down during
boot, the files Choices.Special.PreDesktop
and Choices.Special.Desklop are run at the
appropriate point. These arc handy for set
ting up things that you don't necessarily
want loaded every time you boot.

When customising the boot sequence,
the most important point is to decide
whether you want the modification to
happen before or after entering the desk
top. For instance, if you want your desktop
to start with a clock loaded, this should be

done after the desktop has been entered. If
you want to load the updated version of
Fonts, this must be done prior to entering
the desktop.

Double clicking IBoot from the desktop
brings up a window which can help you in
this respect. Interactive help is supported,
and should be enough to allow you to tai
lor the sequence to your tastes. This
window also provides a control panel for
setting the desktop backdrop.

We must remind when installing
Roberto's sequence: BE CAREFUL! Neither
the author nor *INFO accepts any responsi
bility for loss of data caused, directly or
indirectly, by these programs.
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Star info

Hagar woz ere
Author: Stuart Whitehouse

We first brought you the delights
of the Viking game Hneftafl way
back in April 1995. There we
described the origins of the game
and provided a non-desktop ver
sion of the game. Since then Stuart
Whitehouse has risen to one of our

challenges and written a desktop
version of the game. No computer
player is included, so you'll need to
find a fellow warrior to do battle
with.

Hneftafl is for two players - the
first plays the 'Swedes' and the
other the 'Muskovits'. The playing
board is 9x9 squares. The Swede
side consists of a chief and eight
followers. The chief starts on the

middle square of the board. The
Swedes win if their chief can reach

the edge of the board. The
Muskovits have 16 soldiers who

start in four camps - one on each
edge of the board. The Muskovits
win if they capture the Swede
chief.

Pieces move along horizontal or
vertical lines. They cannot move

!6|x| Hneftafl

1 1X1

•
an
•

"\ F ^«

•
m

To move : | Suedes

diagonally. Pieces cannot hop over
other pieces, and only one piece is
allowed on each square. Further
more pieces may not move into (or
over) the camp squares from out
side - not even their own camps. A
Muskovit piece can move around
inside its own camp before it
leaves it.

You capture an enemy piece by
positioning two of your pieces on
opposite sides of it, that is, either
one above and one below, or one
to the left and the other to the

right. The Swede chief cannot be
used to capture Muskovit pieces.
The Swede chief can only be cap
tured by four pieces - one in each
direction. However for this pur
pose the Muskovit camps count as
if they were pieces. Thus the chief
can occasionally be captured by
just two Muskovit pieces and two
camp squares.

For those interested in the ori

gins of the game, the original text
from the April 1995 issue of Acorn
User is included on the cover disc.

Brother mine -

what a night! Author: Mr P FJerome

(a| .eJlau.ProqsJeropie D

Brother BrotherM

NightM
Mr P I Jerome was so taken with our Christmas Carol selection that
he sent us someof his own musical work.The two pieces presented
here are from Strauss' Die Fledermaus. Mr Jerome has supplied both
Rhapsody and MIDI files. The music was entered from the score
into Clare's Rhapsody2 and played back on a Yamaha Clavinova.
Thevoice allocations therefore correspond with the Clavinova.

Rhapsody users withouta MIDI interface will have to change the
options from MIDI to Speaker, but appropriate Rhapsody voices
should already be assigned. People without Rhapsody or a MIDI
card, could try using TiMiDlty - a program that emulates a MIDI
interface in software, more information on this can be found on
the website at http://www.hut.fi/~titoivon/timidity
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Canoeing your
own paddle Author: Richard Critchley

These days the first computer
game most people will play
is Assault Ninja Planes III.
Oldies are more likely to
think fondly of Tempest,
Defender or Pacman. The
first game we probably
played was on a portable
black and white television

round Alex Weir's house, and
the game was probably Pong.
Personally, I remember peer
ing at the exhibits in the
Science Museum and playing
a golf shot on an oscilloscope
that looked as if it had been

made by Heath Robinson.
If all this has made you all

sentimental for your old
Binatone, you needn't start
rummaging around in the
attic, for Richard Critchley
has written PaddleWar.
Don't be put of by the antag
onistic name, it is just good
ol' Pong, but does come com
plete with a computer
opponent!

Instructions? Surely not!
Let's see now, urn, move your
paddle and, er, hit the ball.
The ball can bounce off your
bat at two different angles
but by careful batmanship
you should be able to defeat
the computer.



Pretty Slicker
Some time ago we asked if anyone could
come up with a programmable sliding
block puzzle. As if by magic, here is such a
very thing, courtesy of Graham Berry.

Slicker stands for Sliding bloC'K puzzle
EditoR. The application enables you to cre
ate puzzles in four sizes - 4x4 5x4 5x5 and
6x5 - using six different shaped blocks. On
completion of the design it can be tested
and saved as is or, using the 'learn' func
tion, can be saved complete with integral
Demo.

For speed, Graham originally wrote the
gameso that it would only run in mode 12
or 14. Direct sprite plotting is used for
speed and smoothness of animation. We
include the original on the disc as well as a
slightly tweaked version which will work
in any screen mode.

'After installing, click on the Slicker
icon to open the Edit window. Double
clicking on a Slkkfile icon will load that
game and open up the Game window.
(Three examples are on the disc.)

'The Edit window contains three rows of
icons: the top row select the game size and
the middle row select the block to be plot
ted. On selecting a game size a suitable
window will open up containing a plotting
grid filled with small squaresand a control
panel.

'Blocks can be placed in any legal posi
tion on the grid by first selecting a shape
icon and then clicking with Select on the
grid where you would want the bottom
left corner of the block to be. Blocks can be

removed by clicking on them with the
Adjust button. It is possible to provide a
text instruction for the game by selecting
the T icon. Simply enter the text in the
writable icon provided.

'It is possible to swap between window
sizes when editing by clicking the appro
priate icon. The only limitation to this is
that you can't go to a smaller size window

Chinaware

if a block is in such a position as to pre
vent it. The size icons are 'greyed' out to
indicate this.

'When the grid has only two remaining
spaces, the puzzle is then deemed playable
and the Play icon is now selectable. Obvi
ously it is up to the user to design a
'playable' game.

'Selecting the Play icon causes the
remaining two squaresto be removed from
the grid, the bottom left icon on the win
dow control panel will show and the Clear
icon will change to Learn. The top icon on
the panel is a move counter and the left
one is for resetting the game to the start
position.

'To play the game click with either
Selector Adjuston the blocks. If it is possi
ble for the block to move it will travel in
the direction it can.

'Note that if it is possible for a block to
travel in two directions then use Select to

move vertically and Adjust to move hori
zontally. For a vertical or horizontal block,
click on the end nearest the direction you

want it to travel.
'You can flip between Play and Edit

modes until the game is to your satisfac
tion. When you reach this stage you can
opt to save it as isor youcan save it with a
built in demo as follows. In Play mode,
click on the Learn icon with Select. The
game will reset itselfand up to 255subse
quent moves are stored in memory.
When the last move has been made click

on Play.
'The demo icon will now clear and

clicking on this will demonstrate the
solution. The game can now be saved as
described below. Note that clicking with
Select on the Learn icon will remove any
previous demo movesfrom memory.

'If for some reason you save the game
with an incomplete demo, it is possible
to add on to it by clicking on the Learn

In our attempts to bring you the latest cutting-edge demos,
here is a little state-of-the-art puzzle from one of our ever-
regular Jans. The original was produced just a century
ago...

'IChinese is actually a riddle in the form of a program. A
couple of months ago, 1got hold of a book called Sam
Loyds Cyclopedia of5000puzzles tricks andconundrums. In
this book is a graphic riddle involving rotating a circular
part of a picturewith some Chinese men on it. I decided to
try to turn it into a computer program, and '.Chinese is it.'

For the technically curious, Jan's version cuts the circle
out by redirecting output to the sprite's mask and plotting
a filled circle. The RISC OS 3 plot rotated sprite op then
turns the middle section for us. If anyone else would like
to computerise some classic conundrums, we would of
course be delighted to see them.

ggu**

Star info

Author: Graham Berry

icon with Adjust instead of Select, but this
must be done as the first mouse click after
the incomplete demo has run. Note that
any editing of a demoed game will invali
date the demo function!

'Games are saved in the usual WIMP

fashion using the menu over the Game
window. Games are loaded in the usual
manner by double-clicking on the game
icon or dropping the icon on a Slicker win
dow.

'Clicking on the icon bar Slicker icon
when in Play mode will open up the Game
window. Clicking on the icon when in
Edit mode will open up both windows. To
open the Edit window from Play mode,
click on Open Edit from the icon bar
menu. The sound although unobtrusive
can be toggled on and off by clicking the
Slicker icon with Adjust'

For speed, Graham actually EORs the
block sprites onto the screen, which is a
neat (although slightly illegal!) way of
plotting and unplotting things quickly. To
modify the program to work in any mode
we had to create a mode 12 sprite and redi
rect output to that. The sprite is then
plotted using Wimp_PlotIcon, which takes
care of all the colour translation stuff. We
also make use of OS_ChangedBox so that
just the section of sprite we have altered is
updated.

Stlnker65

Move red square to lower right corner

• m

Author: Jan Vibe
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Water good program
Author: NigelStoner

Well, in fact, what a good trio of
programs. Three drippily, rippily,
splashingly splendid demos now
from Nigel Stonerof Barnsley.

Lakejiain is a simple but effective
Basic ditty, inspired by a Jan Vibe
program (aren't they all). Nigel sim
ply added an extra dimension and
the result isverypleasing to the eye.

As is often the case, an error in
writing one demo can lead to
another. Ripplez is testament to this,
having been born from the last pro
gram by mistake. Watch the moon
rise gently in (or, if you have the lat
est in ARM technology, hurtle
through) the night sky, its reflection
passing across the ripples of a near-
calm lake.

Forthe final demo, Nigel moves in
the realm of machine-code. Spring-
Fall is apparently his first assembler
program, so ten out of ten for a

splendid debut. It's one of those
'loads of dots' efforts and takes a lit
tle while to get going. All of the
water droplets are dropped in one go
from the top of the screen and some
bounce off invisible rocks on their
descent. After a few seconds, they
spread themselves out and the final
effect is of a pretty convincing
waterfall. Thanks to Nigel for all
these soothing, relaxing, watery
demos, I'm off for a nap.

Imagine a FresL
b: |-i i7-v i.i: c;: IMlo ™ i n g „
With the First
Rainfall Coning
Down the Hills.

Nigel Stoner
© 36.3.1995

Spin trier
David Brown has sent us a pair
of quick graphical demos. We
thought they were worthy of
inclusion as examples of the
kind of screen and sprite
effects often seen in rolling
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demos. The code in each relies

heavily on multiple loads and
stores - one of the corner

stones of writing rapid graphic
shifting code. Perhaps they
will inspire someone to start

Please send your programs, hints,
A \ id tips, musical offerings and whatever
III else y°u like to the usual address
III please,

*INFO, Acorn User, IDG Media,

Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, if your submission is 100K or less]
e-mail us(including your real address please) at:

austarinfo@idg.co.uk
For those with an allergy to paper and ink, don't worry about includ

ing a letter but please put your name, address and program title on every
disc and include a text file containing your name, address, disc contents
and program details. Saved screens, drawfiles, background information
and the like are always awelcome bonus. An SAE will ensure your discs
are returned.

••••••. ^:-/r ••••;.

•••••• V'ivSjv-'i'".
r-JV- 5?* • \ ':v":

Author: David Brown

writing their own demo, or
maybe even some super fast
arcade game.

We also included these

demos, as the sprite included
was rather pretty.

Compatibility table

Program RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1 RISC OS 3.5+

Iboot No Yes No

IHneftafl No Yes Yes

IPaddleWar No Yes Yes

ISIicker Yes Yes Yes

IChinaware No* Yes Yes

Lake Rain No Yes Yes

Ripplez No Yes Yes

Springfall Yes Yes Yes

!Drip No* Yes Yes

.'Spin No* Yes Yes

*maywork withsufficient memory



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
EDUCATION DEALER MULTIMEDIA

Xavier Software for
Dyslexia / Literacy skills 3

AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER

SALES & REPAIRS

The AcornRISC-OS CD-ROM User Group

£32.50 Join offer
vGIVES YOU 1Yearssubscription &
iPDCD-1(issue2) with manual.
(Contains over800Megabytes
I of 'Archived' RISC-OS material.
'Educational, Music,Classic Demo's

^r /Graphics, 2000+CllpArt, Draw/Sprite,
/Acorn Pocket Book, Literature, Games

Many programmes suitable (or Schools
"TheCD-ROM contains something for everyone.

For Trial News/Catalogue Disk- Send 2First Class Stamps to:-
CD Circle P0 Box 332 Bristol BS997XL

Wide rangeof specialistprograms, available on
28 dayapproval. Digitised speech throughout.
See review in Acorn User Dec. 95 or CDROM

January 96. Illustratedcatalogue from :
Xavier Educational Software Ltd,

Psychology Dept. University College ofWales. Bangor. Gwynedd
IJJ72DG Tel: 01248-382616 Fax: 01348-382599

http:Vwww.psych.bangor.ac.uk/dep1psych/xavier/
email: pss005@bangor.ac.uk

GRAPHICS

Dixon & frixon
35 Rokcby Drive, Kenton

NewcastleuponTyne NB3 4JY

0191 2853 042 North Enst Acorn Dealer

Textile Transfer Paper
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

Print it - Iron it - Wear it
4Sheets A4 30 Sheets A4 100 Sheets
£8 £44 £140

lobby Kit - includes 2T-Shirts and 4Transfer sheets 12.99
MouseMat Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99

Refill your inkjet with UVLR ink
No Fade Ultra Violet light Resistant ALL COLOURS

3 Refills (60 ml) for 18.H0inc VAT & postage

FLUSHSOLUTION (why not change your cartridge colour)
Flush out the old refill with new £5.00 inc VAT & postage

TlrVlN REFILLS FOR ALL IjMKJETS FROM 11.98
Cartridges for JP150's £19.96

FLYPRINT

DEAD CERT
KEYBOARD EMULATOR

f 19.97

£ 19.00
£ 9.99

Prices inc VAT £1 postage UK mainland

STATISTICS

Statistics with
Graphics
NEW version 2 of
1st, 1stJr, and 1stL leadthe way.

Our ESTABLISHED products cover
levels fromschool (GCSE)lo advanced research.

Upgrade paths.Site licencesand Loancopiesare allavailable

Serious Statistical Software, Lynwood,
Benty Heath Lane, Willoston, South Wirral

L64 1SD Tel 0151 327 4268

STOCK CLEAROUT!

S.A.E. FOR LIST
86 Meadowbank, Moor Lane, Holway, Holywell, Clwyd.

CH8 7EF Tel/Fax :- 01352 715840

E Mail mike@armtech.demon.co.uk

UTILITIES

IMPRESSIVE
The essential toolbar for Impression

Impressiveis a tool bar lor use withStyle, Publisher or
Publisher Plus and makes them even easier to use.
Itallows you to quicklyand easily perform many ol
Impression's functions at the click of an icon!

For example, create forms, embed graphics, alter repel,
group or ungroup. make items coloured or transparent at
the click of an icon.

Over [illyfunctions are included withover 200 predefined
CMYK colours lo colour your frames (withPublisher).

Impressive costs only£14.95 plus E1.00P&P.NoVAT.

KEYSTROKE V4
Stillthe mostpowerful program ever written

Nowgoingintoits fourth year, the ultimate macro maker for
the Acorn Plalform is now even more powerful that ever
before!

Williover sixty functions Keystroke offers unrivalledicon
based programming power to allowyou to control your pro
gram and customise your desktop the way you want.
Keystroke makesprograms work logelherina controlled
and interactive wayso thai they become more powerful and
easier to use.

* You'llwonder how you ever managed withoutit •

Keystroke V4costs only£34.95 plus £1.00 P&P.NoVAT.

Impressive&Keystroke require RISC OS 3.1 or better.
Quantum Software at 35 Pinewood Park. Livingston, EH54
8NN, Scotland Tel/Fax: 01506 411162

BARGAIN GAMES
ID TJ "O
Q Q Q
<•<•<

> > >
(Q (Q (Q
Q Q Q

c/> co on
Q Q Q

3-1-3
Prices arc fully inclusive. Please make cheques payable
ALEX SINGLETON. Inquiries: call Alex 0181 660 5353
31 Great Woodcote Park, Purley, Surrey CR83QU

S ADVERTISERS INDEX
H>H 4 Mation 71
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Alsystems 25
APDL 64
Apricote Studios 50
Armtech UK Ltd 77

O Atomwide OBC
Beebug 11

r ~< C.S.S 80
L_J Calancraft 80

ii^HpJ CareElectronics 64
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^H CJE Micros 52

Computer Concepts IFC, 8
Daco Systems 80
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Eesox 42
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Generation Design 71
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I.C.S. (Ian Copestake Ltd) , 6-7
Ifel 56
Innovative Media Solutions 77
Irlam Instruments 3
ISV Products 42
Liquid Silicon 61

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

DSL SUPPLIES

SPECIAL OFFERS!

YoOFFARMOeM
Siyte. fleer £22.75 Saw £12.25/

10frfser £90.35 Saw£48.65/

•oOFFSQp(/RRF//
Siy&Mser£90.35 Saw£48.65/
10Cfsw£361.40 Saw £194.60/

All prices exclude post ex packing

DSL SUPPLIES
St Margaret's Lane
FAREHAM
Hants P014 4BQ

Tel/Fax 01329 841600

m
Squirrel

MEMORY/HARDWARE

RISC PC & A70Q0 & PC MEMORY.

4 MB DRAM- £62.16 Inc VAT

8 MB DRAM - £110.80 Inc VAT

16 MB DRAM- £252.68 Inc VAT

EPSON STYLUS COLOUR II - £358.08 Inc VAT
EPSON COL CART-£32.00 Inc. BLACK - £17.00 Inc.

PHILLIPS 5XSPEED CDROM - £75.00 Inc VAT

CONNER 1GB IDE HARD DISCS - £220.00 Inc VAT

TEL : 0121 475 9459 or Orange : 0973 681 572

RISC Solutions.
35 ALDER LANE, BOURNVILLE. BIRMINGHAM

Mauden Sales 80
Pineapple Software IBC
Quantum Software 77
Rise Solutions 77
Selective Computer Services 80
Serious Statistical SAW 77
Skyfall Pd 48, 71
Softcentre 66
Softease 71
Technology Matrix 17
The Datafile 61, 66
The Datastore 64
The Really Good Software Co 48
Tower Electronics 71
Uniqueway 61
Xavier Educational Software 77
Yellowstone Eduacational Solutions 38
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Mike Cook's hardware series

Outputting binary
to the spinner

Acorn User May 1996

The second part of Mike
Cook's LED Whizzer

All lit up
Last month I described the hardware of my

motorised LED Whizzer. Those of you who
didn't see it - buy the back issue you cheap
skate, why should I go over it again just because
you couldn't bother be bothered to show up?
Sorry about that, I slipped back into lecturer

mode for a moment

there.

Anyway, this
month I want to

show you the
results as well as

describe the soft

ware to produce
them. Well I know

you have looked at
the pictures already
but for now let's

pretend you haven't
seen them and I will take you through it.

There are basically two ways to drive the LED
Whizzer - algorithmically and by stored data -
but when it comes down to it all youaredoing is
turning bits on and off and then sending them
out to the printer port. The cover disc gives a
Basic program to illustrate both cases so let's
look firstlyat the algorithmic approach.

What this means is writing a program to pro
duce a repeating pattern of flashing lights. When
these are rotated round at high speed they write
the pattern in the air. However, the patterns you
see are often different than those you would
expect.

For example the first thing I tried wasa simple
binary count - that is output the bit pattern for
one then two then three and so on. Look at the
binary photograph and youwillsee it looks quite
complex.

What yousee is the inner light flashing on and
off veryrapidly, then, as you move out, the lights
flash on and off for longerso leaving a longer
trail. However, the flashing is synchronised and
so you get that characteristic binary pattern.

A point here about how I took the pho
tographs. Basically I took them in a darkened
room and the combination of the speed of the
motor and the camera shutter speed determines
how much of the sweep is recorded.

I must say however, that good as the pho
tographs are, they don't convey the brightness
and sparkle of the real thing. The trails appear to
be a little indistinct whereas when you view it
directly the small points of light coming from

the clear LEDs have that sharp laser-like look.
You can also see the lights of the loop on the

binary photograph. I found that the same pat
terns looked very different in the loop and the
bar and there was no consistent winner.

Now look at the pyramids photograph. This
was taken at such an angle as to show both the
bar and the loop. What is happening here is that
bits are being turned on like a hi-fi volume bar
display. It runs from bit 0 and turns on the bit to
the left until it reaches bit 7 and then they start
goingoff from bit 7 towards the left. 1think you
can see that this looks better in the bar than the
loop.

Anothergood bar pattern is the diamond pho
tograph. Here a logic one is moved from left to
right at the same time as another is moved from
right to left. These logic ones bounce backwards
and forwards producing the diamonds. Now on
this photograph you will see the pattern appear
to break up at about 1 o'clock but this is just an
effectof taking the photograph.

The shutter is open for more than one revolu
tion so that part of the space is swept twice with
a different phase of the pattern. When actually
viewing this you do not see this, rather you see
the pattern slowly moving round the circle. You
see, all these algorithmic patterns are not syn
chronised to the motor rotation so you can
adjust the size of pattern and the speed of rota
tion by altering the motor speed.

Finally in this sequence look at the loop pho
tograph - although it can look pretty, it again
does not do justice to the real thing. This was a
pattern that appeared to spiral up the loop but it

Walk likean Egyptian or pyramidamania?



Synchronised patternsare stationary

can't be seen in the photograph.
All these patterns, and more, are produced by

the Whizzl program on the cover disc - feel free
to look at the code. You will notice that for each
algorithm there are two different invocations.
One is produced as fast as possible and the other
has a delay between each change.

This produces two different effects. The short
delaygives a compact pattern whereas the longer
delay more of a looping changing pattern. If you
really want to stop the pattern moving you need
to synchronise it to the shaft detector coming in
on bit 7 of the status register. This is illustrated
in the next section.

The program Whizz2 is an example of syn
chronised data output. The bit patterns output to
the LEDs are held in an area of memory and this
memory is transferred to the printer port one
byte at a time. However, whenever the shaft
detector produces a logic pulse the pointer, giv
ing the next memory location to output, is reset
and thus the same memory bytes are output at
the same point in space.

As an illustration of this I have gathered
together data to produce ASCII characters. This
enables the program to take in a string and dis
play it in lights. Modesty forbids that I write my
name in lights but I couldn't resist putting the
title of this series in lights in the RUN THE RISC
photograph.

You might have noticed that 1have not imple
mented lower case characters. This is quite
deliberate because there are only eight LEDs.
Although you can represent all the characters in
this many lights there won't be enough space to
allow lower case descenders - letters g, q, y, p

and j.
Now, as the pattern is fixed to the rotation of

the lights, if you increase the speed of the motor
all that happens is the letters spread out in space
- slowing down the motor allows you to get
more letters in the circle.

As you will see I have written the programs in
Basic. This is more than fast enough on the Rise
PC but might be a little slow on the older
machines. The simplest solution is to slow down
the motor, although this will increase slightly
the flickering of the effect.

This will not matter much especially if the
unit is viewed in darkness, which is where you
get the maximum effect. If this is not possible
you could always write some part of the program
in machine code.

Mike Cook's hardware series

I always like to leave a project with something
more that could be done by you. How about tak
ing the second program and filling up the data
memory from a desktop routine that allows you
to click on a grid and make your own patterns?
Then you can saveand load the data and so have
a mixture of words and patterns.

Well there you have it, a special effect that
more than repays the time and effort required
to build it but let me add a postscript. It has
long been a standing joke that I can make elec
tronic equipment work by my mere presence.
My first editor, Mike Bibby, used to say that 1
could mend computers by faith healing.

Well an incident occurred when I was

making this that made me think that it might
be true. The

whizzer was

whirling away
on the bench

and 1 had just
got it to pro
duce the words

Run The Rise as

I looked down

on it.

However, as

I moved away
the pattern
appeared to
break up, when
I moved back it

appeared to
work. I thought it was something to do with
the angle I was viewing the LEDs as they have
a nominal 20 degree viewing angle. This
seemed to be a consistent phenomena so I
called in my son Alec to have a look. He
looked down on the system and confirmed
that it stopped working when I went away.

This was getting unreal so I told him to
swap places with me and I would look while
he moved towards and away from the
machine. Sure enough he could make it stop
working. Then I had the answer and it was
nothing to do with supernatural powers.

What was happening was that standing
close to the machine I was casting a shadow
on the sunlight streaming through the win
dow. When I moved away the optical rotation
sensor was being dazzled by the sunlight and
was producing erratic pulse. Problem A
solved, as they say. IWj

Mining for diamonds

Close encounters of

the LED kind
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S Calancraft Ltd.
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

• Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 sixdays and to 8.00 on Thursday.
• Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
• Lotsof programs,games and education software foryou to try.
• Full service and repair facilities.
• Acorn Approved Education Agent, Network Dealer and

Training Centre.

"Veuj helpful people"
with a 12yearlong reputation for exceptional serviceand support.

Easy parking.

96 High Road, Byfleet,
Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

WEST YORKSHIRE

THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE For the best service in Yorkshire
(.we think)

CALL US! for A7000, RiscPC,
A4 Portable O Pocket Book

Visit our Showroom
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Mon, Tues, Weds, Sat.

9.30 to 7-30 Thurs 0 Frl.

fovyn Computer Services
Primers. Rihbtms, Ink Cartridges. Refills
ExpertAdvice&AfterSalesSemce
Mail OrderMaster Card. Visa.Switch
Ringfor Prices
Sen'iceA Repairtoall Equipment
Full Range ofAcorn Hardware «G Software US*"**!
(We operate the Acorn Finance Schemes) "^'^'"m
FullRangeof Educational Software
in Stock & on Demo

Tel. 01924 254800

Fax. 01924 258036

Acorn
Pocket Book

Acornf Technology Centre
SUrtay
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OZ FINANCE SCHEME - 2DZ DEPOSIT 20 MONTHS TO PAY

ACORN ASSIST FINANCE SCHEMES

COLOUR & MONO PRINTING

CD-ROM DRIVES

HARD DISC DRIVES

MEMORY UPGRADES

MODEMS FOR INTERNET ACCESS

PRACTICAL ADVICE

PRINTERS

REPAIRS

SCANNERS

SCANNING SERVICE

software Acorn Approved Dealership
SPARES email-selective@globalnet.co.uk

TUITION Telephone 01332690691
TELEPHONE HOT LINE „ . ., „, tt%r,rn.

Facsimile 01332 690691

Selective Computer Services - 8 Old Gate Avenue •V/eston on Trent - Derby - DE72 2BZ
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WEST MIDLANDS

MAUDENS
"Millside", 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

7^e 6at/e- 6ee*c tufifUtfbtp ectuc*U<Hc

• Acorn Authorised Service Centre fFTl
• Authorised Microsoft re-seller r ~i i
• PCDevelopers and Category 5 Networking Specialists
• NewShowroomswith complete rangeof Acorn machines
• MAIL ORDER - It is our policyto match most priceson offer
• Come to our showrooms and view the Internet

With 15years ofserviceyoucan'tgo wrong withMaudens
Tel: (01384) 444433/833300. Fax (01384) 441655

MIDLANDS AND OXFORD CUMBGI

459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

ACORN AGENT

Tel: 0121 706 8933 Fax: 0121 706 4306

Home use

• Business

Education

• Special Needs
• Software Training
• Acorn approved

network installers

• Complete range of
Acorn equipment

• Consultancy

NOW OPEN

OUR NEW

SHOWROOM
For expert advice
&friendly service
come and see us.

We are open
Monday - Friday

9.00am - 6.00pm

Acorn ^1 Cumbria Software Systems
Education Agency Specialist Acorn Dealer

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate x0|. ni£Q77 T77Q
Brampton, Cumbria, CA81SW ici. uio»## Oil J
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Steve Mumford looks at menu

creation in this month's tutorial

To recap - we've managed to create an applica
tion that installs itself on the desktop and

pops up a window that displays the name of the
task that's initialised most recently. Last month,
I left the program with a rather ugly quit mecha
nism. This time round, I'll look at the functions
necessary for menu creation and the subsequent
selection of entries, so that we can build an icon
bar menu with a quit option.

There are three phases to the installation of a
menu system - the first is to listen out for a
Mouse_Click event, which indicates that the
user has 'prodded' our application. If the posi
tion of the click and the button used are

appropriate for a menu - in our case, a hit on the
icon bar icon with the Menu button - a routine is

called that creates the menu data block in

memory and passes it to the WIMP for display.
At that point, the program returns to the polling
loop and thinks no more about the matter until
it receives a Mcnu_Selection event (event code
9) which signifies that the user has clicked on an
item in a menu.

The selection is returned as a series of numbers

indicating which item in the menu tree was
clicked on; if this is a little too abstract, there's
the Wiinp_DecodcMenu SWI call which
converts that data into a textual representation.
Once that's over, it's just a matter of performing
the appropriate actions and continuing with the
program - the menu is cleared away by the
WIMP once it's no longer needed.

In order to create a menu, various pieces of
information are required - a glimpse of the refer
ence manuals might be handy at this point, but
to give you an idea of what to expect, here's a
rundown of the data block. The first 12 bytes
contain the menu title string, terminated with a
control character. The next four hold the colours

used for the menu, describing the foreground
and the background for the title bar and the
work area in that order. The last three words of

the header contain the width and the height of

the menu items, as well as the gap between
them.

Fromthat point on, the rest of the data defines
the entries that will make up the menu - these
behave very much like text icons and share
many of their attributes. Each item takes 24
bytes, and the first four of those bytesare used to
hold a series of flags that govern its behaviour.
The important ones are bits 0 and 1, which allow
you to tick items and separate them with dotted
lines, and bit 7 which marks an entry as being
the last one in that particular menu.

The data word after that can contain a handle

to a submenu or a window that will be displayed
if necessary, or -1 if it's just a plain item with no
branches attached to it. The next four bytes hold
a set of menu icon flags - these are similar to
those for normal icons, although some bits are
ignored due to the specialised nature of menus.
It's important to set the foreground and back
ground colours of the icon by using bits 24-27
and 28-31 respectively, as well as determining
the type of the icon by setting the text,sprite and
indirectcil flags (bits 0, 1 and 8) appropriately.

Finally, the last 12 bytes contain the actual
text data for the entry, whether it's the indirec
tion information or the text itself. Once the data

block has been prepared, Wimp_CreateMenu is
called with the address of the block in Rl and a

pair of coordinates in R2and R3 to specify where
the menu is to be displayed - these are normally
gleaned from the pointer position.

At the moment, the menus are hard-coded
into the program, and changing information
within them or building complex menu struc
tures would be prohibitively difficult - altering
the icon flags or the colours of the menu means
recalculating the appropriate integer by hand,
which isn't efficient.

Next month's task, therefore, is to write an on-
the-spot menu builder that takes the appropriate
data in a user-friendly format and A^
returns a ready-to-usc menu. -^J-U

Programming
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Hints and tips

Rambles through Mike Cook presents
another selection of

problems and solutions

Well, another hectic month has flown

by and I wonder what I have done
with it. A few weeks ago 1got one of those
Motorola fax modems and can now send
faxes.

The software is supposed to be able to
receive faxes as well but that's not too

practical as it requires the computer to be
running, no kids using the phone and the
answer machine to be turned off.

The first time you use anything new like
that, and it doesn't work, you are not sure
what to think. My first fax was to Israel
and went like a dream; my second was to
the Acorn User office and I couldn't get
through, despite trying 20 times over
about three weeks.

For some reason my fax modem won't
talk to the one at IDG. It also won't com
municate with Virgin Radio as my son
Alec found out. As these were the first
three places we tried, confidence was not
high. However, I have faxed dozens of
places since, all without trouble, but I still
can't get through to Acorn User or Virgin.
The modems talk to each other but can't

agree on a speed and eventually they give
up.

You might wonder why I was faxing
Israel. Well I have been using some pro
grammable micro-controllers and have a
development system that runs on the PC
card. Unfortunately I have been having a
bit of trouble with it.

It crashes the PC card when you turn it
on and off, as you need to when inserting
the chips. Also, while it appears to work
fine when it comes to programming the
one-time program chips I get a very poor
success rate - 10 duff ones out of 30. These

are £4 each, and it has also destroyed five
windowed EPROM chips at £14 each.

Technical support for Europe is in Israel.
They quickly sent me a replacement board
but 1had just as many problems with that.
I am beginning to suspect something
wrong with the PC card/Acorn setup
although I don't expect any one to accept
responsibility. I'll keep you posted because
if I can get it to work reliably it will allow
me to make some very nice low cost pro
jects.

Just after I finished my Rugby clock pro
ject (March Acorn User) I received a new-
catalogue from Famell, and there in it was
a chip that would have been great to use.
All it needs is a 60KHz crystal, a few capac
itors and a ferrite rod, if you are interested
its number is U422BFL

After that article was published a friend
at the University told me about a similar
radio clock bought him by his girlfriend.
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Acorn Wood
It had a digital display of the time and was
synchronised to the received data. Unfor
tunately this clock was bought in
Germany and so was tuned to the German
standard time transmissions.

He discovered this one day when he was
rushing around thinking he was late for
work. It transpired that this was the day
the clocks were put forward in Germany
but were not due to be put forward here
for another few weeks.

On to the problems which have been
coming in thick and fast this month, keep
them rolling in.

First a cautionary tale from Tim Grainger
ofSolihull:

I would like to warn other Acorn users

about the problems I have experienced
with the Baildon Electronics AnDi Oddule

IIC bus I/O device. There are two male

connectors on the external unit con

nected in parallel, so one connector
comes from the computer's backplane,
and the other can be used to daisy chain
other devices to the IIC bus. I use only
one connector, thus leaving the other
male connector exposed.

Picture the situation: four naked 10mm

pins protruding from the surface, carry
ing +5 volts, 0 volts and two data lines.
Unfortunately, a piece of metal came into
contact with this connector, and directly
short-circuited my computer's PSU via
the backplane.

It has taken me a long time to repair
my computer, and I was very lucky that
no extensive damage was done. I urge
other users of this device to take some

sort of precaution —perhaps PVC tape or
a spare plug covering the exposed con
tacts.

Yes, a short across the power rails could
damage your computer's power supply
although it is designed to shut down if it
gets excess current. This is normally done
by a crowbar circuit which in effect puts a
deliberate short circuit across the supply to
blow the protection fuse.

While interfacing circuits to a computer
with its 5 volt power is normally a lot safer
than playing with an electric train set it is
a good idea not to wire together power

rails or outputs.
John Bennett, a radio amateur from

Boston, is having trouble getting a
Skyview Modemaster to work with his PC
card. It is a package that lets you look at
Morse, fax, teleprinter and other data
transmissions on the short wave radio.

Having exhausted the supplier who knows
nothing about Acorn and Acorn who
know nothing about the supplier he is
stuck. Has anyone managed to get one of
these things going?

David Symes is havinga bit of trouble with
SCSI. He writes:

I'm suffering from some confusion about
the subject,as I imagine others might be.
I was going to borrow a scanner and as I
understand it, a SCSI system should have
terminating resistor packs at the start
(the card), and end of the chain (the last
device).

If so, does it mean that every time I
want to temporarily attach a device to
the SCSI card, I must open the case and
yank out the resistor pack from the CD
Rom drive, and then put it back after
wards?

If I do this correctly, how can I both
connect the scanner to the SCSI card, and
terminate the last device as well, consid
ering that all SCSI cables I've been
shown, have the standard 25D to 50 Cen
tronics connector. The only SCSI
terminators I've been offered, fit the 50
way Centronics port of the scanner,
meaning I couldn't use the 25/50 cable
anyway.

Yes, strictly speaking you need to termi
nate both ends of the SCSI chain. What

you need here is a feed-through termina
tor. This is a device with a 50 way
Centronics socket at both ends. You then

plug one end into the plug into the scan
ner and the other into your cable and
remove the resistors from your board.

When you return the scanner keep the
cable with its termination attached to

your computer. These types of terminator
are quite common and should be available
from any good dealer.

Stewart from Glasgow hasn't been paying



attention! He writes:

Recently I found a project in a book to
build a key switch control panel for the
BBC Micro, which is controlled from the
user port. I decided that it would be a
useful circuit to build to provide a means
of inputting data to the computer from
outside without using the keyboard.

I am using a Rise PC and hope to adapt
the circuit to use the printer port of the
machine, I haven't got the PRM so I don't
know which SWI's to use or which pins to
hook on to. Could you help?

Now what's the use of writing the Run The
Rise articles if you don't read them. Look
at the May to July 95 back issues of Acorn
User- they should tell you all you want to
know.

I have included a new page on my web
site which summarises the topics covered
in the Run The Rise articles. It even con

tains details of articles I have written

before they are published.

D. Braine from Andover has two questions:
I have fitted an IDE hard drive to my
computer. At the back of the drive are
two sockets, one is a standard 'phone
socket and the other looks like a small
expansion socket. What can be plugged
into these?

At work we have an LCD screen that

plugs into the computer and sits on top
of an OHP machine for slide presenta
tions. Are there any problems attaching
this to my Acorn?

While the IDE is a standard interface it is

implemented in many ways and without a
circuit diagram it is impossible to tell
exactly what it is. I suspect it certainly
isn't anything that you could use, it's
probably a system for fitting a bare drive
to share the controller electronics in some

proprietor system.
As to the LCD OHP screens I have used

these on many occasions and I have had
no trouble providing you match the screen
mode to what the LCD can handle.

Darren Dootson, who appends the word
(possibly) afterhis signature, wants psychi
atric helpfor his computer:

My computer is having what appears to
be an identity crisis. It is an A3000 which
has been upgraded with a 25MHz ARM 3
processor, an internal IDE HD interface/
user port and 120 Mb hard drive. The
operating system is RISC OS 3.11 and the
memory has been upped to 2 Mb.

Another Arc owner (ARM3 410) claims
that my system will be almost as power
ful as an A5000.1 have been intending for
some time to invest in Sibelius 6 and a

sound card like the CC Eagle and Lark
cards or the Audio Dynamics DMI cards
and add ones.

However, Computer Concepts have

recently started to state in their adver
tisements that the Eagle and Lark cards
are not suitable for use with A3/4000 sys
tems. Is this due to the irregular
dimensions of the internal podule slot,
which is alreadyoccupied in my case any
way, or Is It due to the slower ARM 2
processor, which Ino longer have?

Also, there are two versions of the DMI
cards, one Intended for use In A3000
machines and one for A5000 / Rise PC
machines. I was hoping to get a bolt on
multl podule box to attach to my exten
sion socket (if any firms still make such a
beast) and therefore Install standard size
expansion cards.

If this route is possible, do I treat my
system as an A3000 or A5000 when
choosing which cards to buy? Also would
my system be capable of running the
A5000version of Sim City 2000 and other
processor intensive software?

Finally, I have a Yamaha MIDI drum
machine and Tascam Portastudio four
tracktape recorder, both of which canbe
MIDI synchronised to standard
sequencers like Steinberg's Cubase for
the Apple Mac. Will Sibelius 6 do this, or
any other program like Serenade or
Rhapsody 3? The advert literature of all
of these programs doesnot mentionsuch
afadlity.

One of the problems with a computer that
can be upgraded is how full an upgrade
can be achieved. Basically, as you say, the
A3000 has a physically different internal
podule. However, as I showed in Christ
mas 95 issue of Acorn User, the electrical
signals are identical. Therefore, if you have
some sort of electrical interface there

should be no problem.
There arc subtle differences in all the

Rise machines but, by and large, the A
series are very similar to each other. As far
as I know Sibelius is a package for writing
music and while it has MIDI capabilities it
is not as flexible as a sequencer.

However, what you want to do is to
direct these questions to the producers of
these products. If I say it will work and it
turns out it won't you have no comeback.
If you get the producer to say it will work,
and preferably in writing, if it does not
work you can get your money back under
the Trade Descriptions Act.

I do appreciate that many producers
will not stick their necks out and endorse

some strange combination they have prob
ably never beard of, but keep on trying.
There are many good dealers out there
who will do this digging for you in return
for a sale.

Finally Alan Angus from lilyth produces the
first piece of direct feedback from thiscolumn:

I read your article in the March Issue of

and tips

Acorn Userwith Interest, and one thing In
particular caught my attention. You say
that there is no heavyweight symbolic
mathematics package for Acorn
machines. I am glad to be able to tell
you that there is a very powerful system
ported to Acorn machines, Reduce 3.5.

it has a fairly basic text interface and
no built-in graphics but It is supplied
with a copy of the excellentgraphdraw
ing program IGnuplot and links to this
for plotting In2D or 3D.

I have a copy of this and have played
with it a bit, but its features go way
beyond my needs and abilities as an A-
level maths teacher. There is a demo

version available, It includes full infor
mation about the software, price and
supplier.

This Is an excellent piece of software,
and is probably unknown to almost all
Arc / Rise PC owners as it was only
advertised In the small ads section of
A.U. for a short time. I wonder how
many other high quality software items
have never taken off commercially
because the developer/porter could not
afford to advertise widely?

Excellent through Reduce is, I would not
class it in the heavyweight division - you
really need to see what the likes of Math-
ematica, Math Cad, and Maple can do. I
would class it as a welterweight package.
However, that last point is a very good
one there must be many excellent pack
ages out there that are under-advertised
due to lack of funds.

So let's do something about it. Our
next CD-Rom (with the July issue) is
going to be presented in HTML format. So
ail you developers out there who want to
get you products more widely known,
send in a presentation of your product as
HTML pages with screenshots or even a
demo and we will try to put it on.

Full details on how to submit your
HTML pages arc available on request in
writing, fax or e-mail (don't phone) from
the Acorn User offices at the usual

address.

Alan goes on to ask about Linux on the
PC card. For those of you who don't
know Linux is a public domain imple
mentation of the guru-friendly operating
system Unix. There are currently two
flavours under development, Linux for
the X86 series of processors and Rise IX
for the native Rise machines.

Both can be made to run but take a

vast amount of disc space, about 400M,
large memory, over 24M and are prone to
crashing. At the moment this is not for
the faint-hearted but when things settle
down I will write something about it.

You can e-mail Mike Cook: A

auqanda@idg.co.uk
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Back issues
Missed out on one of our previous issues? Now's your opportunity
to bring your collection up to date. But hurry: stocks are limited

Issue 157-July 1995

• Details of the StronARM deal

• MacroLife • Prophet 2
reviewed • How the Black

CountryKodak CD was pro
duced • Mark Smith interview

Issue 158-August 1995

• Elite on the cover disc •

Techniquest report • Ovation
Pro preview • How a shool

won with Acorns • Acorn's

C/C++ compiler t Animation
software reviewed

Issue 159 - September 1995

• The A7000 and new Rise PCs

t Taos t How Elite was

written• Hard discbackup on
the cover disc

Issue 160-October 1995

t The Acorn User WWW site

• Director t Fire and Ice

• Compo • Acorn's education

agents scheme

Issue 161 - November 1995

• Acorn User awards

• CD-ROM roundup • Graphic

design• Crystal Rainforest 2
demo

Issue 162 - December 1995

• Cambridge Om trial

• Internet package• Acorn's
new divisions • Software for

dyslexics• Skillsware

Issue 163-Christmas 1995

• Unusualgifts for Christmas
• PDround-up • Alone in the

Dark • Global Effect demo

• OnlineMedia Technology
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Issue 164-January 1996

• Hybrid machines • Travelling with
a Pocket bookt Virtual design t
Acorn Educational Products & services

Catalogue • Top Model demo

Issue165-February 1996

• Word processing round-up • The
Clan • Virusprotection t Sibelius

at the Royal Academy • Resource
editor demo

Issue 166-March 1996

• Video editing • Multimedia
packages• Graphics applications
• Colourprinters • Alonein the
dark demo • FSCK

Issue 167-April 1996
Reviews • Power DTP

• Acorn Australia

• Swarm

# Float• Glossary

I Issue
I I Issue
I I Issue
0 Issue

I Issue
• Issue
• Issue
• Issue
CH Issue
1 I Issue

] Issue

Name....

Address

Order form
157,July 1995 £3.25
158,August 1995 £3.25
159,September 1995 £3.25
160, October 1995 £3.25

161, Novemer 1995 £3.25

162, December 1995 £3.25
163, Christmas 1995 £3.75
164,January 1996 £3.25
165,February 1996 £3.25
166, March 1996 £3.75
167,April 1996 £3.25

Tel No
Please allow 14days fordelivery.

Send cheques payable to IDG Mediato:
Acorn User BackIssues, Database Direct,

FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB

or phone 0151357 1275
Fax: 0151 357 2813

E-mail: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Please tick if you do NOT wish to receive further
information orspecialoffers



Acorn
A ISystem: The Acorn
-* Module List
By popular request I'm presenting a table
of the versions of Acorn and Acorn-

licensed modules which can by agreement
be shipped in a RISC OS distribution. The
columns in the table detail:

• Whether a soft-loadable version of the
module (which could reside in ISystem)
exists, and if so, what its version number
is. Be aware that not all the soft-loadable

modules are available; those which are
available as Freeware can be found on

ftp.acorn.co.uk, others require a binary
distribution licence. Also a soft-loadable

version of a module may not be identical
to a version in ROM which has the same

version number.

• Versions of the module which are

shipped as standard in given versions of
RISC OS

• Restrictions on compatibility or distrib
ution with certain versions of RISC OS,
and whether the given soft-loadable ver
sion of a module forms part of a sepa
rately-licensed 'bundle' of modules (for
example, the Toolbox)

'Latest version' numbers are correct as

of 07/03/96.
In addition, the following explanatory

notes apply to specific entries in the table:
(1) CDFS is subject to special licensing, and
distribution should only occur under
terms agreed upon with Acorn.
(2) The status of Squash for RISC OS 2 is
currently under review.
(4) No soft-loaded version of CLib is
needed on RISC OS 3.10 or later; appropri
ate code is in ROM.

(5) This version of the Econet module is
supplied on the Rise PC Econet card.

Note also that, for their current pur
poses, most of the soft-loadable modules
have no user-level extended functionality
over the latest ROM version; in the case of
the network modules, for example, Inter
net 4.08 shares its user and program- A~,
mer interfaces with 4.06.

Acorn Customer Services

Acorn Computers Ltd

Acorn House, Vision Park,

Histon, Cambridge CB44AE
E-mail: customer.services@acorn.co.uk

Help direct from Acorn

This month Dave Walker

departs from his usual column

Customer

hotline
Softloadable RISC OS Version Identified Subsets

Module Version

Leafnamcin ISystem 3.10 3.60 3.50 NIC card/ 3.10only 3.10or 3.50or Toolbox Network

Podule later later only only

ABCLib 4.02 . . . . Yes - - -

ABlMod 2.86 - - -
Yes

- -

BASIC64 1.05 - - - - -
Yes

- -

BASIC64 1.14 - - - Yes

BordcrUtil 0.05 - Yes

Colours 1.57 1.07 1.64 1.61 Yes

CLib (4) . -

DDEUtils 1.53 - -
Yes

DOSFS 0.62 0.62 0.47 - Yes

DragAnObj 0.02 0.02 -
Yes

DragASprit 0,10 0.03 0.11 0.10 - - -
Yes

DrawFile 1.43 1.46 -
Yes

FillcrMgr 0.09 0.11 0.09 Yes

FPBmulator 4.04 2.87 4.04 4.04 Yes -

FrontEnd 1.16 - Yes

Hourglass 2.10 2.08 2.11 2.10 - Yes -

JCompMod 0.05 -
Yes

- -

PhotoCD (1) 0.25 - - - -

Picker 0.31 0.36 0.15 - Yes -

SCSIFilcr 1.10 - Yes -

ScrialDcv 0.22 0.21 0.34 0.31 Yes -

ScrialUtil 0.02 Yes •- -

Squash (2) 0.22 0.21 0.24 0.21 - Yes -

TinyStubs 0.02 0.05 - - -
Yes

ColourDbox 0.15 - 0.14 - - - -
Yes

ColourMenu 0.17 - 0.17 - - - -
Yes

DCS_Quit 1.06 1.06 - - - Yes -

Filelnfo 0.14 - 0.14 - -
Yes

-

FonlDbox 0,14 0.14 - - - Yes -

FonliMenu 0.17 0.16 - - - Yes -

IconBar 1.12 1.11 - - Yes -

Menu 0.24 0.23 - - - Yes

PrintDbox 0.09 0.09 - - Yes

Proglnfo 0.09 0.09 - Yes

SaveAs 0.12 0.11 - - - Yes

Scale 0.11 0.11 Yes

Toolbox 1.36 1.36 - - - Yes

Window 1.31 - 1.30 - - Yes

WimpMan 1.92 - Yes - -

ThrceTcn 0.02 - - Yes

GamcModes 1.15 2.00 2.00 Yes
* - •

DCI4 Network Modules

AUNMsgs 0.06 0.06 . . Yes

Econel 5.62 5.70(5) - - Yes

BBCEconet . 0.14 0.16 - - Yes

Net 6.15 6.12 - - - - - Yes

Netl 6.15 - - - Yes

NetFS - 5.78 5.90 - - - - Yes

Nctfiler - 0.72 0.74 - - - - - Yes

NctStatus - 2.06 2.06 - - - Yes

NetPrint 5.43 5.53 - - - - Yes

NetMsgs - - - - Yes

Internet 4.08 4.03 - - - Yes

Elher2 3.55 - . - - Yes

MBufManagcr 0.13 0.13 - - - Yes

ShareFS 3.38 2.34 - - Yes

Freeway 0.24 0.24 - - Yes

BooUict 0.88e 0.88
. •

Yes
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Don't Miss Out!

Subscribe ROW and claim your
free gift or special offer from

i4C0RNUSER
the world's number 1 Acorn magazine

>/W/You already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. After all, we've been the main source of
information for all Acorn enthusiasts for the past 13
years.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn
magazine in the world, but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer, available
exclusively to all new ACORN USER subscribers.

As an Acorn Usersubscriber you'll benefit from:
• Asaving of over £4 off the newsagents cover price:

that's under £3 per issue
• Protection from any further price increases during

your subscription
• Free delivery, every issue, direct to your home
• One of our amazing free gifts or special offers

BINDER & TWO

FREE MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this binder wil
hold up to 13 issues of your favourite
magazine. PLUS receive an extra two
magazines absolutely FREE!

Acorn User May 1996

BRAND

MEW

OFFER

7
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tfaift1}

EASYFQNT 3
Runner up in the Acorn User Best DTP
Software category EasyFont3 is the
essential Font Management System.
Features include: flexible control over
your fonts; WYSIWYG display window;
up to 40% space saving on your hard
drive; specifically designed Font Filing
System giving maximum power and
flexibility; the ability to create countless
new styles of font quickly and easily;
and the elimination of the dreaded 'Font
not found ' errors.

Save
. £25

^I^v Why not makeyour subscription
^^ even easier and subscribe by direct
direct debit, spreading the cost ofyour
Debit subscription over quarterly hassle-

free payments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.



Plily £1Q

PUBLISH ART

SAVE £25.00

The ultimate DTP

resource -1500 original
designs, a massive 13Mb
of eye catching resources
- for perfect DTP

STAR

FIGHTER 3000

SAVE £29.95

Winner of our

reader's Best Game
award. An original
and thrilling space
game from Fednet.

£50 HOLIDAY VOUCHER
Acorn User gives you £50 off
your next holiday abroad!

Offer entitles recipient to
£50 reduction on most ABiP.
tour operators'brochures
when booked with Xpert
travel Limited. Valid forminimum twopeople, seven
days holiday overseas.
Further information avail
ableon request. Only
available for UK residents

4 DISC GIFT PACK
Four high density discs (low density
also available). Including a collection
of education resources, a
multimedia presentation detailing

Waves—Itne top 10 Pro9rams released
this year and the best PD and
Shareware available.

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel: 0151-3571275

Fax:0151-3572813

Email: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Priority subscriptions form

©(/YES! Please enrol me for the following 13 issue
subscription to AcornUserNOWI

Seesection2.

4201 [H UK £37.99 4202 [J EU £53.99 4203 [_J World £68.99*
Torenew subscription please tick:
4223 O UK £37.99 4224 Q EU £53.99 4225 [H World £68.99*
•Unfortunately World subscribers arenoteligible toreceive thefree gift/special offer

I would like to pay by:

_J Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
"2 Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

Expiry date [ /
Card No.

©
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

J 4210 [j with payments of £9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Your subscription will continue until youcancel. Over a yearyouwill receive 13issues.

Nameof Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account,

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s).
Your instructions to thebank/building society:
I instruct you to pay direct debits from my
account at the request of IDG Media. The
amounts are variable and may be debited
on various dates. No acknowledgement

required.
I understand that IDG Media may

change the amounts and dates only after
giving me prior notice. I will inform the
bank/building society in writingif Iwish to
cancel this instruction. I understand that if

any directdebit is paidwhich breaks the
terms of the instruction, the bank/ building

society will make a refund. Bank/building
society may decline to accept instructions
to pay direct debit from some types of
accounts.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Originator's ID No.851412

Ref No

© Please send methe following FREE Gift/Special Offer(tick one):

4205 [_] Binder and two
magazines

4206 [J Starfighter 3000
4207 F"I Publish Art

© Name.

Address

FREE

4208 Q Acorn User Gift Pack FREE
FREE 4209 \~\ £50 holiday voucher FREE

Only £10 4731 [_j EasyFont 3 Only £10
For the giftpack please specify whetheryourequire High or Low density
discs (delete as appropriate)

• Please remember to either add the appropriate amount whenyouwrite
your cheque or ifpaying by direct debit, please send additional payment
Allsubscriptions willcommence with thenextavailable issue. This offercan notbeused inconjunction
withanyothersubscription offer.Allofferssubject to availability.

Postcode Tel.

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,
Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357
1275. Please state if credit card billing address is differentfromthe

delivery address. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the aboveinforma
tion are acceptable.

IDG Media offers you the chance to receive information about other
organisations' goods and services, please tick the box if you prefer not to
take advantage of this.
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Misleading on 3D
modellers review
Acorn User is to be commended

for its recent coverage of 3D
modellers which I have enjoyed
reading: however I would like
to venture some observations. I

hope they are taken as such
since I certainly do not intend
to criticise but would suggest
that the review could be mis

leading due to the approach
taken.

My starting premise is that a
modeller should be capable of
representing real objects.
However, this statement is not
really as clear cut as it would
initially appear because reality
could be represented at one
extreme as pseudo-artwork by a
static 24 bpp image, as in ray-
tracing, or at the other a
computer representation of
physical object, as in CAD/solid
modelling.

By profession my particular
interest is in the latter, with a
tendency towards virtual real
ity, and not particularly in
graphical design/art. This said, I
admire the effects of ray-traced
images but suspect that I have
not seen one which accurately
represents a real item. What I
am interested in is making the
computer equivalent of a physi
cal model of a product.

This is the crux of my obser
vation in that the reviews by
Acorn User, and others to be

fair, have been inadvertently
biased in favour of the graphi
cal/art uses, even to the extent

of unfairly criticising an
ancient but still excellent mod

elling package (Euclid). There is
no argument that the rendering
of models in Euclid cannot be

compared with those currently
coming on the market but its
ability to cater for complex
curves certainly can. Even
though it has always been sold
as a 3D Draw it is most cer

tainly not "Draw with an extra
dimension bunged in" as any
one who has used it for

modelling will testify. However,
this is not the purpose of my
observations.

The tendency is for the art

Acorn User May 1996

modellers to emphasise the
quality of the view achieved
whereas for the CAD type mod
eller ease of use, along with the
ability to represent the product
with the required accuracy, is
an essential. 1 know there are

exceptions but the trend is for
the former to consist of models

containing simple geometric
shapes whilst the latter are
more complex.

Therefore, if the bias/prefcr-
ence/experience of the reviewer
is not stated the reader could

well be confused into mistak

enly thinking that certain
packages arc preferable whilst
others are not worth consider

ing. The purpose of the review
is surely to inform, without
bias, the readers who do not
have access to the product and I
am sure that was your
intention.

Of great significance, with
regard to the role of magazines
like Acorn User and software

reviews, is the trend of both 21)
and 3D software creators to rely
heavily upon DXF files in their
promotion. Examples of this are
the Cadillac and the Space
Shuttle, all of which demon
strate again the viewer
capabilities.

By implication, the reader
assumes that he can use the

package to create a similar
model, which may or may not
be true. Surely it is a moral, if
not legal, requirement for the
magazine and software writer
to be completely honest and
not mislead the reader.

Your February article really
considered Merlin and Top
Model, with Da Vinci being dis
missed, in passing, as simple.
Now, due to its ancestry Merlin
is primarily a ray-tracer with
the obvious emphasis, the edi
tor does show promise but
suffers from stability problems.

Top Model falls somewhere
between the two extremes in

that it is not a ray tracer nor is
it easy to see bow it can be used
as a modeller in my sense since
the Acorn User demo had no ref

erence to coordinates and only
demonstrated the viewer

capabilities.
1 have only seen Da Vinci at

Acorn World and BETT and so

cannot fully comment upon its
abilities but I have used its pre
decessor Architech extensively.
The apparent intent of the lat
ter is truly as a modeller due in
part to its educational bias and
its encouragement of the fabri
cation of physical models.
Therefore, I contend that the
review should have emphasised
that the three packages had dif
ferent objectives.

To be honest I think that the

review should have been part of
a series which included all

those modellers available on

the market, old and new,
Acorn, PC and Amiga. I think
that some of the older ones still

have a role to play and hope
that someone would develop a
file converter to facilitate their

use in the appropriate
circumstances.

I think the review should

have included Architech if only
to emphasise the modelling
aspects. Architech is certainly
easy to use as evidenced by my
11 year old daughter using it for
Design and Technology home
work and in this role it is

without equal. However, to be
fair, until October it was really
limited to the more architec

tural model, as its name would
imply, since single facet modifi
cation is not easy.

Since then Aspex has released
a Text to Architech converter.

This latter allows me to create a

text file from a spreadsheet of
coordinate data and with this I

can accurately model a ship's
hull in minutes, editing of these
complex shapes is achieved out
side the modeller using the
spreadsheet and by reloading.

While this can appear tedious
it has the advantage in that the
data file exists separately and
encourages a disciplined fully
configured object-oriented
approach whereby the object is
imported and then trans
formed. Since it creates an

accurate model of this data the

latter can also be subject to
engineering calculations,

greatly extending the use of the
software.

One of the frustrating occur
rences is the fact that polygons
tend to become transparent as
the model is rotated, a factor
which is exhibited by Top
Model. This seems to be linked

to the precise definition of the
boundary of the polygon and
its neighbours. It seems to be
the result of the use of the inte

ger, as against floating point
maths since it does not occur

within the spreadsheet gener
ated bezier patches. If this is the
case then Aspex, with Da Vinci,
will have provided the next
solution since it will be the only
candidate that I am certain has

this floating point of definition.
A second observation is that

the Architech manual is a very
good introduction. However,
the software is so comprehen
sive that it takes months of

investigation and experimenta
tion (including conversations
with Aspex) to identify its full
capabilities and the tricks
which can be used. The only
way out that I can see is to set
up a user group or for a maga
zine like Acom User to provide a
forum for 3D techniques in
addition to that provided for
graphics.

This aside, the approach
taken by Aspex to its market is
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commendable in that its model

ling range will soon become:
Spex, Architech, Da Vinci. It is in
this way able to support the
growing capabilities of budding
3D modellers from primary
school through to
enthusiast/professional in easy
stages. This reflects a definite
upgrade path matching the
needs of the user and is another

feature which was not covered

in the review, since it cannot be
assumed that only experienced
modellers are interested. In this

regard I suspect that the overly
complex interfaces of Merlin
and Top Model will serve to
ensure exclusivity of the 3D
modelling domain.

Ian Mackereth,

Trowbridge, Wilts

Tltanks for your interesting
letter, we may well do an in-
depth analysis of the various
packages individually at a
later date. Tlie only thing I'd
disagree with is that we dis
missed Da Vinci in fact we
pointed out that it was being
further developed and the
later versions would be

extremely powerful.

Buy British!
Being English I have supported
the Acorn computers from the
Electron - BBC - A3000 and

now a Rise PC 600.

I have recently returned to
New Zealand after a stay of
three years in England and

found the argument between
Acorn and the PC endemic of

the whole English outlook on
life. If the British people were
more patriotic this whole ques
tion would be put in its correct
place.

If Acorn had been a French

company, the French govern
ment would make sure that the

home grown computer was the
one to use.

School governors, who seem
to be putting forward self inter
est, because they use PCs at
work and PCs are the industrial

standard, should be informed
of what PC stands for. I want

Acorn to grow because like
many other people I cannot
afford to be changing a home
computer all the time and I feel
it is in the hands of the British

people to have some pride in a
home grown product and buy
British. (As well as New
Zealand lamb, cheese, butter
and fruit).

Alan Shooter,

New Zealand

Competition winner
May I express my sincere
thanks to Acorn User for having
selected my humble self as one
of the three winners of the New

Year hamper competition. I
was actually reading the maga
zine in my tea break at work
and got one of my colleagues to
confirm what I thought I saw!

I'm one of the 'born losers' of

this world usually and, if I

remember correctly, I only sent
in my entry a couple of days
before the closing date, having
completed it much earlier and
not posting it. The parcel
arrived a few days later
although, unfortunately,
despite being well packed, the
CD attached to the Eesox clock

had snapped right across the
middle.

However, the clock works
well and a bit of modelling
glue will fix the crack all right.
The interesting mouse mat and
the burger mouse are now
actively in use. My thanks to
the companies who supplied
the prizes, and to Acorn User
for proving that, for once, my
competition entry hadn't gone
in the waste bin!

I was actually attracted by
the T-shirt transfer package.
Last September you had a spe
cial offer with the Quill
Marketing transfer kit which I
had intended sending away for,
but forgot. I am involved in a
tram restoration group in
Southampton and responsible
for sales items (of which we
have only a few as access to our
workshop can only be done for
pre-arranged groups).

We had discussed T-shirts

with some sort of tram logo,
but it is quite expensive to do
and our sales would be very
limited. So these do-it-yourself
transfers might be just what we
arc looking for. I recently
bought a Canon BJC-600e, after

having used a BJ-200 for 2 years
(which I am keeping as my
standard monochrome printer).
I was a little worried by the
printer, it took me quite a long
time to get all four colours
printing and the next time 1
used it, about two weeks later,
two had to be cleaned again. I
always use the Canon car
tridges, though, so I'm keeping
my fingers crossed that I won't
have any problems. We have
Hewlett Packards at work, and

I find them far inferior to the

Canons, as well as taking up
more space.

I have had subscriptions since
The Micro UserNo.l, although it
was about a year later that I
bought my BBC-B. Since 1973 I
have been newsletter editor for

the Southampton University
Industrial Archaeology Group,
starting with a basic typewriter
on Roneo stencils, then using a
daisywheel to cut the stencils
using 'View', then I got an old
electronic stencil cutter, and
three years ago I bought an
A5000, after which along came
Impression Publisher, but the
stencil cutter is still used as it is

much cheaper to duplicate than
photocopying.

Once again, many thanks for
the prizes, and keep up the
good work on what, if I recall
correctly, used to be referred to
by Micro User as Squirrel
Abuser.

Angela Smith,
Southampton
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Having been on
the receiving end
of the Edinas of

this world, I know
only too well that
if you have a naff
product no amount
of chatting is
going to make an
editor give it
coverage.

Acorn User May 1996

OD*J Sweetie, it's about names, glamour,
f #1 • style! Bottles of Holly at every launch -
get them drunk enough darling and they won't
care what the product is.

If you think you know PR because you've been
watching the re-runs of Absolutely Fabulous on
BBC1, think again. Richenda Wood owns and
runs Livewire, a company which handles the PR
for several companies in the Acorn market. She is
as comfortable arranging for a mouse handler to
bring 18 live white mice to climb over a client's
trackerball range as she is hiring out part of
Alton Towers for the launch of a maths program.
She edils an electronics magazine too, so she
actually knowssomething about the products she
promotes. And she makes her own coffee.

'To start with the basics: most people don't
understand what 'public relations' is,' explains
Richenda. 'It's a broad term which basically
means presenting the image of the company to
the public. This covers a lot of things, from press
relations to helping with exhibitions, in fact
anywhere the company is coming into contact
with clients. Seventy per cent of the work is
press-related, though.'

PR wasn't her first choice of career. After

reading English at Queen Mary College, London,
she got a job editing a school equipment maga
zine and an engineering journal.

'While I was there 1 was always getting
approached by PR companies,' recalls Richenda.
'Being on the receiving end I was able to decide
what I did like - and what I didn't. Although
being an editor was what I had originally wanted
to do, I soon changed my mind and decided to
set up on my own, doing PR.

'As part of the learning curve, I took a side
track for a bit as a marketing manager and a
senior account executive on accounts which

included everything from pharmaceuticals to
computer companies. 1 didn't think it was silly
to diversify so much because to get good results
you need to know the subject in depth.'

It was John Simnett (ex MD of Cumana) who
gave Richenda her first big break in PR. She had
first worked for John at Simnett Computers

when she left university and found him to be a
great inspiration, so when she decided to set up
her own company she sought him out for some
advice.

'He recommended that 1 go to see a friend of
his called Simon Shute who ran a company
called Microwave Kingston. I walked through the
door, thinking I was going to get kicked out.
Although John had told him I was coming, he
did not know who I was, so it was cold calling.
He told me to write him a proposal - 1 did, and
that's how 1got my first client.'

Richenda's decision to specialise in high tech
nology including computers, electronics and
data communications was a wise one - Livewire

has never been short of work.

She stresses that Livewire's policy is no-non
sense PR: 'Having been on the receiving end of
the Edinas of this world, I know only too well
that if you have a naff product no amount of
chatting is going to make an editor give it cov
erage. Even if you have a good product you have
to bear in mind that they want some thing that
makes a good story.

'I am careful to make all our press releases
accessible to the general readership - not just the
technical wizards. I never assume that the reader

is going to be stupid but I do try to take an objec
tive view of things, when a company is involved
in its work on a day to day basis there are a lot of
things that it takes for granted. As an outside
person I can ask the questions that someone who
would buy the products would ask.

'I place a lot of emphasis on good quality
graphics and photographs - there has to be a bit
of artistic vision to make things like CD-ROM
drives look interesting.

'People shots can be a problem; I sent one of
my clients off to his local photographer to get
some photos, and he returned with shots of him
self in front of one of those blue backgrounds
pretending to use his mobile phone. It was just
this type of corny pseudo corporate images I was
striving to get away from.'

Could be worse - he could have been wearing
La Croix. A

Jill Regan AU
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Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup
The removable harddrive system Ills into a 5V4"
drive slot in the RiscPC and harddrives are
available in many sizes which can simply plug
in and out of the slol as required. The drive may
be locked in place lo prevent unauthorized
removal. For total security llie drive may be
removed and stored in a safe place to prevent

unauthorized access to your data. Because the removable drives are available in any
size (up to at least 4Gb) they are also ideal for use as backups for existing harddrives,
and may be easily transported between different computers for rapid transfer of large
datafiles, The system is available for use with both IDE and SCSI filing systems.
External boxes arc available to enable SCSI removable drives to be used with older
Acorn models. Please 'phone for details. See opposite for prices.

PAL TV Coders
The PLC/3 PAL TV Coder works in any of the 'Standard' Modes,
e.g. mode 12 and 15 on all Acorn computer models. The PLC/3
has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and
an S-VHS connector for S-Video. The PLC/3 will work with

PLC/3 £104 57 R'scPC computers although the AKF60, AKF85 and AKF90 will
not work at tlic same time.

The AVK/3 will work with all computer models in all screen
modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing &. panning
the TV picture. Ideal for lectures and demonstrations etc. The
AVK/3 includes all connecting cables including a SCART which
gives TV frequency RCJB O/P for large screen TV's, a phono

AVK/3 £355.00 socket for composite video and an S-VHS socket for S-Video.

ArtWorks Video Tutorial
ABrand new product from Pineapple is thisVHS Video Tutorial
covering the use of ArtWorks.
WalterBriggs is the tutor for this I hour video which shows how to use
all the ArtWorks tools and then goes on to show how Waller produced
his famous Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive
landscape picture which can be copied by those with no artistic talent at
all!

ArtWorks Video Tutorial £19.99

24 Bit Colour Scanners
Pineapple can offer a wide range of Flatbed A4
colour scanners starting from as low as £359
including software and VAT!
The Epson range is currently the most popular
although Canon are expected to release a new
scanner to replace their IX-4015 shortly. The
cheapest in the Epson range is the GT5000 with

an optical resolution of 300dpi. This is adequate for virtuallyall home use. The
GT5000 is available with either a parallel or a SCSI interface. The GT8500 has
an optical resolution of 400dpi and comes with both parallel and SCSI
interfaces. Finally, the GT9000 is the top of the range with an optical resolution
of 600dpi and both parallel and SCSI interfaces. Imagemaster and Twain
software are included in the price, but we also offer our Studio24Pro Photo re
touching software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

20:20 Finance available on all RiscPC's
Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase

Studio24Pro at just £80.00 with any colour scanner
FREEmembership of the Virus Protection Scheme with any RiscPC

Pineapple Software
Suites 13 & 14

South Park Business Centre
310 Green Lane, IIford

Essex IG1 1XT
Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

Features

Fast Virtual Memory
Random mutated texture generation
Undo brush. Texture and Filter brush

Over 40 pre-defined filters including Spin blur.
Motion blur, Lighting etc, etc.

PhotoCD and Scanner input
Merging of Sprites, Jpcgs, Tiffs & Draw files.
Built in Draw file creation

RGB, CMYK or Indexed channel modes

Up to 16, 8 bit mask channels
Filter preview window (shown above left)

'Many Acorn User front covers have been
created from scratch using this program
alone, concrete proof of the power of this

creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£149.87 inc vat

Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme will allow you to
detect and remove over 100
viruses from your Acorn
computer.

'If you're interested in
virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternatives.' - Acorn User Feb 96

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M10 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 £359
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £425
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £499 -^.
Epson GT8500 £569 >,
Epson GT9000 £699
All scanners include Imagemaster &
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD425 14"Mon £1019
4Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1139

RiscPC 600 Computers
4Mb HD425 14" Mon £1325
4Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1450
4Mb HD425 17" Mon £1699
4Mb HD425CD 17" Mon £1825

RiscPC 700 Computers
5Mb HD425 14" Mon £1550
5Mb HD425 17" Mon £1925
5Mb HD425CD 14" Mon £1699
5Mb HD425CD 17" Mon £2049
10Mb HD850 14" Mon £1949
10Mb HD850 17" Mon £2299
10Mb HD850CD 14" Mon £2069
10Mb HD850CD 17" Mon £2425

PC Cards
Separately with RiscPC

SXL-33Card £233.83 £116.32
DX2-66Card £289.00 £169.00
DX4-100Card £349.00 £229.00
586-100 Card £579.00 £459.00

CDRom Drives
x4 Speed CDRom £120.00
x6 Speed CDRom £233.82

Memory Upgrades
1Mb to 2Mb Vram £116.32
2Mb Vram 8= £233.83
4Mb SIMM Ram 3 S £ 65.00
8Mb SIMM Ram £l £129.00
16Mb SIMM Ram S| £249.00
32Mb SIMM Ram || £775.00
RiscPC Sound Card " £70.44
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Printers

Citizen Printw/ 600C
$}•?*+. Citizen

>* PRINT/Va 600C
Hewlett Packard
Laserjet 5L 4ppm
Deskjet 600
Deskjet 660
Deskjet 850
Canon
BJC600E
BJC610
BJC4000
BJC4100
BJC200

BJC210
Epson
Stylus Colour II
Stylus Colour IIS
Stylus Pro XL (A3)

3.5" Bare Harddrives
540Mb
850Mb
1.0Gb
1.0Gb
2.0Gb
4.0Gb

colour
colour

colour
col 720dpi
colour

col 720dpi
mono

(col option)

IDE
IDE
IDE

SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

£399.00

£458.00
£231.00
£315.00
£415.00

£375.00
£415.00
£276.00
£276.00
£205.00
£222.00

£329.00

£244.00
£1079.00

£149.00
£169.00
£225.75
£235.00
£659.00
£938.00

Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit £ 25.00
540Mb IDE £168.00
850Mb IDE £188.00
1.0Gb IDE £244.00
SCSI Mounting Kit £ 29.00
1.0Gb SCSI £255.00
2.0Gb SCSI £679.00
4.0Gb SCSI £958.00
External Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card ' £116.32
SCSI Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI External Cable £19.99
SCSI II Card £189.00
SCSI II Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI II External Cable £ 22.32

Monitors
14" 0.28mm DPMS £179.00
14" 0.28mm MPRII £189.00
15" 0.28mm MPRII £309.00
17" 0.28mm MPRII £556.00
21" 0.28mm MPRII £'Phone
llyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £635.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £699.00

!! Special RiscPC offer!!
A Quad speed CDRom drive for just £60 with any RiscPC

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage FREE to

mainland U.K. Phone for quote
outside U.K. Official orders,
cheques and all major credit
cards accepted. Money back

guarantee on all products.

'Pineapple offer some ofthe
finest andfriendliest after-
sales support you willfind' -

Acorn User Mar 96
Why not come and visit US(easy
parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday - Friday 0900 - 1730
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building networks for many yearsvnow,
We can help you every step of the way,
\o ensure that your network is assembled
correctly right up to.thejast'piece in the

jigsaw.

All Atomwide networks are design
-IEEE802.3 specifications giving yo^
choice^of using boll

industry standards
installations, software

aftersales hotline support are carried out
by our fully qualified! ream of experts.
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quotation designed to! meet your specific
( requirementsA


